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Sharp-witted,
luck-wrangling
mercenary
Domino takes on both a dangerous cult and her
own dark past, in this explosive introduction to
the new series of Marvel prose novels
The job: infiltrate a Chicago conman’s cult to liberate
some brainwashed twins. For former X-Force
operative Domino, that’s a flat “no”. Fanatics are
bad news. She still suffers from nightmares about
Project Armageddon, the Super-Soldier program
that wrecked her life and destroyed her family. If
only she’d had someone to help her back then,
someone… like her. Maybe it is time to finally face
those demons. With her mutant powers she can
turn even the worst of situations to her advantage.

PROLOGUE
Funny, the kinds of things you remember.
Not “ha ha” funny, or post-irony ironic funny, or RayLiotta-and-Joe-Pesci-in-Goodfellas funny, or anything so
godawful literary as a metaphor.
I guess you kinda had to be there.
What I remembered most was the smell: blood and ash.
Two things that don’t usually go together. If a body’s burning,
then it’s the cooked-meat smell that really worms into your
nostrils and gets to you. It even gets to me. I’ve hit the age
where I’ve stopped pretending that it doesn’t. You have to do
a lot of hateful things to get through in this world, especially
in my career, and so you put on your wading boots and get
through it. And try not to think about it again.
These days, it’s not the smell that bothers me as much as
what it’s covering up. The absence underneath. The things I’d
rather remember instead.
Like her face.
Somewhere along the way, I stopped remembering her face.
I’ve flipped through magazines and Instagram feeds,
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thought I saw her, and nearly jumped out of my skin.
Of course, it wasn’t her. The women in the pictures were
too young; they weren’t quite intense enough. And they were
having too much fun, doing things like clubbing or taking
pictures of their food. Time-wasting nonsense. Even before I
found out more about her, I knew she wouldn’t have bothered
with that.
But I thought these random flashes of her had kickstarted
my memory. That I could finally remember what Mom, what
Beatrice, looked like.
I saved those pictures. Only when I went back to look
at them, all the pictures looked different. They weren’t as I
remembered them. The diamond-hard eyes I’d thought I’d
seen were gone. I was left with a phone full of pictures of
strangers.
Now, when I try to think of Beatrice, these people get
tugged along in the undertow of memory too. And it all gets
even more jumbled.
“Funny” thing is, jumbled and chaotic is my element. I’m
at my best balanced on a razor, listing into the breeze, and
letting chance and fortune pick what happens next. Where
there’s no railings, no instructions, and I don’t have time to
feel awful about it.
But the time finds you anyway. And that’s where I start
to lose focus. In my profession, you can’t ever lose focus.
Lose focus, and you’re either dead, or worse – useless. Close
enough to dead that the margins are imperceptible.
Maybe it’ll be easier if I start with what I know. Start
tracing the outlines, and fill in the center later. I can tell you
a few things.
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I could tell you what her hair was like: dark like mine
but neater, thinner, and with a gray streak. What she wore:
military fatigues, cut out of regulation, with the nametag
torn out. But her face – the only thing I remember now is the
impression of it. Those diamond eyes. The eyes of a fanatic.
She was a killer. And there was lots of rage. Oh, yeah. Lots
of rage.
That part, at least, felt right. I could believe I was related to
that.
Let’s take it from the top.
My name is Neena Thurman. But, like most of us these
days, I have more than one name. Call me Domino.

ONE

CHICAGO, NOW
One of the things nobody ever tells you about the badass,
super-exciting mercenary lifestyle is what a grind it is between
jobs.
Oh, there’s glamour. Not going to lie about that. You
start off street-poor like I did – with no education but with
plenty of ability – and there’s no more glamorous way to go.
Mercenaries are short-lived, but the idea is to live enough for
ten people in a handful of years. My friends and I turned it
into a competition: after the check from a high-paying job
clears, we go out and see who can spend their earnings the
fastest. Bonus points to whoever spends it all clubbing. Extra
bonus points if it’s at the same club, in one night.
Some of my best memories came out of those nights.
The parts I can remember, anyway. (Brings a tear to my eye,
imagining what I can’t.)
If you’re the kind of person who dwells on the long term,
who can’t sleep if you don’t know what you’re doing next
10
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week, this isn’t the profession for you. You know, there’s a
psych experiment in which some scolds in lab coats take a
preschool-age kid, sit them down in front of a marshmallow,
and tell them that if they don’t eat the marshmallow for five
minutes, they can have two marshmallows. The kids who wait
are supposed to have better self-control, foresight, outcomes
in life, et cetera.
If you’re the kind of person who would’ve waited for the
second marshmallow, this isn’t the job for you.
To do what I do, always take the first marshmallow. Don’t
trust anyone who promises you anything.
Don’t count on having any kind of future.
The present’s the fun part, anyway. It’s the only part that’s
real.
And then there’s the rest of it. The hardest part – well,
there’s a lot of hard parts, but the hardest part that doesn’t
involve something like, say, trawling through sewer water with
open wounds – is finding someone 1) trustworthy enough to
pay what they say they’ll pay, 2) with a job worth your skills,
3) with the credit rating to handle that advance and extra
expenses, and 4) not a total scathead.
That fourth part is the most common deal-killer. Surprise,
surprise. So it’s the one I pay most attention to when I meet my
clients, or their agents, or talk to them on an identity-masking
VOIP service, whatever. The job interview is two-way. You’d
be surprised how many people won’t tell you what it is they
want you to do, or will just outright lie about it, until they
have a chance to look in your eyes. Sometimes they need to
make sure I’m sharp enough to handle the kind of job they’re
desperate enough to hire someone like me to do. Or they just
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want to meet me for the sake of meeting me.1
I’ve got an advantage in first meetings. There’s a brand
around my eye that most people assume is a scar. They focus
on that, rather than on me sizing them up. I don’t mind the
misconception. Makes me look tough.
I mean… tougher.
So it was that I came to meet Rebecca Munoz, in an
apartment I lied was my home, on an ice-slick Chicago winter
evening. She knocked on the door just after working hours.
The line of headlights outside the windows had been thick for
hours, and would be for hours more. I was honestly surprised
Munoz had made the meeting on time, traffic as it was.
She was one of those planning-ahead types.
I came prepared to refuse her. She had sent me a long
story about her adult-aged kids cutting off contact with her,
refusing to see her. They had gotten involved with some kind
of church that had, she said, encouraged them to do this.
Not the kind of thing I usually deal with, and for several very
good reasons. But I would give just about anyone a chance.
One chance.
She looked unsteady, uncertain when she came in – like
most people did when they saw my belt holster slung over the
coffee table, collectors’ piece pistols artfully placed in plain
view. But then it was like she just stopped seeing them. And
her raised eyebrow said just how unimpressed she was.2
Her most striking feature was the lines under her eyes.
She looked like she hadn’t gotten sleep in days. Or had spent
weeks catching, at most, one or two hours a night. Her black
1 I’ve got more of a reputation than I care to have.
2 Hey, not everybody appreciates beauty. I take great care of the Kimber Eclipse
Custom II.
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hair dripped. She’d gotten some snow on it, and the building
was so cold that the snow was just now melting.
She sat on the chair opposite my sofa. The first thing she
said was to outline how she wanted to pay me, and through
which banks. Not the kind of thing she would’ve done if she
hadn’t already been sure she wanted to hire me. She didn’t
even look at the brand on my eye.
People think they can stare at it without me noticing, but I
can always tell.
When she started counting money out on the table, I held
up a hand. “I just said I would meet you. You’re acting like I’ve
already signed on the dotted line.”
“I wasn’t aware you people put anything down in writing.”
There’s that old, familiar feeling: my hackles rising. You
people could mean a bunch of different things. Could mean
mercs. Could mean muties.
She asked, “What’s the point of putting anything in a
contract if no judge will enforce it?”
“It was a metaphor.” I ground my teeth. “That email you
sent, about your kids? It was thousands of words long.” Cute
picture, though. Hispanic fraternal twins standing side-byside at high school graduation. The brother was shorter, sister
was taller, and both were freckled. But the picture came with
metadata that said it was years old. Those twins were in their
twenties now. “I’m going to be honest. I stopped reading
halfway. If you have a job for me, you can tell me without the
sob story.”
Sometimes the best way to sound out new clients is to pick
a fight and see what happens. And what she might’ve just said
made picking that fight a pleasure.
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“I didn’t think it was all that complicated,” she said. “I just
want to hire somebody to find out what happened to them.”
“Do you?” I asked. “If I find out they’re exactly where they
said? What then?”
She didn’t have an answer, or didn’t want to give it. She met
my stare just as hard as I was giving it. Again, to her credit,
without looking at the brand.
“Would you really let that be the end of the story you want
to tell yourself?” I asked.
“You think I’m here to tell myself a story?” Also to her
credit, she didn’t hide her contempt.
“That’s what most of my clients want. Certainly most
clients with family problems. They try to hire me because
they see the kind of story they’re in and they don’t like it.
They want to go back a few chapters. Undo someone else’s
character development. Or just keep from turning those last
pages. But it’s never that easy.”
Not many people can change the genre of the story they’re
in. I’ve met a few who can. I couldn’t turn this woman’s story
from a tragedy into something else. And I didn’t really think
I wanted to. Not for any kind of money. And I’ll do a lot for
money.
Rebecca Munoz was still in her winter coat. She pulled her
hands back into her sleeves. I, in my combat-ready slimwear,
was forced to pretend I didn’t feel the cold. The headlights
made iridescent waves on the frost inside the window.
My friends, Diamondback and Outlaw – back when we
were still operating by ourselves, before we even got our
riverboat, the Painted Lady – rented this place for just this
kind of meeting. Sure, it’s not as cheap as just getting a hotel
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wherever. But I don’t trust hotels for sensitive work. Besides,
you never know when things will blow up, get hairy, or turn
you into a wanted woman. It pays to have your hidey-holes
set in advance. Places like this, where your friends know
where to find you but the law doesn’t, are worth every chunk
of change that takes away from our clubbing.
Before you accuse me of planning ahead, this place was
Diamondback’s idea. I don’t hate planners. Sometimes I even
need them. I just don’t like to do it myself.
Rachel – Diamondback’s given name, though you can damn
well go on calling her Diamondback until she says otherwise –
may have come up with the idea, but I didn’t let her execute it.
Rachel has a flair for the elaborate and the expensive. Letting
her pick our places would’ve shaved tens of thousands off our
Girls’ Night Out budget. I turned the operation over to Inez,
our Outlaw. I may have overcompensated.
In the end, Inez isn’t any more practical than the rest of us
costumed mercs. She’s got her aesthetic, same as Rachel and
me. She goes for low-down, dirty, and practical. So practical
that, if I didn’t have my boots on, the floorboards would have
given me splinters. And so practical that the most functional
furniture is the bar. The liquor cabinets are stocked and the
taps work.
Inez is from Texas. When she was out looking at the
property, she didn’t see things like cold weather prep the same
way as the rest of us. Cold is alien to her.3 I made a mental
note to find an excuse to send her down here, force her to
spend a night.
I’d come here direct from my San Francisco apartment.
3 You can tell from her outfit.
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Every time I start to feel like San Francisco is an unlivable
hellhole, I return to Chicago to remind myself what real
unlivable hellholes are like.
(Hey – I grew up a Chicagoan. I’m allowed to insult my
city. To whatever extent it is still my city.)
“All I want,” she said, “is my children.”
I kicked my feet up on the coffee table and reclined.
“Yeah. And your kids don’t want you to have them.”
“They only say what they’ve been told to.”
“Your kids are adults.”
Her jaw shifted. She was visibly grinding her teeth. But
her voice remained calm. “You don’t believe adults can make
poor decisions?”
“Believe me, I freakin’ know.”
“You’re making one right now.”
“Is that a threat?” I asked.
“No. Just telling you you’re making a poor decision.”
I’d done my research before this meeting. Rebecca Munoz
wasn’t super-powered, wasn’t a mutant, or anything like
that. Doesn’t mean she couldn’t be hiding something, but
everything I’d found led me to believe that, if that was a threat,
she was severely overconfident. She was just an ordinary
person. Playing in my superpowered world.
I swung my legs off the table. Leaned forward. “Have you
ever considered that you might have driven them away?”
I threw it out there to provoke the rage and the waterworks.
It was coming, sooner or later, I thought. Might as well get it
over with. This apartment was full of things she could throw
at me, but I trusted my luck to dodge them.
But I didn’t get any of that. All she gave me was flint and
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steel. The steel was in her expression, the tightness of her
cheekbones and jaw. And the flint was in her eyes.
“They’re going to hurt people if they don’t leave where they
are,” she said.
Unexpected answer. But still in the bounds of the genre.
“If they’re the kind of kids who are set to hurt people,
they’ll manage it no matter where they are,” I said.
“They’re not those kinds of kids.”
There was more venom in her voice than there had been in
the past several minutes of back-and-forth sniping. I met her
glare.
Rebecca Munoz was a mother of fraternal twins, Rose and
Joseph. Up until the past year, they’d lived with her. They’d
moved out together, giving their lives over to some church.
The kids were old enough to make their own decisions about
that.
Bottom line is this: I’ve got no respect for people who try
to impose what they want on the people they say they love.
Honestly, that covers about ninety percent who try to hire
me for “family issues.” I should just have a form rejection for
anyone who comes to me with a job like that.
Look, my aversion to long-term planning is one thing. But
if I skip my due diligence on the people who walk through
my doors, I end up helping some jackhole stalker track down
his victim. Or, as it could be in this case, an abusive parent
finding their adult children who’d finally managed to get away.
This would not be the first time I’ve dealt with that. The
last jerk who tried that on me, a real piece of work of a father,
found himself dangling from the Golden Gate Bridge by one
foot. And I’m not going to tell you what I do to corporate
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types who try to hire me as a strikebreaker.4
“You’ve heard of Dallas Bader Pearson,” she said.
Not a question. A statement. I hate when people do that,
especially when they’re wrong. I had no idea who Dallas
Bader Pearson was. “If you’re using all three names, he must
be some kind of serial killer. That’s the rules, right?”
“He’s worse. And if you don’t know, you must not live here.”
I spread my arms in mock surrender. “I really don’t know.”
“He’s all kinds of involved in city politics.”
“Who isn’t?”
“He had his own radio show, broadcast on what used to be
one of the best news stations in the city.”
“Good for him.” I didn’t hide the boredom creeping into
my voice.
“He and ten thousand of his followers are going to embark
on a spiritual revolution that will turn the world into Paradise.”
I blinked. “OK, that was less expected.”
“He’s a liar and a psychopath, but he’s very good at
convincing people he’s not. He can’t possibly believe that, but
his followers do.”
I scratched my chin, interested despite myself. “He can’t
have ten thousand followers, or even I would’ve heard of him.”
“No, but the number’s important to him. He’s into
numerology, prophecies of the apocalypse.”
The more I heard about this, the less I liked it. And I didn’t
think that was possible. “OK, so he’s a nutcase. So what?”
“Look, Ms Domino–”
“Just Domino.”
She shot me an arch look, just to let me know how childish
4 Been a while since the last one of those. Maybe the object lesson I made of the
last lady had been enough.
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she found this whole thing. She and I might as well have not
lived in the same world. “Have you ever dealt with fanatics?”
Have I ever dealt with fanatics. I answered her look with a
withering one of my own. “That’s just about all I deal with.
Fanatics and the people they hire.”
“Have you ever wanted to save someone from that – but
they wouldn’t let you?”
That gave me pause. “Yeah. Of course.”
“Who?”
A sudden, involuntary swell of anger turned to bile in
my throat. For just a second, I tasted algae-covered Florida
swamp waters. I pushed the memory down. “I’m not here to
bare my soul to you. We’re discussing a business relationship.”
“No, we’re not.”
“You don’t think so, you came to the wrong place. Door’s
over there–”
“If it were just business, I should have cut my losses long ago.
These are my children.”
“It’s just business to me.”
She smiled curtly. “Then, if that’s all, I’m prepared to pay
your asking price.”
A neat little rhetorical trap. All of my objections, so far, had
been over the nature of the job, not her ability to pay. I could
see she’d brought enough cash for the opening bid. She had it
splayed out on the coffee table in front of me.
But this wasn’t a debate class and I wasn’t a judge. I didn’t
have to be fair, and I didn’t have to navigate my way through
word puzzles. If I didn’t want to do something, I didn’t do it.
“No,” I said.
“No? But I’ve done everything you asked–”
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“I’ve met with crown princes and corporate oligarchs who
were less presumptuous than you, lady.”
For the first time since she’d come in, she looked shaken. “I
don’t have any other options besides you.”
“That’s not my concern.” And I doubted that was true.
She didn’t say anything to that. I sighed, and stood. Rebecca
flinched like I was about to physically throw her out, but I
walked past her and toward the frost-limed window.
I just didn’t want to see her any more. And I didn’t want her
to see how angry she’d made me, especially because I couldn’t
explain the reason why.
“Do you really think I’d be able to change their minds?” I
asked.
She said, “So long as they’re in there, I’m not sure there’s
much point in talking about things like ‘changing their minds.’”
“So you want me to abduct them.”
“You don’t have to take them to me if that’s your problem.
I want you to take them into the outside world. Show them
that they can live outside Dallas Bader Pearson’s church.”
“No,” I said. “I’m not a chaperon, a tour guide, and I’m
definitely not a motivational speaker.”
“I can tell.”
“If you don’t like my attitude, you can leave.”
She was silent after that. I heard her coat ruffling, a footstep.
When I turned around, she was already on her way out the
door.

TWO
Conference call. That evening. By encrypted video app. Me
and my besties, going over our options for our next jobs. I
needed a break, but somehow seeing my friends didn’t boost
my mood. I was still in the freezing-cold Chicago apartment,
while, from what I could tell from the hazy background of
their video, they were living it up on a rooftop bar back in San
Francisco. They were scouting for new employers, too, but –
somehow – they’d contrived to do it in a more hospitable place
than me.
Rachel was in one of her many violet evening dresses with
slit thighs (better combat mobility), looking effortlessly
glamorous. Inez had the cowboy hat she took everywhere,
no matter how many times it threatened to blow off in the
rooftop winds.
Rebecca Munoz hadn’t been the only meeting I’d had that
day. None of the other job prospects looked any brighter. I
still hadn’t gotten over that swell of anger and bad memories.
I told Inez and Rachel about my meetings, and I wasn’t sparing
in describing what Rebecca Munoz and I had said to each other.
21
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“Dontcha think you were a little hard on the gal?” Inez
asked.
Rachel chimed in, “Poor thing sounds like she just wasn’t
ready to step into our world.”
“Then she shouldn’t have come to us in the first place,” I
said.
I was being hard on her, and they knew it. Usually, they
supported me in that. But – unlike usual – it bothered me that
I was being a hardass. They sensed that too.
I couldn’t stop feeling pissed, for reasons I had trouble
putting my finger on.
“It wasn’t our kind of job, and she should’ve known it,” I
said. “And the way she acted – like she kept assuming I knew
things, like who this Pearson creep is–”
“Hold up there,” Inez said. “Pearson? As in Dallas Bader
Pearson?”
Perfect. I’m the Chicagoan, and the Texan is the one who’d
heard of Pearson. “How’d you know?”
“Not many other big-name Pearsons in Chicago. You’ve
heard of any others?”
“Surprised you’ve heard of one. No offense. It’s not your area.”
“Yeah, but I pay attention to the world around me.”
Rachel asked, “Darling, who hasn’t heard of Dallas Bader
Pearson?”
“Are you two screwing with me right now?”
“Do you see my face right now?” Rachel asked. “It’s my
very-not-screwing-with-you face.” She was, I admit, managing
a reasonable poker face.
Inez said, “What Rache means to say is that we’re always
screwing with you – but we still know the name.”
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“You two aren’t from my city, and you know more about it
than I do.”
“Your city? Last time we all talked ’bout Chicago, you
didn’t act like it was yours.”
Yeah. But it was.
“Come on,” Rachel said. “I follow the news.”
I fixed her in my gaze. After a few seconds, her very-notscrewing-with-you face cracked.
“OK,” Rachel said. “All right. I follow people on Twitter
who follow the news. But that’s how most people do it.”
“So what do people on Twitter who follow the news say
about Dallas Bader Pearson?”
“There was a big scandal a year or two ago. He was forced
to resign from some civic position, city council or the like. It
started with a sexual harassment allegation.”
“Started?”
“There was more than one,” Rachel said.
“It came in a box of a dozen,” Inez added, scowling.
The anger was back again. I didn’t know why this was
affecting me. I dealt with monsters and criminals as a regular
part of my working day. But I was on edge, and this was
pushing me over.
“And then after that, allegations of abuses at his church,
financial crimes, all kinds of bizarre stories,” Rachel said. “He
was asking retired couples, dementia patients, to sign over all
their properties to his church. Things like that.”
“So a real swell guy.” I dug my nails into my palm.
“A couple of his surrogates have Twitter accounts, and
posted some really bizarre defenses of him. That’s what really
made it blow up there,” Rachel said, with a faraway look as if
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half-remembering all this. “People making fun of them. It was
in everybody’s trending topics.”
I turned to Inez. “Is that how you heard about this, too?
Twitter?”
“I don’t have anything to do with anything called Twitter.”
“So how’d you hear about it?”
“Rache.”
I actually snorted. “Great. Perfect.”
“Honestly, I’m surprised nobody’s hired us to assassinate
him already,” Rachel said.
“I don’t think Rebecca Munoz was looking to get anybody
killed.” Probably. The thought must have crossed her mind,
but she hadn’t mentioned it.
I wondered why not. If she knew enough to find me, she
must’ve known what I was capable of. Maybe she just wasn’t
that kind of person.
But it was almost always naive to think that.
“And what a shame that is.” Rachel flapped a hand through
the air as if brushing away a fly. “Honestly, a man like that – I’d
be tempted to take the work pro bono. It would do the world
a favor.”
“We’re not in this to settle someone’s family squabble,” I
reminded her. “That doesn’t pay. Not in the end.” And it didn’t
matter how many bills Rebecca smacked on the table.
Reputation is important for us mercs. You start messing
in domestic disputes, get known for it, and soon enough
that’s all anyone comes to you for. And you get bankrupt and
miserable.
“I know. You know how many expensive habits I have
to support. Still…” Rachel let the thought linger, “…after
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that business with the Creation Constellation, I’ve started
to build up a little heroism complex. Money isn’t the only
thing that feels good.” And now we were working with
old-fashioned heroines, too. The three of us used to work
alone. But, in the incident Rachel had alluded to, three more
women had joined our team… including Black Widow, a
real Avenger.
“There’s revenge, too,” Inez said, with a grin that, back when
Inez and Rachel and I first met, would have made Rachel back
away fast.
Rachel said, “Yes, well – that was the unspoken part of that
sentence, but you go right ahead and say it.” A tolerant smile.
“Also, I would have gone with ‘vengeance.’”
“Rebecca Munoz wasn’t trying to hire me for anything like
that. It was all about her kids.” I unclenched my hand. My
palm stung from my nails. “And they’re adults, and they can
make their own choices. For all we know, they’re on Twitter
making fools of themselves like all of Pearson’s disciples. And
there’s nothing we can do to change that.”
“That’s a little defeatist, don’t you think?” Rachel asked.
“She’s right, Rache,” Inez said.
Rachel looked like she couldn’t decide whether to seem
offended or startled. “I thought you were on my side! Aren’t
we gearing up to argue Neena out of her decision to refuse
the job?”
“We sure ain’t,” Inez said. “What do you think we’re gonna
do? Point a gun at those kids and scare the cult out of them?
Those types don’t work like that.”
“Well, no…” Rachel hesitated. “Damn. But it would be
nice to do something.”
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“We’re not the right kind of team for this one,” I said. “Not
our skillset. Not for what the client wants.” A tired kind of
numbness was seeping through my muscles. I couldn’t stop
thinking about the word Rachel had used. Defeatist. It felt like
a defeat, all right.
That wasn’t something I experienced all that often, and it
wasn’t helping with my anger issues.
“All right,” I said. “So we’re decided.”
My posse had expanded recently, but Inez, Rachel, and I have
always been the core. They’ve been with me since we knew
we were forming a group.
We all had histories we don’t talk too much about. We all
didn’t stand up in times and in places where we really should
have. The three of us, coming together – well, it was maybe
a chance to start putting some of those wrongs right again.
Rachel had it right. We were all starting to develop a heroism
complex.
But we were still mercs. We still needed money. And
things had gotten more complicated lately. Like I said, the
three of us weren’t alone any more. Atlas Bear, a Wakandan
exile with precog abilities, and White Fox, a South Korean
superagent, had joined the team around the same time Black
Widow had.
Don’t get me wrong: I liked our new partners. Liked them
a lot. But.
But.
They all had their other loyalties. Atlas Bear to Wakanda,
no matter that she’d been exiled. White Fox to South Korea.
Black Widow to the Avengers, and God knew who else. I
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was still working out how I felt about them, let alone how
to manage them.
Inez and Rachel, though – I knew how I felt about them.
More importantly, I knew how they felt.
I don’t know when I realized I would take Rebecca Munoz’s
offer. It was probably right in the middle of when I was telling
Rachel no, and Inez was giving her some very good reasons
why we shouldn’t.
Neither of them seemed surprised when I called them up
later that night, and told them I wanted to take the job. The
rooftop party was still going in the background.
I don’t know how long I’d been laying there in that freezingcold apartment bed, trying to get to sleep, just staring at the
frosting apartment windows. I didn’t want to know what
either of my watches said.
I dialed the contact number Rebecca Munoz had left me.
She sounded like she was still up too.
“You’ve got my starting price set,” I said. “But that doesn’t
count expenses. I’ve done some checking around, and your
credit rating isn’t great.”
Even though this was just a regular phone call, I could feel
the acid in her eyes.
“I’m a single mother in Chicago,” she said. “Of course it’s
not.”
“You’ll still be on the hook for expenses. And I can’t
promise that, once I get your kids out, they’ll want to stay out.
Understand?”
“Understood,” she said. “And agreed.”
I couldn’t bring myself to say I was hired. That felt too final.
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I still wanted to find out more about these twins, whether
they really wanted to leave. Or could even be talked into it.
So I just hung up the phone. That was finality enough for
now.
I lay back on my bed and wondered how the hell I’d found
myself like this. I didn’t used to trap myself into so many
emotional decisions. It’s an understatement to say that a
job like mine is best done cool-headed. If you want to get
anywhere, you had better be like ice.
Ever since I’d had to kill my mother, I’d found myself
bothered by things that had never bothered me before.
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The young Heimdall must undertake a mighty
quest to save Odin – and all of Asgard – in
the first heroic fantasy novel set in Marvel’s
incredible Legends of Asgard
It is a dark time for Asgard. The All-Father is
trapped in a bewitched Odinsleep, inspiring an allout assault from the Frost Giants. They evade the
gods’ defenses with uncommon ease, as if guided
by augury. Heimdall, a quick-witted young warrior
still finding his place amongst Asgard’s defenders,
believes it no coincidence that Odin lies enchanted
and that the Giants are so well-informed. Sneaking
into Odin’s inner chambers, he discovers that the
severed head of Mimir, a great source of wisdom,
is missing. Accompanied by his sister, Lady Sif,
Heimdall must quest across the Nine Realms to
retrieve it, lest mighty Asgard fall.

PROLOGUE
The sun of Asgard gleamed on the armor and blunted doublehanded swords of the boys and girls facing one another in
pairs around the grassy field, each duo with an adult referee
hovering to oversee the bout and award points. Some of the
children looked tense as drawn bows, others were confident
and relaxed, and still others grinned with the excitement
of competition. Massive, with a bushy beard the tawny red
of fox fur, clad in a scarlet doublet trimmed with cloth of
gold, Volstagg was one of the parents relegated to the ring of
spectators around the tourney area.
Like the other fathers and mothers, Volstagg was watching
his own child with a mixture of pride, hope, and anxiety, so
intent on young Bjarke that despite a legendary appetite that
often provided fodder for his friends’ jests, a half-eaten goose
pastry hung forgotten in his hand. Bjarke very much wanted
to win the tourney, and so his father wanted it for him. Tall
for his age, strong, and aggressive, the lad had eliminated his
first two opponents, but now only the better competitors
36
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remained. He was likely to have a more challenging time of it
moving forward.
“Begin!” the referee said.
Blunted practice sword raised high, Bjarke instantly
charged. His opponent, a slim girl a head shorter than he
was, didn’t move. Some people might have assumed Bjarke’s
sudden assault had startled and frozen her, but Volstagg had
survived centuries of combat, albeit often by keeping his head
well down, and his instincts told him she was inviting the
attack. He wanted to call out a warning, but that wasn’t how
things were done. Besides, it might simply distract Bjarke at a
critical moment.
Bjarke’s blade swept down at the top of her helmet, and
sure enough, the girl spun out of the way and cut to the flank.
Her weapon clanked on mail as it bashed Bjarke in the ribs.
“Halt!” the referee called. “Point for Ulrika!”
Now it was acceptable for Volstagg to shout, and he did so.
“It’s all right, son! It’s only the first point!”
The children returned to their starting positions. The
referee again gave the command to commence.
Bjarke advanced a little more cautiously this time, with
Ulrika giving ground before him. Even circling, though, she
couldn’t retreat too far lest she step over the chalk line defining
the limits of the dueling ring. When he’d backed her up as
far as she could go, Bjarke began a rapid series of cuts. Steel
rang as Ulrika parried but seemed unable to riposte. Perhaps,
Volstagg thought, the boy’s attacks were coming too fast, or
the jarring impacts of sword on sword were weakening her
grip on the hilt of her weapon, with its cross guard and heavy
steel disk of a pommel. He hoped that was the case even as his
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instincts warned the girl was setting a trap.
Screaming a battle cry, Bjarke made a horizontal cut. Ulrika
dropped to one knee, and the boy’s blade glanced off her
helmet. She cut at the same time, and her weapon clashed
against her opponent’s high boot with its reinforcing strips
of metal.
“Halt!” the referee shouted. “Point for Ulrika!”
Scowling, Volstagg doubted he would have made the same
call. Still, he resisted the impulse to call out to the official
and argue. That wasn’t done either and would accomplish
nothing beyond quite possibly embarrassing his son. It was
for the referee to judge whether the attack that skipped off
the helm would or wouldn’t have penetrated armor had the
sword been an actual weapon of war, and to his credit, though
he too frowned, Bjarke didn’t try to argue either. As he and
the girl returned to their starting positions, Volstagg called,
“Be careful, son! You can still win if you use what you know!”
The official set the children at one another again. Bjarke
tried compound attacks to penetrate Ulrika’s guard, but the
feints didn’t deceive her, and her blade was always in position
to block the true cut. After a few such exchanges, she attacked
while Bjarke was feinting, and he jerked his arms back just
in time to avoid a stroke that, in a real fight, might well have
severed a hand.
To Volstagg’s dismay, that was the end of Bjarke attempting
finesse. The boy struck hard, fast, relentlessly until Ulrika
skipped out of the way of a downward cut as she had before
and landed another clanking counterattack to the flank.
“Halt!” the referee shouted. “Point to Ulrika! Match to
Ulrika!”
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Bjarke saluted her with his sword and shook the girl’s
hand as he was supposed to. He even managed to smile. But
as he pulled off his helmet and trudged toward Volstagg, the
smile slumped into sullenness. Volstagg felt a corresponding
disappointment but did his best to hide it lest the boy think
he was disappointed in him.
Instead, he tousled his son’s sweaty hair, red like his own,
but of a more coppery hue. “You did well.”
The boy twitched away from his father’s touch. “Not well
enough,” he said.
“There’ll be other tourneys,” Volstagg told him. “Do you
want to watch the end of this one?”
“No,” said the boy.
“As you wish. But there’s a stand over there selling cherry
tarts. A warrior needs sustenance after a battle.” Volstagg
noticed he was still holding the half-eaten goose pastry and
tossed what was left to somebody’s wandering elkhound. The
dog caught it in the air and gobbled it down.
“Can we just go home?” Bjarke asked.
“Leaving the poor vendor bereft of our coin? We’re thanes
of Asgard, lad. It’s our duty to help the commons prosper.
Now come along, and don’t let the blade of your sword drag
on the ground. A man-at-arms respects his weapons.”
Father and son sat down to eat on a bench some distance
from the action of the tourney, although they could still hear
cheers and the clangor of metal. The warm cherry pastry was
as tasty as Volstagg had hoped, the perfect juicy blend of tart
and sweet, but Bjarke only nibbled, even though such treats
were one of his favorites. By all indications, the lad was even
more demoralized than Volstagg had initially realized, and
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his father determined to set things right. Perhaps he could
do so by giving Bjarke reason to believe he’d fare better next
time.
“Very well,” Volstagg said. “If you can’t forget about the
tourney, let’s talk about it. See what there is to learn.”
Bjarke gave his father a look that suggested he knew he
should learn from the experience but was reluctant to suffer
through a dissection of his mistakes and deficiencies. “All
right.”
“When Ulrika wasn’t fighting a bout herself,” Volstagg said,
“she watched those who were. She watched you. Did you
watch her?”
“I guess,” Bjarke said. “I did watch some of the other bouts.”
To Volstagg, that sounded like an evasion. “But did you
study her as she studied you?”
Bjarke frowned. “I don’t know.”
“If you didn’t, you weren’t prepared for her tactics and
favorite techniques, while she was ready for yours.”
“I still should have beaten her. She didn’t deserve that
second point.”
Although Volstagg had thought the same himself, that was
the wrong lesson to take away from the bout, and he didn’t
want it to take root. “Whether she did or didn’t,” he said, “it
was one point out of three. When something doesn’t work
out as you thought it should on the battlefield, are you going
to dwell on it or set it aside and move on?”
Bjarke sighed. “Move on, I guess. But I tried! What else was
I supposed to do?”
“You’re bigger and stronger than most children your age –
you can thank your mighty father for that – and you rely on
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it too much. In a bout, you make the same basic attacks over
and over again, counting on power and fierceness to carry you
through.”
Bjarke frowned. “The way I fight won me the first two
bouts.”
That too was the wrong lesson. Volstagg wished fleetingly
that his beloved wife Gudrun were here. She was sometimes
better at correcting the children than he was. She wasn’t,
though, so he had to find a way. “But it lost you the third one,”
he said.
“I did change –” the boy began.
“For a bit,” Volstagg said. “Then you grew impatient and
went back to your old moves. As Ulrika wanted you to do.”
“Well, Thor’s the strongest of anybody, and he always wins.”
That remark prompted a thought, an idea of how Volstagg
might get through to Bjarke. “Not every fight,” he said, “and
when he does win, which is indeed mostly, it isn’t by dint
of strength alone. A victorious warrior thinks. He observes
and plans. He’s patient and persistent enough to see a plan
through to the finish, but adaptable enough to change what
isn’t working. Maybe a story will convince you.”
Bjarke finally perked up. He had always liked his father’s
stories. “Is it about Thor?”
“Not this one,” Volstagg said. “It’s about Heimdall long ago,
long before he was the guardian of the Bifrost, when he was
barely grown to manhood, in fact, and Asgard had fallen on
dark times.”

ONE
A final volley of arrows put the two frost giants to flight.
They’d attacked by surprise, seemingly hoping that this –
coupled with their strength, size, and ferocity – would carry
the day, but Asgardian marksmanship had disabused them of
that expectation.
The Jotuns were as tall as trees. They were blue skinned,
wearing only horned helmets, other scraps of armor, crudely
made iron and ivory ornaments, and loincloths, but mostly
naked in the cold they didn’t feel. They fled down the defile
that ran between a pair of hills. Their crunching footsteps left
holes in the snow long enough for a man to lie in like a grave.
“After them!” Captain Ivar bellowed. He bore a battle-axe
in one hand and a round shield on the other arm, and his
yellow beard hung in three plaits.
Other members of the Asgardian patrol brandished their
weapons and roared their eagerness to obey. Several months
ago, at the command of its king, Skrymir, a mighty warrior,
sorcerer, and illusionist, Jotunheim had invaded Asgard, and
the two worlds were at war. Yet, in their weeks scouting this
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province on the outskirts of the Realm Eternal, the patrol
hadn’t hitherto had the chance to strike a blow against the
enemy. They meant to make up for that now.
Yew bow in hand, another arrow nocked, Heimdall, though
he tried, couldn’t share their enthusiasm. It seemed to him
that the frost giants had run away too easily. As if their intent
was to lead the Asgardian warriors into a trap.
But then again, what did he know? He and his sister
were the youngest warriors in the company. Ivar was by far
the more experienced warrior and the war leader. It was his
role to give commands and the role of callow recruits like
Heimdall to obey them, preferably with the boldness that was
the hallmark of an Asgardian warrior.
The boldness embodied by his sister, Sif. As she strode
along beside him in her red war gear with white trim, her
black hair hanging down her back in a ponytail, the fierce gaze
of her blue eyes and the set of her jaw revealed her eagerness
to pursue and to fight, to prove she was valiant and skilled as
her older comrades. He told himself to be more like her.
The company trotted forward. Sif glanced over at Heimdall
and evidently noted worry in his expression. “Cheer up,
brother,” she said. “It will be fine.”
Heimdall hoped she was right. Certainly, the frost giants
weren’t known for laying cunning traps or employing subtle
tactics. In past conflicts, they’d generally charged into combat
like berserkers.
Like the path before them, the wooded hillsides were
cloaked in snow with icicles dangling from branches. Much
of Asgard enjoyed a perpetual summer. Out here near the
borders that wasn’t the case, but winter should have already
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given way to spring, and it hadn’t. Maybe that was because
the invading Jotuns had brought their own preferred climate
with them.
Or perhaps Odin’s will and magic were necessary to turn
the wheel of the seasons, and with him inexplicably lost to
the Odinsleep for months on end, it was stuck. In which case,
unless the All-Father woke, it always would be.
Heimdall scowled and pushed such dismal reflections
aside. Even if he’d been in any position to do anything about
such high and mysterious matters, now would not have been
the time to brood about them. He, Sif, and their comrades
were heading into a fight, and he needed to concentrate on
that.
Or maybe a fight was imminent. He wasn’t certain, but
other than their footprints, there was no further sign of the
frost giants. Maybe they simply had run away, their long legs
allowing them to outdistance their pursuers. Maybe any
danger was long gone.
But suppose, just suppose, the Jotuns had run to join more
of their kind. In that case, perhaps the creatures were waiting
where the terrain favored them. Heimdall had never been to
this particular bit of the Realm Eternal before, but he had
studied the maps, and he sought to recall the specifics of what
lay ahead.
The warriors in the front ranks of the company slowed
because they’d blundered into deeper snow. Cursing, they
pushed onward, and it was at that point that Heimdall saw
something that sent a jolt of alarm through him.
For an instant he hesitated, still reluctant to be the warrior
who questioned his thane’s commands or looked timid in any
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way. But he couldn’t let his sister and his comrades advance
obliviously into danger and not speak up.
“Stop!” he shouted. “Everyone, stop!”
Ivar looked over at him. “What?” the war leader asked,
impatience in his tone.
“If I remember the map of this area correctly,” Heimdall
replied, “it shows a long slope ahead. If we push down it, that
snow will be over our heads.”
“Then we need a way around,” Ivar said.
“But that’s not all of it,” Heimdall replied. “The giants’
footprints stop here. Which way did they go? Maybe they
didn’t go anywhere. I think–”
Like whales breaching, showering snow in all directions,
frost giants burst from the gleaming white surface ahead.
Some sorcery, or perhaps just their natural affinity for winter
and all its works, had enabled them to lurk submerged in the
low place and smooth away all sign of their presence as well.
Had the Asgardians floundered deeper into the snow, they
would have been helpless to defend themselves. Even though
they’d stopped short, the situation was dire. Roaring, eight
frost giants tramped forward. Enormous clubs, swung low to
the ground, smashed into men and women in the front ranks
and hurled their pulverized bodies through the air.
“Shoot!” Ivar bellowed to his troops.
Heart pounding, Heimdall drew and loosed, drew and
loosed. He aimed for the eyes and hoped others were doing
the same. It was what Asgardian warriors were trained to do.
To his surprise, the volleys of shafts slowed the frost giants
long enough for the few survivors in the front ranks to fall
back. The creatures flailed their hands in front of their faces
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like men trying to swipe away clouds of midges. One of the
blue-skinned Jotuns even toppled backward when Sif shot
an iron-tipped length of birch so deep into his eye that it
disappeared completely.
“Ha!” she cried. “One down!”
“Fall back!” Ivar bellowed. Unfortunately, the chance
vanished before he finished speaking.
A frost giant with hammered gold and enormous crudely
cut blue gems among his ornaments charged despite the
flights of arrows, and the other Jotuns followed their leader’s
example. They only needed a moment and a couple strides,
and then they were looming over Heimdall, Sif, and much of
the Asgardian patrol.
A huge spiked club swept down. Sif grabbed hold of
Heimdall’s arm and yanked him out of the way of a blow that
might otherwise have killed them both. She then dropped her
bow and drew her blade. Meanwhile, Heimdall was slower to
reach for the great sword hanging down his back.
He was a skilled swordsman. His father’s master-atarms and pretty much everyone else on the estate had been
surprised that the odd boy, who liked books and asked
questions about what everyone else accepted as simply the
way things were, had possessed the knack. Heimdall had been
surprised himself.
But there was a vast difference between training bouts and
fighting in earnest for one’s life. He’d done almost none of the
latter, and what sane person would want to engage a foe as
terrible as a frost giant at close quarters?
Still, it was unthinkable to hang back while Sif and his
other comrades risked themselves, and he only hesitated for
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an instant. Then he dropped his bow, drew the twohanded
sword, and bellowed “Vanaheim,” the war cry of his native
realm, to banish fear and send him charging into the fray.
He and Sif hacked at an enormous foot clad in a goatskin
shoe tied at the ankle. Their swords sliced through the
covering, and the frost giant roared. The Jotun jumped back
from his foes, small as mice to him, and swung his club
straight down.
Heimdall and Sif dashed between the Jotun’s legs, and the
club splashed up snow and jolted the ground behind them.
They cut at the same foot they’d already bloodied, and the
giant stumbled away.
As the creature struggled to regain his balance, Heimdall
cast about for the frost giant with the gold and blue-gem
ornaments. He didn’t want to engage the Jotun leader, who
might well be the fiercest of them all, but perhaps that offered
the best hope of the Asgardians surviving the ambush.
Sneering as he advanced, the creature swung a war club
studded with sharp pieces of flint like a farmer using a scythe
and reaped an Asgardian life with every strike.
“That one!” Heimdall said, dashing toward the leader.
“The other one–” Sif began. She likely meant to say the
other wasn’t dead or incapacitated, and they turned their
backs on him at their peril. But when it was clear her brother
wasn’t stopping to listen, he heard her running after him.
They came up behind the leader and attacked a blueskinned leg. The frost giant picked up his foot and stamped.
They dodged out from underneath and kept on cutting.
Despite the thick leather of the frost giant’s calfskin boot,
Sif ’s broadsword slashed deep. When she yanked it out of
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the wound, blood spurted across the snow. The Jotun leader
screamed and fell to his hands and knees.
“Retreat!” Ivar shouted, and he and his surviving warriors
turned and ran.
One man fell behind immediately. A blow from a giant’s
maul or hammer had bloodied but somehow not killed
him. Discerning his plight, Sif dashed back and, using her
Asgardian strength, picked him up and carried him.
After a time, Heimdall risked another glance backward.
The frost giants weren’t pursuing yet. When their leader fell,
lamed, it had balked them.
But he and Sif hadn’t killed the towering creature, and he
had little doubt their Jotun foes would take up the chase soon
enough. To his relief, though, the Asgardians soon came to a
thick stand of pines and gray alders growing on the hillside
to the right. The woods would slow them, but they’d hinder
enormous creatures like frost giants even more.
Plainly thinking the same, Ivar changed course. “Up the
hill!” he shouted.
The ploy worked as Heimdall had hoped. As he and
his comrades raced through the forest, the crashing and
bellowing attendant upon the Jotuns’ pursuit grew fainter and
fainter. Around dusk, it fell silent entirely.

TWO
Half of Ivar’s command survived, but the slaughter of the
other half led to the company returning to the Realm Eternal’s
capital city, likewise known as Asgard, there either to fill its
ranks with new recruits or combine with another band of
warriors as his superiors deemed expedient.
Though he recognized the practical reason for it, Heimdall
hadn’t wanted to return. He’d always been determined to do
his utmost to defend Asgard, for the sake of his people and
to make his family proud, and that determination had only
strengthened now that he was grieving for so many comrades,
warriors he’d come to know well.
That grief was fed in turn by guilt. What if he’d
communicated his misgivings to Captain Ivar sooner?
Perhaps everyone would still be alive.
Once she wormed the cause of his brooding out of him, Sif
told him he was being ridiculous. He’d noticed what no one
else had, and if he hadn’t called out when he did, the entire
patrol would have perished. He should be proud.
He wasn’t, though, and when Sif thought no one was
49
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looking, he sometimes saw a mournful cast to her countenance
and a slump to her shoulders that revealed she felt the loss of
their fellows more keenly than she liked to let on.
Even so, however, it seemed to him that she was better able
to accept the deaths as an inevitable consequence of war and
put them behind her. It might be one more indication that she
was better suited to a warrior’s life than he was.
In any case, on the march back she’d argued that they’d been
in the field for months and believed he could be forgiven a
period of rest and relaxation however grim the circumstances
providing the opportunity. Ultimately, somewhat persuaded,
he’d resolved to enjoy his sojourn to the best of his ability.
Sadly, conditions in the city made it impossible to
forget the war raging in the provinces. Perpetual summer
prevailed here – so far, anyway – and purple saxifrage, blue
speedwell, and white mouse-ear bloomed in the many parks
and gardens. The golden spires and palaces gleamed as
splendidly as ever. But large portions of the city were given
over to military encampments. Builders were busy erecting
new fortifications, artisans were fashioning new catapults,
and the streets echoed with the clangor of swordsmiths
laboring at their forges. More disheartening still were the
hospital tents stinking of blood, sweat, and fever, and the
haggard refugee families begging and sleeping in the streets.
Sitting across from Sif in a tavern crowded with other
warriors – many sporting bandages, slings, and crutches
– a flagon of beer in his hand, Heimdall said what seemed
obvious to him. “We’re losing.”
“Not so loud!” his sister replied, glancing around at the
occupants of the nearer tables. When it seemed clear no one
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had overheard, she glowered at Heimdall. “You’re liable to
end up in a brawl, and I might not be inclined to stand with
you.”
Heimdall sighed. “You know I’m not impugning anyone’s
courage or prowess. The problem – well, one of the problems
– is that the frost giants are fighting differently. The ambush
they sprang on our patrol was just one small example.
According to the sagas and chronicles, there was a time
when they just came straight at us with nothing in the way
of strategy and only the crudest tactics. Now it’s different.” It
sometimes seemed to him that the Asgardian side might have
benefited from a similar infusion of craftiness, but that was
something he wouldn’t say aloud. It would feel disloyal and
likely annoy Sif more than what he’d said already.
“We’ll beat them anyway.” Sif took a drink from her flagon
and wiped foam from her upper lip. “We always do.”
“Always only holds until it doesn’t. I wish the All-Father
would wake. He’d know how to win the war. He might even be
able to break the connection between Asgard and Jotunheim.”
Asgard and Jotunheim were two of the Nine Worlds hung
on Yggdrasil, the World Tree, but their relative positioning
was more complicated than that fact might imply. Sometimes
it took magic to journey from one to the other, but there were
also conjunctions when one linked with the other as though
they were simply two adjacent kingdoms on a continent.
Such a conjunction currently existed between Asgard and
Jotunheim, and this fusion, combined with Odin’s protracted
slumber and the giants’ newfound cleverness, resulted in a
situation as disadvantageous to Asgard as Heimdall could
readily imagine.
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Sif nodded to indicate that on this point at least she and her
brother were in accord. “I’m sure he’ll wake soon,” she said.
Heimdall felt a pang of anger, although he wasn’t sure at
who or what. Sif ’s declaration of blind faith, perhaps. “Are
you?” he asked. “In times past, the Odinsleep lasted a week,
always. This time it’s lasted months.”
Sif snorted. “You’re quite the expert, considering you’d
never even set foot in Asgard until a few months ago.”
She was of course right. He’d grown up in Vanaheim prior
to pledging his sword to the legions of Asgard. Still, he wasn’t
willing to let the matter drop. “I read books,” Heimdall said.
“I talk to people.”
“In short,” Sif said, “you think too much, and that’s always
been your problem. The All-Father will wake when he wakes.
There’s nothing you can do to speed the process along.”
Heimdall frowned. He’d actually had an idea about that. It
was an idea he’d pushed away several times as possibly foolish
and certainly above his station It kept coming back, though,
and now he was experiencing something he’d occasionally
experienced when he and Sif were growing up. Someone else’s
obvious belief that he’d be a fool to proceed with a certain
notion fed a stubborn desire to try it out. “Maybe there is,”
he said.

THREE
Heimdall was having second thoughts, though – eleventh
or twelfth thoughts, really – three days later when the royal
guards opened the tall double doors for him to make the long
walk down the central aisle of the throne room. He’d been
in that enormous space with its high vaulted ceilings twice
before, but only as a member of Captain Ivar’s company on
ceremonial occasions. He now found it was one thing to stand
silent in the ranks and something else entirely to approach
the ruler of Asgard alone and on his own initiative.
While Odin slept, that ruler was Frigga Freyrdottir, his
wife, governing as regent in his stead. A tall, blue-eyed woman
with strong features and white hair piled high on her head,
she’d left most of her jewelry in the coffers and wore a paleyellow gown less splendid than those Heimdall had seen her
in previously on state occasions. She was dressed to work, to
direct the affairs of a land at war.
The boil of activity around the dais on which she sat, her
husband’s empty high-backed golden throne beside her,
attested to the need for such direction. Advisors offered
their counsel. Warriors hurried in and out, making reports
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and carrying away orders. Clerks scratched away with quill
pens, recording the queen’s decrees. Either meek and nervous
or shifting from foot to foot with impatience, commoners
waited until she could spare a moment to hear their petitions.
Heimdall wondered if he shouldn’t just turn around and
slip out the way he’d come in. Frigga was manifestly extremely
busy, and she was the Queen of the Gods. He too was a god,
but only as per the loose usage giants, dwarves, elves, and
mortal men accorded to any inhabitant of Asgard. Whereas
she was truly a deity, one of a handful of people either born
with extraordinary powers, invested with them by Odin, or
both. Who was he, a common warrior – a recent addition to
the ranks, no less – to take up any of such a personage’s time?
But, having successfully requested an audience, he couldn’t
just run away without looking ridiculous and without
thoroughly annoying Captain Ivar, whose recommendation
had helped him gain entry here. Besides, what if he truly was
seeing something important that no one else had seen? If so,
wasn’t it his duty to speak up?
His resolve somewhat bolstered by such thoughts, he
started toward the throne. His mouth was dry, though, and
the magnificence of all he saw before him fed the fear that
he was presumptuously intruding where he didn’t belong.
He had of course cleaned up thoroughly and put on his best
clothes for a royal audience, but suspected he must still look
drab – if not lowly – compared to all the courtiers in their
splendid attire.
It was truly too late to back out now, though. He would have
looked and felt a fool had he turned and fled while still back
by the doors, but perhaps few people would have noticed.
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He was now far enough into the room that everybody would.
Perhaps that was the reflection that gave him the final bit of
courage required to walk on to the foot of the dais, drop to
one knee, and wait to be recognized.
After the queen finished conferring with a minister, he was.
“Rise,” Frigga said. She glanced at a list resting along with a
cup of water on a little table beside her. “Heimdall, is it?”
He swallowed. “Yes, Your Majesty.”
“Of the Vanir.”
“Yes.”
Frigga smiled. “It’s always nice to meet a kinsman.” She too
was of the Vanir, before her marriage to Odin sealed the treaty
ending the all-but-forgotten war with the Aesir of Asgard.
“Captain Ivar credits you with preventing the calamity that
befell his company from being even worse.”
Heimdall felt embarrassed. Whatever he’d accomplished, it
didn’t seem like much compared to the high matters of state
that were Frigga’s concern. “There was a moment when I may
have said something helpful, Your Majesty. But it was all of us
working and fighting together that kept the frost giants from
killing us all.”
“Well, Ivar made more of it than that, and that’s why
I granted you an audience. But you see how hectic it is
this afternoon.” The queen waved her hand at the waiting
ministers, warriors, clerks, and petitioners. “Forgive me if I
ask you to come straight to the point.”
“Well…” Heimdall began. He’d planned what he meant to
say, but now that the moment had come, he felt nervous and
tongue-tied nonetheless. “The Odinsleep has lasted months
longer than ever before.”
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Frigga sighed. “I have noticed.”
“Odin’s warriors need his leadership.” As soon as the
words left his mouth, Heimdall felt a surge of anxiety that
they might give offense. “Even though Your Majesty is doing
a fine job!”
“I’m also aware that I am not my husband,” Frigga said. “I
won’t have you thrown in a dungeon for saying so. I will ask if
this parade of the obvious is going anywhere.”
“It is, Your Majesty. I mean, I hope it is. Has anyone
considered that the All-Father’s slumber may have been
unnaturally prolonged?”
Frigga frowned. “What do you mean?”
“Well, by sorcery, perhaps?”
The queen looked to the group of advisors. “Lady Amora.
Have you been listening?”
A woman dressed all in patterned green leather stepped
forth. A headdress confined her blond hair, and high boots
sheathed her legs. She smiled a condescending smile. “I
have, Your Majesty, and I assure you, this young man is being
foolish. Odin is the mightiest of all. No one could cast a spell
on him.”
That, Heimdall thought, should be that. Lady Amora was a
mage, he wasn’t, and now that she’d said his idea was without
merit, he should accept her judgment and escape this place
where he had no business as soon as possible.
But it wasn’t quite that simple. Once a notion occurred
to him, he’d always had trouble letting go of it until he’d
tested it thoroughly, even when his continued questioning
– occasionally arguing – irritated others. And thus, against
his own better judgment, he said, “No one could cast a spell
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on Odin when he was awake. But isn’t he more vulnerable
during the Odinsleep? Isn’t that why he shuts himself away?
What if he was already asleep, and then the enemy struck?”
“Even assuming that would make any difference,” Amora
said, “no one can get into the chamber. That’s the point of the
defenses.”
Frigga spread her hands. “Lady Amora knows whereof she
speaks. She’s one of the wisest mages in Asgard.”
That, Heimdall knew, was certainly her reputation. As he
understood it, Lady Amora had studied magic with Karnilla
the Norn Queen and then with other sorcerers throughout
the Realm Eternal and beyond.
Still, wasn’t there always more for any person to learn about
any subject? Presumably that even included witchcraft, which
meant there might conceivably be a warlock somewhere who
knew tricks Amora didn’t.
“I bow to Lady Amora’s wisdom,” he said. “Truly. Still,
might it not be a good idea if someone entered the vault and
checked? That way, Your Majesty would know for certain.”
Frigga’s blue eyes widened in shock. “Odin expressly
commanded that no one is to enter under any circumstances.
Disobedience would constitute high treason.”
“Even if Your Majesty commanded it? Until someone does
go in, can we even be sure the All-Father is still alive?”
“Young man!” Frigga snapped. “Before, I warned you to
avoid treason. That remark was little short of blasphemy.
Odin is not only our king but also a primordial being. He and
his brothers shaped the Nine Worlds. Which is to say, he, his
will, and his mysteries are beyond you. Stick to your place and
your proper concerns.”

FOUR
Despite Sif ’s stated intent to relax and enjoy her time in the
city of Asgard, it hadn’t taken her long to grow restless and
resume practicing her martial skills. It was a sign, perhaps,
that despite the air of confidence she put on, underneath she
was as worried about the progress of the war as Heimdall was.
This afternoon, on the day following his audience with the
queen, she’d sought out an archery range, and, for want of
anything better to do, he’d tagged along with her.
She nocked, drew, and loosed in one smooth motion,
seemingly without taking the time to aim. Like the ones
before it, her arrow, with its red and white fletchings, arced
at the target far down the range and plunged into the bull’seye. “Stick to your place and your proper concerns,” she said.
“Excellent advice.”
There were unopened crates of arrows behind the shooting
line, and Heimdall had appropriated one to use as a seat. To
sit on and sulk, as Sif had put it. Unfairly, he thought. Or
somewhat unfairly, at any rate. He realized that in the wake
of the royal audience, he was experiencing an untidy tangle
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of emotions that included worry, disappointment, and
frustration. A little sulking might be somewhere in the mix.
“I thought my own sister would be more sympathetic,” he
said.
“I can’t imagine why,” Sif said, picking up another shaft.
Farther down the line, two other archers clasped hands to
seal some sort of wager. “If you’d told me you were going to
bother the queen – the queen! – with your wild notions, I
would have done my best to talk you out of it.”
He didn’t doubt it. Throughout their childhoods, she’d
always done her best to look out for him, which, in her view,
sometimes required pulling him back when he was doing
something harebrained. He loved her and was grateful for her
protectiveness yet also often found it stifling and resented it.
“I probably wouldn’t have listened,” he admitted.
“Of course not. When do you ever?” Sif loosed and scored
another bull’s-eye. “At least you escaped with your head still
attached to your shoulders. Now forget about it, come, and
shoot.”
Heimdall remained sitting. “I know what you think, but
I’m not angry that the queen didn’t take my advice.”
Sif smiled a skeptical smile. “You’re not?”
“I’m not. Well, not exactly. Who am I that Frigga Freyrdottir
should take direction from me? But I’m upset that she and
those around her rejected my thoughts without really even
considering them. They were blinded by this haze of reverence
for Odin.”
“Deafened,” Sif replied.
“What?”
“If they couldn’t hear you,” his sister said, “they were
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deafened by their reverence. As only makes sense. Don’t you
revere the All-Father?”
“You know I do. But if you read the histories, even Odin’s
not omnipotent. He’s not the only mighty being or force in
all the Nine Worlds. It’s at least possible that the right enemy
striking under the right circumstances could lay him low.”
“And who might that right enemy be? Do you really think a
frost giant could reach the vault of the Odinsleep in the very
heart of Asgard undetected?”
“King Skrymir might, with his command over illusions.”
“As far as I’ve heard, Skrymir has yet to take the field at
all. He’s still in Jotunheim. Even if he does come to Asgard,
sneaking into the citadel alone doesn’t seem like the sort of a
mission a king would undertake himself.”
“Fair enough,” Heimdall said. “But what if he enlisted the
aid of a traitor in the court? Unlike a frost giant or some other
outsider, a traitor would have a big advantage. He could move
freely around the citadel, and no one would think anything
about it.”
Sif made a spitting sound. “Now you’re truly just making
wild guesses. Who are you accusing? Who’s been acting
suspiciously? Who has anything to gain?”
“How can I know when I’m not a member of the court
myself? I haven’t had the chance to observe anybody.”
“Exactly. Frigga has and evidently sees nothing amiss, and
then we come back to the matter that Odin’s magic protects
the vault. Brother, those who are older, wiser, and higherranking say no one could have gotten in, so there’s an end to
it.”
Heimdall felt a flash of irritation. He’d like to accept the
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idea that those in authority above him knew best – life seemed
easier for those who did – but was it truly always so?
“I’d let go of my idea if it was about anything less important,”
he said. “I swear I would. But please, just consider for a
moment. What if I’m right, and because no one would listen
to me, Jotunheim wins the war?”
Sif turned to glare at him. “The frost giants won’t win if
warriors like us attend to our proper business!” Her expression
softened. “Brother, I know you don’t think yourself a perfect
fit for Ivar’s company. I know you’ve wondered if the Norns
intend you for a different destiny. But–”
“You’re wrong,” Heimdall said. “Or rather, maybe there’s
truth in what you say, but this isn’t about that. Truly, it’s
about protecting our people. I think…” The presumption
and the danger, the sheer lunacy, perhaps, of what he was
about to say came crashing down on him, and he had to
pause and take a breath before proceeding. “I think someone
should try to enter Odin’s chamber whether Frigga agrees to
it or not.”
“Someone meaning you? That’s madness!”
“I don’t want to do it, but who else is there?”
“Even leaving aside the fact that trying would be the death
of you, what could you do if you did get in?”
“I could at least look around,” Heimdall said. “If someone
has been there before me and I discover signs of the intrusion,
evidence of dark magic, perhaps, I can report my findings to
Frigga, and maybe then she, Lady Amora, and the other royal
mages can undo the enchantment.”
“You can’t risk your life on ifs and maybes.”
“Isn’t that a warrior’s job?” Heimdall asked.
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“As the warrior’s commanders and oaths dictate. Brother, I
won’t let you do this.”
There was that overprotectiveness again. It rankled, and
Heimdall realized he no longer liked his sister looking down
at him. He rose, and they glowered at one another eye to eye.
“Are you going to inform on me?” he asked. “That’s the
only way to stop me. Then I’ll rot in a dungeon or go to the
block, and there’ll be a blot on our family honor forever after.”
Sif stared into his eyes for a few more seconds before
snarling, “Curse you!”
“Does that mean you won’t tell?”
“It means I’m going with you, idiot!” Her expression
softened, and she put her hand on his shoulder. “Where one
would surely die, perhaps two can survive and sneak in and
out without being caught. So clearly I won’t let you go alone.”
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Two exceptional students face their ultimate
test when they answer a call for help in the first
thrilling Xavier’s Institute novel focused on the
daring exploits of Marvel’s mutant heroes
As part of their training at the New Charles Xavier
Institute, Triage and Tempus are allowed to attempt
their first solo flying mission. Some way into their
mission, they pick up an urgent SOS message –
Sentinels are attacking a mutant who is struggling to
protect an injured politician. When they abandon
their lesson and answer the call, however, the
identity of both will cause the two young X-Men far
more problems than they bargained for.

CHAPTER 1
Loud screams jolted Christopher Muse out of a deep and
dreamless sleep. He jerked upright, his heart pounding with
the realization that something new and horrible threatened
the students of the New Charles Xavier School. Adrenaline
flooded his limbs. As an X-Men trainee, he needed to help,
even though he’d much rather hide in some dark corner and
let the instructors take care of it. But he couldn’t abandon
his fellow students when they were screeching like that. He
tried to leap out of bed, got tangled in the fuzzy blanket he’d
brought when he moved here from his college dorm room,
and fell into a disjointed heap on the floor.
Fear washed over him as he struggled to orient himself.
His limbs were still heavy with sleep, his mind groggy. The
overhead lights flicked on, buzzing as they spilled their
incandescent light over the small room. Christopher threw
his forearm up to shield his eyes, but it did no good. The move
had effectively blinded him, leaving him helpless against
whomever had chosen to attack them this time.
Not for the first time, he questioned his decision to leave
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college to join the new mutant school. The offer had been a
no-brainer at first. The manifestation of his powers had been
a bit traumatic, what with getting arrested and all, so when
Cyclops and his team had shown up to help, he’d accepted
gladly. He’d leaped at the chance to join the new school as a
member of its inaugural class. If he was going to be completely
honest, he’d never been very cool. He was the president of
the board game club, favored suits and costume pieces as
opposed to normal clothes, and got straight As without much
effort. Joining the X-Men had seemed like his chance to finally
belong after years of being the last guy picked for the team.
For once, he’d been first, and he’d been proud of that.
Now he’d likely be killed by something he couldn’t even
see, because little spots danced in front of his eyes, and he
couldn’t hear it either, because of all that infernal screaming.
Maybe Magik had opened up another portal to Limbo. The
screaming hadn’t stopped, and it sounded awfully rhythmic
now that he really listened…
He flailed around, extricating himself from the blanket, and
sat up. But instead of the expected portal to the netherworld,
he only saw his roommate, David Bond, also known as Hijack,
perched on the edge of his bed, snickering uncontrollably.
David had only joined the school a few nights earlier. At
first, Christopher had looked forward to having a roommate
despite the tiny space. He’d hoped for someone he could talk
to, because sometimes he felt a bit out of his comfort zone.
But David wasn’t a “talk things out” kind of guy. He was older
– maybe mid-twenties – with a neatly trimmed goatee and an
impeccable sense of street style. Because he had a few years
on the rest of the college-aged students, he carried himself
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with an air of massive superiority on an average day. Now he
looked so full of himself that he might burst.
“Man, I thought you were gonna wet yourself,” David
crowed, rocking back and forth. “That was the funniest thing
I’ve seen in ages!”
“What is that awful noise?” Christopher demanded.
“Don’t insult my music, dude. This is Ashes on the Breeze.
It’s a screamo band out of Chicago. They’ll be the next big
thing for sure. By this time next year, there’s gonna be a
screamo category for all the major music awards. I’ll bet you
on it.”
Christopher winced. “It sounds like someone’s killing a
small woodland animal. Please turn it down. I think my ears
are bleeding.”
“I listen to music every morning. It’s bad enough that I had
to leave my apartment to live at this dump; there’s no reason I
should have to give up my tunes too.”
“Hey, the school isn’t… that bad.”
Christopher lied through his teeth, and they both knew it.
He’d seen pictures of the old Xavier Institute. The mansion,
with its lush green lawn and wood paneled hallways. The
tennis courts. The hangar underneath the basketball hoop,
where the X-Jet would emerge to take the mutants on their
missions. But now Professor X was gone, and the school
had split in two. Wolverine ran the Jean Grey School at the
mansion, and Cyclops ran the New Charles Xavier School at
this converted military installation. Some of the other students
claimed that Wolverine had gotten his Adamantium skeleton
here. Christopher wasn’t sure about that, but someone had
definitely done experiments in this building. The kind that
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weren’t exactly on the up-and-up, if you asked him. After
spending a little time in the place, he thought Cyclops got the
raw end of the deal on the location front.
It certainly hadn’t been the kind of school he’d expected
when he’d said yes. Mysterious machinery cluttered the
corners and filled the unused rooms. The whole place was
grungy and dank, with a claustrophobic lack of windows. All
of the doors had key card readers, half of which no longer
worked. Some of the painted cinder block walls had actual
bullet holes in them. He had one over his bed, and he stared
at it at night. It didn’t do much for his dreams.
“You know, you wouldn’t be so grumpy in the morning if
you didn’t stay up half the night reading,” David said.
“It’s not my fault that I can’t sleep,” Christopher replied
defensively. “If you don’t like that, you can shove it.”
The moment the words left his mouth, he knew he shouldn’t
have said them. After all, he and David had to live and work
together as a part of a very small team. But the screamo music
pounded at his head after only a few hours of rest, and the
past few weeks had been so stressful. He spent every day
secretly worried he might die, or be hauled off to some other
dimension where he might die, or that one of his new friends
might die, and he’d be powerless to stop all of these things
from happening.
Because with every passing day, he’d started to wonder
if he had it in him to be a member of the X-Men. They all
had astonishing mutant abilities that made them useful in a
fight. Wolverine had his Adamantium claws and his healing
factor. Storm could summon lightning and fog and wind.
Cyclops could cut through steel and rock with his powerful
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optic blast. He couldn’t compete. After all, what could he do?
Christopher was a healer. He patched up the real heroes after
they killed the bad guys, and nothing more.
The pressure had grated on him more and more with each
passing day, and now, with David pushing his buttons, he’d
snapped. Some teammate he was, picking fights with his
fellow mutants. At this rate he’d end up getting kicked out,
and then where would he go? He couldn’t go back to school.
He’d probably end up getting arrested again the moment he
showed up on campus.
“You think I should shove it, huh?” David snapped. “Maybe
I will. Maybe, just maybe, I’ll take that old decommissioned
jet out there and shove it right down your throat. What do
you think about that?”
Christopher leaped to his feet, and David flew up a second
later. The two of them went chest to chest. They were pretty
evenly matched in size, although David had a streetwise vibe
that suggested he knew how to carry himself in a fight. For a
moment, it felt like one was inevitable. Christopher avoided
them whenever he could, but he’d been in enough of them
that he’d square up if he had to. But then he thought about
what Cyclops would say, and about what he would do after
he got expelled. He couldn’t go back to the university, and
he wouldn’t go home. He didn’t know if his mom would let
him in if he did. He had no other options, which meant that
no matter how much David angered him, he had to hold onto
his temper.
“Look.” He swallowed hard, trying to calm himself. “I’m
not like you, Hijack. I can’t just get into a helicopter and make
it do what I want, and I’m supposed to fly today. And that
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means that I’ve got to read the damned manual.”
“You’re right. You’re not like me, kid. I’m useful.”
For a moment, they stared at each other. Christopher
clenched his hands so hard that his amber skin went bloodless
at the knuckles. He wanted to hit David so badly. He could do
it too, and then heal him afterwards. Cyclops couldn’t punish
him then, not without evidence, right? But he wouldn’t let
David make him sink so low. He might not be useful, but he
still had standards.
His lower lip trembled as he said, “Low blow, man.”
David let all of his breath out in a whoosh as he sat back
down on his bed, running his hands through his hair. He
looked ashamed.
“You’re right. Damn. I’m sorry. I really shouldn’t have said
that. Especially after you pulled our beans out of the fire in
Limbo. People would have died if you hadn’t been there,” he
said.
Christopher shrugged.
“I’m just…” David appeared to struggle for words. “I don’t
like this. None of it. This place bites. The food is awful; there’s
no cell service, and there’s nothing to do around here other
than freeze in the snow and hunt caribou or some crap. But
I can’t go home. I’m stuck here, and it sucks, and there isn’t a
damned thing I can do about it.”
“Me either.”
David finally turned down the music on his boom box,
leaving Christopher’s ears ringing in the sudden quiet. The
two of them sat there for a long moment, awkwardness
settling over them like a blanket. Just for something to do,
Christopher made his bed neatly and tidied his things. The
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organization of his side of the room sat in stark contrast to
the chaos on David’s, but he wasn’t about to complain about
it. Not now. As he pulled the blanket tight and tucked it in,
David’s voice split the silence once more.
“I would never drop a plane on you. I hope you know that,”
he said.
When Christopher looked at David over his shoulder, they
both grinned a little.
“That’s very reassuring. Thanks,” said Christopher.
“Don’t mention it.”
“You know, you like loud music. I like quiet. There are a lot
of empty rooms left in this wing. There’s no reason we should
have to double up if this roommate thing isn’t working. No
hard feelings,” Christopher offered.
David took a long hard look at him and finally nodded.
“Yeah, I agree. I get the whole idea behind it. Nothing wrong
with trying to encourage us to make friends, but if it’s causing
more harm than good, it’s probably better that we split up
so we don’t end up hating each other. I can move out, since
you’ve been here longer.”
“Thanks. I think it would be for the best. I’ll help you move
your things later, if you want.”
“That would be cool.”
David held out his hand, and after a moment, Christopher
shook it.
“You know, I had you pegged all wrong,” said David.
“Yeah?”
“When we first met, I took one look at the suit and the
goggles, and I thought you were gonna be some kind of
weirdo. But you turned out to be a pretty cool cat.”
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Christopher glanced at the closet, where his suit and tie
hung at the ready. A set of steampunk goggles dangled from
the hanger, the light glinting off the coppery metal. He’d
gotten plenty of flak over the years for his style, and he’d
become tired of explaining the reasoning behind it, so he just
shrugged.
“You’re pretty cool yourself.” His teeth flashed in a grin
he tried valiantly to suppress. “Although I can’t say much for
your taste in music.”
Before he could even attempt to dodge, a pillow flew across
the room, hitting him in the face.
A short time later, Christopher walked down the hallway
towards the showers. He wore his fluffy robe, a thin towel
hung over his shoulders. A small plastic bag held his clothes
and a bottle of shampoo sat tucked in the crook of his elbow.
Back at college, he’d had a full caddy of shower supplies, but
here, he didn’t even have shower shoes. At least if he caught
some kind of foot fungus, he could cure it himself.
How sad was it that the best use for his mutant powers
was to cure fungal infections caused by the dingy tile? At the
end of the day, Hijack had been right. He could control cop
cars and jets, and what could Christopher do? Keep your
feet from peeling. He had to admit what he’d been slowly
beginning to suspect: he didn’t belong here. He would never
be a true X-Man. The best he could hope for was to be the
one who stayed behind in the jet or at the school, waiting to
mop up after the real heroes did the difficult work. It was still
an important task, but deep down inside he wished he could
have gotten a different mutation. Super speed, maybe, or the
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strength to punch through a wall. Something useful.
Sighing, Christopher trudged into the boys’ showers.
He carefully hung his suit and goggles from the rusty hook
outside the stall, brushing a bit of dust off one sleeve. From a
young age, his mother had dressed him up, no matter what the
weather. It might be 90 degrees out, and he’d be in shirtsleeves
playing basketball. But she’d insisted that the dress clothes
might save him one day. She’d said a Black dreadlocked boy
in a backwards ball cap might be a hoodlum, but one in a suit
could be anything else. He thought people would see what
they wanted to, but he’d followed her instructions anyway,
and now he felt naked in regular clothes. The suit and the
goggles were all a part of his armor against the world, and he
needed them more than ever now.
He stepped into the shower, trying to ignore the
unidentifiable stains in the corners. When he turned on the
water, it came out ice cold, making him yelp. He just couldn’t
catch a break. He could only hope that the day would get
better, because otherwise, he had no idea what he would do.
He didn’t want to drop out, but he wondered if he would have
a choice.

CHAPTER 2
Eva Bell dimly became aware of someone screaming, but it
was way too early to do anything about it. She put her head
under her pillow and tried to drift back off to sleep instead.
Luck wasn’t on her side. The screaming continued for a
good fifteen minutes, accompanied by a pounding backbeat.
Someone in the dorms was playing their music at full volume.
When she’d left Australia and moved to the States to join the
New Xavier School, she hadn’t expected the change to come
with quite so much noise.
She sat up blearily, rubbing the sleep from her eyes, and
pounded on the wall. The music continued on unabated. She
considered marching next door to tell them to knock it off,
but that would require putting on pants, and she wasn’t quite
ready to take such a drastic step. Eva had never been much
of a morning person, and she’d been having trouble sleeping.
Nightmares. These days, waking up usually took her a good
hour and somewhere around three cups of strong coffee.
So she leaned back against the wall, and the cinder blocks
vibrated underneath her head with the force of the rhythmic
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screaming that emitted from Christopher and David’s room. It
had been so quiet up until the past couple of days when David
had moved in. Now all hell had broken loose. Hopefully not
literally, but Eva wasn’t willing to place bets on that.
For a moment, she considered the possibility that the noise
might not be music. It could be a portal to Hell, or something
even worse than that, but she didn’t think so. If it had been, she
figured that someone would have called for help by now. The
school had been massively disorganized when they’d arrived,
but things had become much better. They’d established a class
schedule and bought toothpaste and everything. The thought
of toothpaste made her realize how slimy her mouth felt, and
she picked up her watch to check the time.
She was so late for class that it wasn’t even funny. A striped
coverlet was neatly stretched over the other bed in the room,
its occupant nowhere to be found. Her new roomie, a young,
time-traveling Jean Grey, had already left for the day without
bothering to wake her. Had she even slept? Eva didn’t know
whether to be worried or annoyed.
She jumped out of bed and pulled on her pants, hurrying
toward the door. Although there wasn’t enough time for a
shower, she had to get cleaned up. She couldn’t go to class
looking like she’d styled her hair with a hand mixer. This room
didn’t have a mirror, but she didn’t need one to know that her
hair stuck out in seven different directions simultaneously.
She’d faced enough mornings to know what her head looked
like after a night of tossing and turning.
With little time to spare before her first class, she flung open
the door and ran down the hallway toward the bathrooms.
Inside the girls’ bathroom, she found Jean standing at the
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sinks, the handle of a toothbrush jutting out from between
her lips. As always, the sight of her roommate short-circuited
Eva’s brain for a split second.
She’d grown up idolizing Jean, watching her on TV
and reading about her in the papers. She’d had a Jean Grey
poster on her bedroom wall, in a super hero display that also
featured the Avengers and members of the Fantastic Four.
Her dad hadn’t liked it; he’d been worried about her so-called
mutant sympathies, but she hadn’t understood the difference.
Why was Captain America one of the good guys but mutants
were automatically bad? That made no sense. The source of
someone’s power didn’t inevitably doom them to a life of evil
things. Your choices made you good or bad, from the strongest
person to the weakest. That was what made Captain America
so amazing. He’d always made good choices, even when he’d
been so terribly weak. She’d always been his biggest fan.
As she thought of all this, she realized she was staring at
Jean like an idiot. Again. Jean gazed right back, the toothbrush
frozen in its place. Eva flushed, her cheeks going scarlet with
embarrassment.
“I’m sorry,” she said. “I’ll stop doing this eventually.”
Jean took out the toothbrush. “It’s OK. This is as weird for
you as it is for me,” she replied.
Eva could believe it. The Jean that stood before her was
in her mid-teens, a bit younger than Eva herself. She was
pretty too, with long red hair and a pale cameo of a face. A
light smattering of freckles covered her nose, to Eva’s surprise.
Poster-Jean hadn’t had any. It thrilled Eva to know that she
knew things about Jean Grey that no one else ever would, like
the fact that she had freckles and talked in her sleep.
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Jean had traveled forward through time along with a few
other mutants, including a younger Cyclops and Angel, only
to be stranded in the present after an altercation with evil
mutants from the future. The older Cyclops had been working
on a way to help them, but in the meantime they’d enrolled
as students in the school. That had to be awkward. Eva didn’t
think she could enroll in a school run by her future husband,
in a future where she’d died and most people wouldn’t even
speak her name. Jean seemed to be managing, but she hadn’t
exactly opened up about her emotions either, and Eva had
been too intimidated to ask.
Instead, she’d been trying to play it cool. Emphasis on
trying. She usually had no problem with people, but she’d had
Jean up on a pedestal for so long that it was hard to remember
to chill. She forced herself to approach the sink calmly, like
it was perfectly normal to brush one’s teeth with the likes of
Jean Grey.
“I bet,” said Eva, loading up her toothbrush. “I freeze time,
and even I think it’s weird.”
Jean snorted. “Yeah.”
“You doing OK?”
“Peachy keen.”
It didn’t take a sharp eye for falsehoods to know that Jean
was lying through her teeth, and her exasperation made Eva
forget her nerves for a moment.
“No, really,” she said. “I know we barely know each other,
and I don’t want to pry into your private stuff, but who else
do you have to talk to? You’ve got young Scott, I guess. But
he’s got his own problems to deal with. He’s got to go faceto-face with his future self, which must be creepy. I’d just
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stare the entire time, right? So, you can’t really unload on
him. And it sounds like Angel is new. He doesn’t quite have
the… uh…” Eva trailed off and then stuck her toothbrush
in her mouth, because otherwise she’d end up sticking her
foot in it.
Jean’s eyes met hers in the mirror. “It’s OK,” she said softly.
“You can say it.”
Eva looked down at the sink. “Baggage. You’ve got baggage
to deal with in this time period, and it’s not even your fault. It
comes from decisions you haven’t even made yet. If you need
a mate to help you deal with that, I’m here, OK?”
It took a moment for Jean to respond, and Eva wondered
if maybe she’d gone too far. It was one thing to try and treat
the time-traveling psychic like a normal person, but another
thing entirely to accuse her of having excess baggage.
Then Jean said, “You know, that would be really nice. You
want to grab breakfast together?”
“I’d love to, but I’m late for my first class. I don’t even have
time to shower. I’ve got to stick my head in the sink and run.”
Eva turned the faucet on full blast and shoved her head
under it. She gave her face a rinse while she was at it. When
she came up for air, Jean handed her a towel. Good thing too,
because she’d forgotten to grab one.
“Thanks,” she said, examining herself in the mirror.
She wouldn’t win any style awards, but for a day of training
she’d do just fine. Her short black hair stuck out in wild,
chaotic spikes. One strip at the front had begun to bleach
out, growing whiter and whiter for some reason she didn’t
understand. It had started at about the same time when she’d
first exhibited her mutant abilities. Hopefully she wouldn’t
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go completely white-haired, although she could probably
pull the look off if she had to.
Jean watched her stare at herself with a look of bemusement.
Eva snickered, her cheeks flushing bright red.
“Yesterday, I spent half of the day with toothpaste on my
face. Did anyone tell me? No, of course they didn’t. So now
I’m paranoid. You would be too, in my shoes.”
“I would,” Jean said with mock seriousness. “Can’t be taken
seriously as an X-Man with toothpaste on your face.”
“See? You get me. Anyway, I’ll catch you later. We’ll hang
out, OK?”
Rushing, Eva swept up all of her bathroom supplies and
managed to knock half of them off the vanity. Her hairbrush
went skittering into the toilet stall, her toothbrush came to
rest against her foot, and her toothpaste was nowhere to be
seen.
“You have got to be kidding me!” she exclaimed. “This
is positively ace. Why is it that things like this only happen
when you’re late?”
Jean snagged the hairbrush and offered it with an expression
of sympathy. “Here. I’m not sure I’d use it on my head, though.
That tile is gross.”
“No kidding.”
Eva stared at it for a moment before using two fingers to put
it on the vanity, trying to minimize her contact with it. Then
she leaned down to look for her toothpaste. For the first three
days at the school, she hadn’t had luxuries like toothpaste. It
had felt like her teeth were growing fur, which sounded like
a neat new mutant power but most certainly wasn’t. She’d
fought for this toothpaste, and she wasn’t about to give up on
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it so easily. Who knew when she might get another tube? She
didn’t take such things for granted any more.
She didn’t see it anywhere near the toilets or in the showers.
It wasn’t in the corners under the towel racks or the ill-fitting
recess underneath the door. That left one place–under the
vanity. Under the row of sinks, a set of heavy cabinets held a
lone roll of paper towels that looked like it had been immersed
in some mystery liquid at some point in the distant past and an
ancient ant trap. The cabinets ended approximately six inches
from the floor, leaving a gap where the toothpaste could have
slid. She reached in and flailed around blindly, unable to see
what she was doing and hoping to luck out.
“Here,” said Jean. “Let me.”
Jean stared at the gap between the cabinet and the floor
for a long time. So long that Eva started to get restless. The
morning session teacher would be so mad. None of the
students had been late yet, and Eva didn’t know what the
penalty would be. She didn’t want to be the example for
everyone else. How embarrassing.
“I’ve got it,” Jean said, her jaw clenched with effort.
Slowly, Jean’s telekinesis edged the toothpaste out from
underneath the vanity. She relaxed, smiling in pleased selfsatisfaction.
“Thank you!” Relieved, Eva threw her arms around Jean.
After a shocked moment, Jean hugged her back, and any last
vestiges of hero worship Eva had harbored slowly faded away.
“I owe you.”
“You don’t owe me anything.”
“Oh, but I do.” Eva looked at her thoughtfully. “Maybe I
can help you get back home. My powers have to do with time
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manipulation, you know. I’ll work on them as hard as I can.”
Jean shrugged. “You really think you could help?”
“I think it’s worth trying for a friend.”
The corner of Jean’s mouth twitched, but she didn’t argue
with the terminology. Instead, she said, “Well, as your friend,
I ought to remind you that you’re so late that you just stuck
your head in the sink. You should probably get to class, don’t
you think?”
“Crap. You’re right.” Eva grabbed her things and rushed
out, her hair still dripping. “Thanks!”

CHAPTER 3
Eva raced through the empty halls, hoping against hope that
Magneto wasn’t teaching this morning’s class. He began
every session promptly at nine, and if she was going to be
completely honest, he scared the living daylights out of her.
Sure, he’d changed. After the dramatic events of M-Day,
when a vast majority of the mutant population had died,
and the remaining mutants had lost most, if not all, of their
abilities, Magneto had joined the X-Men, leaving behind the
Brotherhood of Mutants and their terrorist ways. With so few
mutants left and anti-mutant sentiment growing to a feverpitch, they had to band together for protection, and he had a
deep survival instinct.
But something in his glittering eyes still gave her the
creeps. As she got to know them, most mutants felt like
regular people behind the impressive facades, but not him.
She wouldn’t dream of chatting with him the way she had
with Jean. He just wasn’t the kind of person you could treat
with casual familiarity, no matter how much he’d changed.
He also wouldn’t tolerate lateness, so when she charged
87
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into the Danger Room for morning class, her knees went
weak with relief when she didn’t see him. Actually, she’d
lucked out, because none of the instructors had arrived yet.
Instead, the rest of the students milled around the large
chamber. She saw Christopher Muse in his crisp suit and
dreadlocks, deep in conversation with David Bond. A few feet
away, the Stepford triplets stood, their heads bowed and their
arms linked together, locking out the rest of the world. Fabio
Medina sucked down a sports drink as Benjamin Deeds told
him a joke. After the punchline, Fabio roared with laughter
and clapped Benjamin on the back, sending the much smaller
boy staggering.
Eva slid to a stop and looked at them. Every time she saw
their class, she marveled at its small size. It seemed like there
ought to be more of them, but they didn’t even fill a quarter
of the seats around the big circular table at the center of the
room. They were so wildly different, though, with such a vast
array of personalities and powers. Maybe that’s what made it
feel like their group contained multitudes. That, and the fact
that Fabio shot about a billion gold balls out of his body when
he got nervous. Eva wouldn’t admit it out loud because she
didn’t want to embarrass the guy, but secretly, she found it
hilarious. They went “poink!”
Now Fabio approached her, holding out a plastic bottle.
“You want some, Eva?” he asked. “They say it’s orange
flavored.”
“Thanks,” she replied. “I got up too late for breakfast, so I’ll
bite.”
He tossed her the bottle, an easy underhand that she caught
with her left and twirled just to show off.
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“Nice!” he said appreciatively.
“I played girls’ softball six years running,” she said, striking
a melodramatic pose to show that she didn’t take herself too
seriously. “I was going to play in uni, but it turns out that I can
control time, so my plans changed.”
Fabio chuckled. “I know how that feels. What position did
you play?”
“Shortstop. And if you make a crack about my height, I’ll
peg you with this bottle.”
He held up his hands disarmingly, a grin stretching his lips.
“I wouldn’t dream of it.”
“If you’ll all take a seat please.”
Emma Frost’s icy contralto pierced the room. Eva hadn’t
even seen her enter, but she sat at the table as if she’d been
there all along, poised and contained. People used to call
her the White Queen, and the nickname suited her. Her
pale hair, icy blue eyes, and perfect blonde bob gave her a
cold, beautiful perfection. But at some point in the past,
something must have changed, because she’d abandoned her
old all-white getup for a black one. Funny how she’d dressed
in white when she worked for the bad guys and now that
she’d switched sides, she’d switched colors too. Maybe she’d
gotten them backwards, and no one had ever had the guts to
correct her. Eva certainly didn’t. Instead, she took her spot
at the table, where the seats had been bolted to the floor at
equal intervals.
She sat between Fabio and Christopher. She hadn’t been
here long enough to make friends unless you counted Jean.
Oh, she was nice to everyone, but it took her a while to
really trust people. There were exceptions, of course. It had
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only taken her a few days to break the ice with Jean, but her
difficult situation had bypassed Eva’s defenses.
All of the time travelers had been assigned to a different
group this morning, but Eva reminded herself that she
needed to talk to one of the instructors about helping to send
them home at the first possible opportunity. But for now,
she needed to concentrate or risk getting lost. Classes here
tended to move quickly, and even fifteen minutes’ worth of
woolgathering could spell serious danger. They’d all learned
that the hard way over the past couple of weeks.
“Before we start class today, I’d like to talk a bit,” Emma
said. She looked around at the semi-circle of rapt students.
“I think you all deserve some updates on what’s going on as
well as some feedback on how you’re doing, so these updates
will become a regular thing in the mornings. I advise you to
show up on time from here on out.” Her gaze paused on Eva,
and a ghost of a smile flitted over her face before she moved
on. Eva’s cheeks flared. Somehow she’d been busted, and the
subtle rebuke felt worse than whatever Magneto would have
done to her. Christopher reached over and squeezed her arm,
a gentle and reassuring pressure. It shouldn’t have made her
feel better, but for some reason, it did.
“I’m not going to blow sunshine up your skirts,” Emma
continued. “The last couple of weeks have been rough. We’ve
thrown some difficult challenges at you. Some of them were
well beyond your pay grade. I want to be clear: there is no
shame in failing them. We didn’t intend for you to succeed. We
simply wanted you to see what you were getting into early on,
rather than playing it easy on you and letting you think there
would be no actual danger. The danger is real. If you stay, you
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will face it. We don’t intend to sugarcoat that fact for a minute.”
As she spoke, Eva wanted to cheer. She’d begun to regret
coming to this school, with its grimy hallways and awful food.
For a while, all she’d done was follow the instructors around
while they picked up more students. She wanted desperately
to learn how to be an X-Man, and at times, she’d felt like it
might never happen. The fact that classes were finally moving
forward delighted her, but a glance around the table suggested
that her classmates didn’t feel the same. Fabio had broken
out in a cold sweat. Eva began to wonder if he might faint.
If he fell in her direction, she wasn’t sure if she had enough
strength to catch him. She caught Christopher’s eye and tried
to communicate her worry to him, but there was no way of
knowing whether the message got through or not. He smiled
at her reassuringly, but that could mean anything.
Emma continued on. “We could have done a better job of
explaining that from day one. Quite frankly, we could have
done a better job at a lot of things. We’d been talking about
starting a school, but we hadn’t even begun any legwork when
we found the first of you. We’ve been playing catch up ever
since. Although I probably don’t need to tell you that.”
A faint smile played on her face, but it faded when one of
the Stepford sisters – Eva still had trouble telling them apart
– said, “No, you definitely don’t. We spent the first two nights
sharing a bed.”
“And a blanket,” added another.
The three of them glared at Emma. Eva didn’t know what
their problem was. Given Emma’s reputation, she thought
the White Queen had been unexpectedly nice. Then again,
the triplets didn’t seem to like anyone. Now all three of them
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shifted their glares to her. She knew they had psychic abilities,
but that didn’t give them the right to snoop on her thoughts
and hold them against her. It just wasn’t in good taste to use
your abilities on your fellow mutants. That would be like
her freezing them when they were adjusting their bra straps
and then waiting until someone else was in the room to pop
the bubble. Did they want her to do that? She thought the
question at them hard and was rewarded with nonplussed
looks in response.
“Is there a problem?” Emma asked, looking from the
Stepfords to Eva and back again.
Eva wondered if the X-Men teams of the past ever had
ridiculous squabbles like this. Did Wolverine and Nightcrawler
ever fight over missing snack food? Or did Storm and Rogue
ever start tossing lightning bolts at each other because they
were tired and grouchy? During infamous battles against the
Brotherhood and the Hellfire Club, did Professor X ever have
to tell the X-Men to quit squabbling like toddlers, or they’d be
grounded? The more Eva thought about it, the more amused
she got. She snickered under her breath.
“Care to share with the rest of the class?” asked Emma.
Eva glanced around, a little embarrassed. “Well,” she said,
screwing up her courage, “I was thinking about some of our
screw-ups, and then I was thinking about some of the other
X-Men. You know, the good ones. And I was imagining them
doing some of the dumb stuff we’ve done.”
“What, like imagining Wolverine shooting gold balls
everywhere?” asked Fabio eagerly.
“Not exactly,” replied Eva. “Although that sure is a mental
picture.”
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“I think I get what you’re saying,” interjected Christopher.
“Imagine Wolverine and Cyclops and Emma getting
teleported to Limbo and having a complete freak out like
we did until the Stepfords psyched us up. You’d never expect
them to pee their pants like we nearly did, but they had to be
new sometime.”
Eva flushed as she thought of it. They’d all been transported
to Limbo, and instead of greeting the challenge with
excitement, they’d all panicked. Even her. Only the psychic
powers of the Stepfords had saved them from imprisonment
and damnation. If she was going to be a famous superhero
one day, she’d have to get over that.
“You had it inside you all along,” said one of the triplets.
“We just helped you along a little,” added another.
“Honestly,” said Benjamin. “We need to get you guys
nametags or something, because it’s driving me nuts not
being able to tell you apart.”
They all smiled at him in unison, and he blanched. Eva
didn’t blame him. Honestly, it was more than a little creepy.
“Um… so yeah. I was just thinking about that,” said Eva.
“I’m sorry to interrupt.”
To her surprise, Emma didn’t seem upset about it at all.
Instead, she seemed amused. “You’re more right than you
know, Eva. We made so many mistakes, but they tend to get
left out of the stories. Heroism and villainy sells. The more
extreme, the better. And once people think they know you,
it’s hard to change their minds.”
“Kind of like how most people feel about mutants,” said
Benjamin sadly.
They all fell silent. None of them wanted to touch that
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topic. After all, what could any of them say about anti-mutant
sentiments that hadn’t been said already? M-Day had come
and gone, wiping most of them from the planet, and it had
fixed nothing, because the existence of mutants had never
been the problem. The problem had always been in the
darkness and hatred that grew in people’s hearts, and no
words would ever change it.
“We should get started,” Emma said finally, breaking the
heavy silence. “We’re going to try something a little different
this morning. We’re going to do a little team building.
Because again, I’m not going to lie to you. Your teamwork is
embarrassing. I’ve never been the best of team players myself.
If I think you’re bad at it, then you must genuinely be awful. If
you’re ever going to go out into the field on your own, you’ve
got to get better, because honestly, you’re not even close to
ready.”
Eva and Christopher met each other’s eyes, wincing. Eva
didn’t know what bothered her more, the implication that
the students were miles away from seeing any real action or
that Emma Frost had a better grasp of teamwork than they
did. Emma had never been a team player. Not at the Hellfire
Club and certainly not with the X-Men. She had a reputation
for it.
“Here’s the thing,” Emma was saying, “for a long time, I
thought I didn’t need anyone. When Professor X offered to
let me join the X-Men, I turned it down, because I thought
that teamwork equaled weakness.” She paused, looked down
at the table in front of her. “But now I know that I have that
backwards. Which is why we’re going to work on it. You’re
stronger together, but only if you can work together. You need
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to develop trust, and that comes with practice. Are you with
me so far?”
She glanced around the table. Everyone nodded.
“We’re starting with trust falls,” she added.
The students collectively relaxed.
“Is that all?” David asked. “That’ll be a snap.”
Emma bared her teeth in a chilly grin. “I’m sure you think
so,” she responded.
Like the rest of the group, Christopher had expected trust falls
to be a breeze. He’d thought they were beneath him. After all,
he was an X-Man now, or at least a trainee. He didn’t think
that Shadowcat or Colossus had spent an afternoon falling
backwards into their teammates’ arms. Kitty would have
phased right through them, and Colossus? Well, he would
have crushed them into kibble. So he hadn’t exactly been
thrilled with the activity. He’d put his all into it, because
he’d always been that kind of student. He’d always found
most classwork to be stupid, but you had to play the game to
succeed, so he played it with panache.
It turned out that the lesson had been tougher than he’d
anticipated. He kept wanting to catch himself. It wasn’t that he
didn’t trust Eva and Fabio. They weren’t the kind of jerkwads
to dump him on the ground and guffaw like they’d just pulled
a fast one. But he could catch himself, so why shouldn’t he?
He asked the question as Emma made a circuit around
the room, monitoring their progress. In response, her teeth
flashed in a pleased grin that made him instantly nervous. If
the White Queen was delighted, she had something up her
sleeve.
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“That’s a good question,” she said. Then she raised her
voice. “Everybody circle up. Christopher wants to know
why he should trust his teammates to catch him when he’s
perfectly capable of catching himself.”
“That’s easy,” said one of the Stepfords.
Emma shook her finger at them. “Easy for you, maybe. But
you three are unique in how well you work together, and you
ought to know that by now.” They sighed and nodded. “They
need to see it for themselves. Besides, could you coordinate
as easily with Eva? Or Christopher?” The Stepfords blanched,
and Emma nodded. “That’s what I thought.”
She turned back to the rest of the class and nodded
thoughtfully.
“Let’s experiment. Christopher, we’re going to put you up
on the table. You’ll fall backwards, and we’re going to line
everyone up to catch you. I want everyone in on this. It’s
a long way to fall, and Cyclops will be ticked if we end the
session with a head injury,” said Emma, completely serious.
They did as she instructed. Christopher climbed up on the
table, already regretting his question. Part of him said that a
trust fall exercise couldn’t possibly be that bad. The other part
said that with the White Queen on the other end, a sharpened
pencil could be a lethal weapon. They’d learned that last week,
so he really shouldn’t be making any assumptions of safety.
But he was committed now, and he really wanted to know.
Why should he trust his teammates to catch him when he
could easily do it himself? If this exercise would show him, he
needed to trust Emma Frost enough to volunteer. Maybe that
more than anything was the test. If they were really going to
become X-Men, they had to be all in, even when they didn’t
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quite know what was going on. Even when they were kind of
scared.
He crossed his arms over his chest and clenched his
muscles, preparing to fall backwards into the waiting arms
of his classmates. Emma climbed up onto the table, standing
just a few inches away. Did she plan to push him? Of course,
it made sense to be caught when you got shoved over. He
wouldn’t be able to catch himself. If this was the big lesson
that she intended to teach, he would be very disappointed.
“Go!”
The moment he began to fall, Emma whipped a knife out of
her belt and stabbed herself in the chest without a moment’s
hesitation. The blade slashed deep into her flesh, sinking into
the gap between her ribs. Her face tightened with pain, and
she sagged toward him, blood spurting from the wound in
a grisly arc. It painted both of their clothes in a red torrent.
Christopher’s eyes locked onto the bright and shining liquid
as horror overtook him.
“Emma!” he shouted. “No!”
Time slowed to an excruciating crawl. His heart seized as
he stared at the hilt of the weapon in her chest. This couldn’t
be happening. He wanted to cry and hide in his room and eat
comfort food while someone else fixed this horrible mess,
but the cavalry wouldn’t be coming. There was no one but
him, and that terrified him most of all.
Eva and Fabio both screamed.
As he fell backwards, he snatched at her desperately. If he
didn’t heal her right away, she’d be gone. The school’s remote
location made emergency medical help a non-starter. Every
second counted.
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He nearly missed her. She collapsed in slow stages, more
slowly than he expected, and he almost missed her as he
fell backwards off the table. His blood-smeared grip nearly
slipped off her. But then he held her tight with one arm, and
he pulled the knife free, put his hand over the wound, and his
senses slipped over her like a net.
When he’d first arrived here, Cyclops had asked him to
describe what using his powers had felt like, and he hadn’t
known what to say. The first word that came to mind was that
it felt intimate. He was lost in the universe of Emma Frost:
every atom of her moving in perfect concert. But he could also
see the vast and horrible injury she’d inflicted upon herself.
He matched her heartbeat to his, brought her breathing in
line with his, and sped up the healing process to repair the
damage to her heart. Finally, she began breathing on her own
again, and he could release her.
He realized then that his teammates held him tight in a
cradle of their arms as he embraced the blood-spattered
White Queen. While he had tended to her injuries, they’d
caught him. They set him reverently on the ground as he
inhaled great gulps of air like he’d just run a marathon. His
heart raced so fast that he could feel his pulse throbbing at
his temples. Normally, his powers didn’t tax him so, but the
panic and adrenaline overtook him at last. He couldn’t believe
that had happened. How could Emma have done such a rash
thing just to prove a point about teamwork? The lesson didn’t
match the risk. It didn’t even come close.
A metallic clatter drew his attention – the bloody knife,
clattering to the tile.
The noise roused Emma. She opened her eyes and smiled in
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evident self-satisfaction. Then she stood up, calmly retrieving
her blade and wiping it clean with a cloth she pulled out of
her pocket.
“That’s why you need your team to catch you sometimes,”
she said calmly. “Because sometimes there’s a job that only
you can do. If you’re falling and you take the time to catch
yourself, the job doesn’t get done. If you don’t catch yourself,
you die doing the job. The only way to get it done and get out
alive is teamwork. You get me?”
“You… that…” Fabio said, gaping.
“Do you have a problem with my teaching, Fabio?” she
asked, her expression inviting.
He blanched. “No. No, ma’am.”
She turned her pale gaze onto Christopher. “And what
about you?”
He didn’t know what to think, but he wasn’t going to pick
an argument with someone who was crazy enough to stab
herself. Who knew what else she was capable of? He shook
his head, clamping his lips shut.
“Fine. I think that’s enough for the morning,” Emma said.
She looked vaguely disappointed. “Simulation over.”
The room flickered and the blood vanished as if it had never
been there. The knife flickered out of existence. The students
looked around, shocked and confused. David kept repeating
a very bad word under his breath. Christopher stared mutely
at his hands as if unable to believe what he saw. No blood. His
hands and clothes had been covered with it, but now it was
gone. The rip in Emma’s clothes where the knife had gone in
had vanished.
The whole thing had been a simulation.
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He should have known all along. They’d been training in
the Danger Room on a regular basis. The room projected very
convincing holograms to allow the students to safely engage
in combat training. Most of their lectures were held in a series
of monotonous grey-painted classrooms in a separate wing.
Moving this one to the Danger Room should have clued him
in, but he just hadn’t thought about it. After all, the instructors
had always told the students before they entered a simulation.
He’d felt the heat of the blood as it washed over his hands, and
it had never once occurred to him that it might be fake.
He felt like an idiot.
Emma put her hand on Christopher’s shoulder. When
he looked up at her with wet eyes, she returned his stricken
expression with what seemed like a genuine smile. He had
no clue what she was smiling about. He should have seen
through the ruse, and he hadn’t.
“I’m sorry to have tricked you, and doubly so to have
frightened you,” she said in her low voice. “But the lesson
isn’t as effective if you know it isn’t real, and there are two
important things to be learned here. Trusting your teammates
is important, of course, and I’m glad that you did. If you hadn’t
trusted them to save you, and I truly had been in danger, it
would have put me at additional risk.”
“That’s what I thought,” he cut in, his voice hoarse. “In the
middle of it.”
“You did well.” Her gaze swept the room. “And that brings
me to the next point. Out of everyone on the team, you
all need to trust your healer, and you need them to trust
themselves. They might not be the flashiest one on the squad,
but when your blood’s spurting out between your fingers,
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they’re the only ones standing between you and the reaper.
I know you’ve had your doubts, Triage, but you belong here.
And now we all know it.”
The students all stood, silent and thoughtful, and digested
this. She flashed them all a pleased smile and sauntered out
the door with the air of a cat with canary feathers in its mouth.
“Crikey. Did that really just happen?” Eva asked in a shaky
voice.
“I’m pretty sure we’re on one of those prank shows.
Somebody with a camera’s going to jump out at us any minute
now,” suggested Benjamin.
“I sure hope not,” said Christopher. “It won’t do wonders
for my reputation if I puke on camera.”
He staggered out of the room towards the bathrooms,
wondering what the heck he’d gotten himself into.
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Our thrilling new line presenting new tales
of Marvel’s Super Heroes and Super Villains
begins with the infamous Doctor Doom risking
all to steal his heart’s desire from the very depths
of Hell.
Notorious villain Doctor Victor von Doom has
finally found a solution for his oldest obsession:
rescuing his mother’s soul from the clutches of Hell.
An alliance with the reclusive sage Maria von Helm
has provided the key to Doom’s latest invention.
Fusing their super-science and sorcery, Doom has
created the Harrower, a device that will open a rift
and wrench his mother’s soul from the netherworld.
Back in the human world, however, rebel forces
threaten to overrun Latveria and topple its dark
leader – and revolution couldn’t come at a more
dangerous time than when the gates of Hell itself
have been unlocked.

PROLOGUE
“I know thee for a man of many thoughts,
And deeds of good and ill, extreme in both,
Fated and fatal in thy sufferings.”
Byron, Manfred, II.ii.34-6
April 30.
The bonfires of Latveria burned high on Walpurgis Night.
They burned in the market squares of Doomstadt, the roar
of the flames echoing down the narrow streets, the glow
catching the steep gables of the houses and turning their
shadows into claws that stretched across the cobblestones,
wavering and hungry. They burned before the churches of St
Peter and St Blaise, and the gargoyles on the façades seemed
to shift back and forth, eager to take flight and revel in the
night’s dark work. One burned on the rooftop of the Werner
Academy, the blaze high and isolated against the night like
an eye both fearful and knowing. They burned too in the
countryside outside of the city of Doomstadt. They burned
with special purpose there, where the night lay heaviest,
unbroken by the doubtful refuge of streetlamps.
109
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The people danced around the bonfires. Arms linked,
faces turned upward to see the flames strike at the night,
they danced and they chanted. Their chants were pleas for
protection.
In Latveria, the people did not plead for protection from
witches. They pled for the protection of witches.
In Doomstadt, the city named for the witch revered
above all others, costumed children ran in groups down the
streets. Some of the children in each group were disguised
as demons. The others were gargoyles. To anyone not born
in Latveria, it would have been difficult to tell the two apart,
based on appearance. All the children bore horns and fangs.
There were wings of cardboard and crêpe paper, even made
of leather stretched over a wire framework. It was the actions
that distinguished the demons from the gargoyles.
The demons ran ahead of the gargoyles. They yowled
outside the doors of houses where the windows were lit by
brass lanterns in the shape of gaping skulls. When the doors
opened, the gargoyles descended on the demons with snarls
and chased them away, before the group reformed and the
performers were rewarded with pyro-wands to throw on the
bonfires and smear the night with eruptions of blue and green
and violet.
On Walpurgis Night, Latveria embraced its paradoxes. Evil
against evil, monsters against monsters, in the land where
angels had vanished from its myths. On Walpurgis Night, the
darkness danced, and the people danced with it. The people
feared the shadows and they loved them. The bonfires threw
light, but at their edges, the darkness, imperious, was stronger
than ever.
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Shadows ruled over Latveria. And one shadow was
supreme, its dominion absolute.
On Walpurgis Night, he who cast it walked abroad in his
kingdom.
His was the shadow that was feared above all others. His
was the shadow that defined Latveria. Without it, there was
no Latveria. His shadow threw itself over every square inch
of the land, and, midnight or noon, it was always there. The
truth of Walpurgis Night in Latveria was that his was the
shadow in whose honor the bonfires burned and the people
chanted. The dancers and the demons and the gargoyles
might not fully understand this truth. The celebration and
its rituals were ancient, but all the centuries of observance
and the slow accretion of variations had been tending to their
present form, their present purpose. The people might only
sense the truth. Victor von Doom grasped it, because his
being had shaped it.
The nature of Walpurgis Night in Latveria was one of his
works, and he walked far beyond the walls of Castle Doom
that he might look upon this work and see that it was good.
On other nights, on other days, Doom would march
through the arteries of his city with the majesty of a god,
his passage preceded and followed by the heavy boots of his
honor guard. Walpurgis Night was different. On the night of
shadows, he chose to be one. He walked alone, the deepest
darkness passing next to the revels, allowing himself to
appear only as a glimpse, a glint of armor, the vanishing swirl
of a cape. In this way, his presence spread to become all of
the night. Wherever the people looked, they sensed him. He
was everywhere. They felt his gaze, though they could not see
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him, and knew they must do all they could to propitiate him.
There were other reasons why Doom walked abroad and
observed the celebrations. The rite of Walpurgis was an
old one. It was powerful. Things stirred on this date. Deep
currents flowed, and they demanded his attention. When
he journeyed into the hills beyond the city, and the bonfires
became little more than fireflies dotting the darkness, he
could sense the warp and weft of the night more clearly. He
could feel forces at work, and how thin the barrier between
the world and the ones that came after it had become.
Doom climbed higher in the hills. Above the tree line, the
wind was strong. He spread his arms, and his cape billowed.
Like the tip of an iceberg, the wind was the trace of the
greater current on the other side of the barrier. Walpurgis
Night seethed with potential. The awareness of what it could
become had haunted the unconscious of lesser minds for
millennia. It haunted Doom too, because it felt like an answer
he could not yet use.
Doom stopped at the top of the hill. He turned around
to look back at Doomstadt, at the glowering lights of Castle
Doom rising from its central peak, and at the bonfires
flickering across the landscape. This was his domain. It was
not his only one. And on this night, there were others that felt
so close he could almost reach out a titanium-clad hand and
seize them.
Walpurgis Night offered so much.
So different from Midsummer.
The thought made him grimace. The solstice was less than
two months away. The year was swinging around, bringing
with it the duel, and the burden of shame, and guilt, and rage,
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and frustration that marked the event. Hell must already be
laughing at him, laughing in anticipation of his appointed
fight with its champion, and the defeat that would come, as
it had year after year after year. The defeat that would mean
Hell would keep the soul of Cynthia von Doom for another
twelve months.
Your son can command that a city bear your name, Mother,
but he cannot free you.
He had fought the duel more than fifteen times. So many
times that he knew how the coming one would end, no
matter what champion Hell sent. His defeat was as certain as
the need to fight. He would never turn away from the duel.
And because he could not, he would go into battle with the
sickening, treacherous sliver of hope that this time, this time,
things would be different. On Walpurgis Night, with the
duel still far enough away that he could think about it with
a degree of calm, he felt immune to that hope. But it would
come, like a cancer triumphing over remission, to torment
him before the battle, and deepen the agony afterward.
This time. This time.
The words were poison. They tasted of death and futility.
Doom knew he would always be defeated. Hell never made
a contract that it could lose. The Midsummer Night duel
would always be on Hell’s terms, never his. He was trapped
in a bargain as foul as the one that had trapped his mother’s
soul.
She had been desperate to save her fellow Romani people
from the persecutions of Baron (soon to be King) Vladimir
Fortunov. She had given her soul to Mephisto in exchange
for the powers to defeat Vladimir. Mephisto had cheated her.
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He had given her power, too much power to control. She had
failed to bring down Vladimir, and had inadvertently killed a
village-full of the innocent.
Mephisto had used Cynthia von Doom’s need to save her
people, her urge to do good, to damn her. And he was using
her son’s need to save her in turn, to hold him in a cycle of
endless defeat and humiliation.
The wind gusted. It moaned with the echo of spirits.
Midnight was long past. The witching hour was close, and the
barrier was gossamer-thin. Doom breathed deeply, tasting,
though his mask’s filter, the air growing colder with the touch
of unquiet tombs.
If only there was a way to change the terms of the duel.
If only there was a way to make Midsummer more like
Walpurgis Night. This was the night most holy to his mother.
This was the night that honored her most of all.
If only…
The great bells in the high tower of the castle struck three.
The witching hour began. With the last reverberation of the
toll, revelation came to Victor von Doom.
I have been a fool. I have been wrong to see the duel as the failed
means to an end. It is what it can lead to that is important.
Walpurgis Night was not the respite before Midsummer.
He must force Midsummer to be the stepping stone to
Walpurgis.
He would have his terms.
I will take Hell by the throat, and I will squeeze.
Doom laughed. Amplified by projection units in his
helmet, the laughter echoed across the hills. It rolled over the
villages, and through the streets of Doomstadt. The shadows
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rose high at its thunder, and the bonfires quavered. The people
faltered in the chants, and they shivered.
The darkness had spoken, and they feared what it would
command.

PART I
MIDSUMMER’S NOOSE
“Patience – and patience! Hence – that word was made
For brutes of burthen, not for birds of prey!
Preach it to mortals of a dust like thine, –
I am not of thine order.”
Byron, Manfred, II.i.35-8

CHAPTER 1
Mount Sivàr raised its barren crown east of Doomstadt,
Latveria’s border with Romania. It was isolated from the
rest of the chain, as if it had marched west, the vanguard of
granite invasion. Trees clustered thickly around the lower
half of Sivàr’s upheaval, then halted abruptly. Above the trees,
the slope was not steep at first, but it was a brutal vista of
rockslide debris and deep gorges. Then the peak thrust up,
its sides nearly vertical, its faces bleak and savage. When the
rising sun cast its shadow over the land, it was like the second
coming of night.
Doom’s flight to Sivàr brought him to the mountain as the
heat of the day faded, and gloom deepened on the western
flank. He used his waist-mounted jetpacks to bring him to a
point a few hundred yards below the line where the rubblestrewn slopes gave way to the naked face of the mountain. His
goal was near the peak. He could have flown directly there.
But that would not have been a strategic approach. There
were ways of winning a struggle where the opponent never

even knew there had been one, just as there were errors that
would create a battle for which there was no need.
There was a power in the high reaches of Mount Sivàr.
Doom had never tested himself against it. It was not his
intention to do so now. Such a struggle would not be useful
to him. He had other things in mind for the dweller in the
peak.
He began the long climb. It was still possible to walk at this
altitude. His titanium boots rang loudly against stone as he
strode effortlessly between the leaning piles of granite. He
was pleased with the sound of his march. Let his arrival be
known. Let the mountain be aware of who had come.
His path through the wounds of stone became long and
tortuous. Massive rockfalls blocked his way in one direction,
and then a jagged crevasse stopped the way forward in another.
Every time his route was barred, he resisted the temptation
simply to fly over the obstacle. Instead, he surveyed the
landscape carefully, every boulder and crack and patch of
scree turned into an individual datum, the mountain slope
nothing more than an object of analysis to be anatomized and
understood. She who lived on the mountain had set terms to
control what she believed was her corner of the Earth. Doom
would follow the terms so rigorously, he would make them
his own.
She had her path up and down the mountain. It was one
that she traveled safely, and that she believed guarded her. He
would walk it, and she would wonder if it was truly a work of
her will after all.
The grey of evening had come when Doom reached the end
of the rubble and reached the mountain face, a sheer black

monolith in the failing light. Climbing Mount Sivàr, even
with equipment, would be suicidal for even the most expert
alpinist. Doom smiled tightly behind his mask. The pleasure
came less from the challenge than from the ease with which
he would best it.
He spoke the incantation softly, the syllables weaving
together to form a command, whispered yet iron. What
was hidden shed its veil. A narrow ledge appeared before
him. It was less than three feet wide, its edge crumbling and
treacherous. It zigzagged its way up the mountain face, a
barely visible thread. This was the path she walked. This was
how she descended from her home and returned.
Doom started up the path. He marched swiftly, though
he knew the consequence of each step before he took it. The
fall of dusk did not hinder him. His helm lenses would soon
switch automatically to night-vision, and as he walked, he
kept up a steady, rhythmic litany of sorcery. The spells were
minor, so slight that they required no effort, and barely any
movement. His fingers subtly traced delicate glyphs in the air.
He murmured so only he could hear his words, though the
world obeyed all the same.
He came upon the first of the wards at the start of the
second switchback. Revealed by his will, its cat’s cradle of
intersecting lines glowed a soft violet. It was a simple ward
of warning, created to be unfelt by the one who triggered it,
but its caster would know in that instant that someone was
ascending her path. Doom could have dispelled it with a
gesture. Instead, he stepped onto it. He saw the flash of its
signal shoot to the mountain peak. He stayed where he was,
arms crossed.
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Look down. The night will not trouble your eyes any more than
it will mine. Look. Know who is here. Know that you have time to
prepare. Know that I do not come in stealth, or as the lightning.
He stayed there a full minute, then moved on.
The wards became more numerous the higher he climbed.
Many of them were traps. They made gaps in the path look
like solid stone, or they called upon falls of rock. These he
disarmed, though the warnings he continued to trigger.
Heed your sentinels. I draw near.
The climb was a long one. It was full night before he was
halfway up. There was time to contemplate the encounter
to come. More than a mountain separated Doom from the
power in the heights. Decades had passed since they had last
seen each other. Decades heavy with history, freighted with
pain. Their paths had been set by the same tragedy. It haunted
them both. They were caught in its grip. Doom saw an escape
for himself, and so he needed her help. She would, he was
sure, respond to the same need. But she would have to be
convinced that the escape was there. She had lived so long
under this shadow, she would find it difficult to believe there
was a chance of liberation.
At the witching hour, Doom reached the top of the
mountain. He had timed his arrival for this moment, exactly
one day after his Walpurgis Night illumination. This hour
belonged to him, but also to the power on the mountain. It
had belonged to his mother once too.
The concealed ledge came to an end at the mouth of a cave
just below the frowning, heavy brow of the peak. A black
standing stone of polished granite stood beside the entrance.
Its network of runes glowed crimson at his approach. He
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stopped a few feet from the stone, just outside the cave. This
was the most powerful of the wards. Another step forward,
and he would trigger its response. The latent spells hummed
with a sub-aural but psychically resonant pulse. Unleashed,
their attack would be massive. Disarming the wards would
itself be a challenge. He refused it. Instead, facing the torchlit
glow of the cave, he opened the next phase of the campaign
he had begun thousands of feet below.
My terms, though you do not know it.
“Maria von Helm,” he called. “Doom has come, and will
speak with you.”
He waited. The wind blew his cape, but he was as still as
the stone. He waited, knowing she had heard him. He was
immovable as the mountain, and more patient. She would
answer him before he spoke again.
The cave entrance extended less than ten feet into the
mountainside before it turned sharply, hiding the rest of the
dwelling from the outside. After several minutes, a shadow
appeared around the wall, preceding the emergence of the
witch of Sivàr.
She walked slowly toward Doom, stopping just before the
threshold. The few feet that separated them might as well have
been a gulf of leagues. The sorceress stood straight, though
she showed the erosion of her haunted years. She would have
been in her seventies, but she had the lines of someone who
had experienced thirty years more. Her eyes were dark, barely
visible beneath her lids, and glinted with power. Her grey hair
was cut short, as if roughly hacked with a knife. She wore a
simple black robe whose edges blurred with the shadows of
the floor. Her expression was wary, defiant.
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“Why are you here?” Helm asked.
“There is something we must do together.”
She grunted. “I don’t think so. We have never had anything
to do with each other. It is better that way.”
“Only that isn’t really, true, is it?” said Doom. “The past has
a common hold on us.”
“That past is long dead.” Helm shifted, as if preparing to
leave.
Doom remained motionless. He was not going anywhere.
“It is the past that brings me here,” he said. “It is the past that
means you will agree that we must work together. I do not
think you will turn your back on Cynthia von Doom a second
time.”
Helm jerked as if struck. “I never turned my back on her,”
she murmured.
Doom said nothing, waiting.
“I failed her,” Helm said, the truth as hard to contain now
as grief had been all those years ago. Her voice was heavy with
more than forty years of guilt.
Cynthia von Doom had been Helm’s friend, and her
mentor. Helm had learned from her, studied with her. “You
fought at her side against Baron Vladimir Fortunov,” Doom
said. “You tried to stop his atrocities against our Romani clan.
You were not at her side the night she died, though.”
She did not deny it. “I tried to stop her from summoning
Mephisto. I knew the cost would be too high.”
“You knew the power he gave her would kill the innocents
she wanted to protect?”
“I didn’t know what the cost would be. Just that it would be
terrible. I tried.”
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“‘I tried,’” Doom repeated. “How often do we use those
words to excuse our failure?”
Helm was silent.
“All the time,” Doom said, answering his own question.
“We use them all the time. Oh, I have tried too, sorceress. I
have tried.” He bit the words off and spat them out. “I have
fought for my mother’s soul, year after year after year, and
I have failed her, failed her, every single time. I did not stop
fighting for her, though. Why did you?”
Again, no answer.
“I finished the work that you and she began. You did not
defeat Baron Vladimir. Quite the reverse. He became King
Vladimir, and then his persecutions truly knew no limits. I
stopped them. I slew the king.”
“Our grief took us in different directions,” Helm said.
It certainly did. Helm had withdrawn from the world after
Cynthia’s death. She had delved deeper and deeper into
the occult sciences, growing in wisdom and power. Yet that
power had been idle, doing little more than warning off any
who would wish Helm harm, or seek to conscript her to their
cause. Helm’s single focus had been to prepare for her own
inevitable encounter with the powers of Hell. She had been
present when Cynthia had summoned Mephisto, and Hell
never forgot anyone who drew its attention.
Her obsession meant that she and Doom had lived by an
unspoken contract. She did not seek to interfere with his
governance of Latveria, or in any of his projects. In return, he
ignored her and let her be. They had never spoken. He had
been an infant the last time she had tried, tried, to alter the
course of events in Latveria for the better.
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“And this is where your grief took you,” said Doom. “Your
grief, and your fear. This is where you have been hiding for
all these years. Perhaps you do not like to think of this as a
hiding place. Retreat, a sanctuary, a strong point. Are these
the words you would prefer? Are they the lies you wish would
give you peace?”
“I have no peace.”
“I believe you. Neither do I.”
“I believe you, too,” said Helm. “But even though the past
imprisons us, that is not enough to make me work with you.”
“Yet you will.”
“Oh? Do you think you can force me? Are you going to
match your sorcery against mine?”
“We might both prefer that I do not,” Doom said calmly.
“Nor do I have to, because you will not refuse me.”
“I already have,” said Helm. “There is nothing you can say
that would interest me.”
There were few who had dared speak like that to him who
were still alive. He felt no anger today, no ruffled pride. Her
defiance amused him, because he knew how this encounter
would end. “And if I said you could liberate yourself from
the past?” said Doom. “If I showed you the chance of
redemption?”
That held her. She breathed in heavily, then exhaled, her
sigh becoming a plea. “How?”
“By freeing the soul of my mother.”
Her eyes had widened with hope. Now they narrowed
again. “Do not try to fool me with a false dream,” she said. “Of
course I would wish to free her. That means more to me than
you know.”
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I know exactly what it means to you. It would mean not just
that you had made amends to the past, but that there was hope
for your own escape from Hell’s clutches.
“But I know what happens on Midsummer Night,” Helm
continued. “The tremors from your battles reach even to here.
I cannot join you in them. There is no hope there. There is
only futility.”
“Of course there is,” said Doom. “That is why I do not
ask you to join me in the Midsummer rite. I know I cannot
change the outcome of those duels. I am no longer interested
in making Hell agree to release her. I will no longer play its
game to its preordained conclusion.”
“What do you plan to do?”
He had her interest again.
“I am going to storm the gates. I am going to harrow Hell.”
The sorceress stared at Doom. Disbelief and hope and
excitement chased each other over her face. He had spoken
to her fears and her regrets, and he had her now. This is your
moment of capitulation. You’ll realize that, perhaps, in times to
come.
“You can do this?” Helm croaked.
“With your help. Our mastery of sorcery is different,
because our disciplines of focus are different. United, imagine
our power. Remember what you and my mother could do
together. Imagine that a thousand-fold. You and I will lay
siege to Hell, and it will not withstand us.”
Helm gazed at him. Doom sensed her trying to take his
measure, and weighing the risk of destruction against the end
of fear. At last, she said, “Yes.”
That was all. A single word, barely loud enough to hear over
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the wind. With it, Helm committed herself to the full scope
of the great work that lay ahead of them. With it, she made
herself his more than she could possibly imagine.
Helm took a step back and to the side. The runes on the
standing stone faded away. Victorious, Doom entered.
“Let us speak of the triumph to come,” he said.

CHAPTER 2
It was two days after the Walpurgis Night celebrations. The
remains of the bonfire in the square before St Peter Church
had still not been entirely cleared away. The blackened logs
marred the central paving stones. It was raining, and ashy
water ran in streaks from the dead fire. The blot nagged at
Father Grigori Zargo as he stood in the shelter of the church
porch after vespers, seeing off his parishioners as they filed
out. He avoided looking at it, resolutely concentrating on the
faces of the people as they stopped to speak with him, but it
was there in the corner of his eye, the flaw that could not be
ignored.
Zargo mouthed blessings and pleasantries. They came
too easily, too automatically, and his mind kept turning to
the bonfire. He wondered, as he did every year, if the delay
in the clearing of the square was the result of a deliberate
policy. He wondered if it amused Doom for the remnants of
the pagan rite to linger outside the church, as if a point were
being made about their equal standing in Latveria. Because
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that was how Zargo saw the Walpurgis Night celebrations.
They were utterly removed from any Christian sense of the
date. Older beliefs had taken over. The fact that a saint had
given her name to the night was forgotten. In Latveria, the
night roiled with the occult, the magical, the superstitious.
Evil was fought with other evil. If Doom was making a point,
it wasn’t necessary. Zargo hardly needed reminding. After
all, almost every person he now greeted he had seen dancing
before the bonfire. He was painfully aware of the retreating
tide of faith.
One of the faces drew his full attention. “Hello,” he said to
Ilona Sandor. “It’s good to see you.”
“You too, Father.” Sandor took his hand and smiled.
They had known each other a long time. They had been
friends since childhood, and that, as Zargo measured the
years, was two lifetimes ago. For a time, they had followed the
same calling as adults. Over ten years ago, his had changed.
More grey in his beard now. More grey in Sandor’s red hair,
too.
Thunder rumbled, and the rain came down more heavily,
white sheets of water hammering pavement. People hurried
out of the square, but Sandor lingered.
“Nasty evening,” she commented.
“You were lucky to be spared this on Walpurgis Night,” said
Zargo, unable to keep all the bitterness from his tone.
“We were,” Sandor agreed.
“Did you enjoy yourself?” he asked.
She gave him a knowing look. “Yes. Yes, I did. You saw me?”
“I saw everyone in the square.”
“You spent the night in the church again.” In prayer. Or at
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least, as much as he could, when he wasn’t driven to punish
himself by watching the revels.
“Yes.”
She sighed. “Why do you put yourself through that every
year?”
“Because I have to. Does anyone remember that Walpurgis
is the name of a saint?”
“Oh, I’m sure they do,” Sandor said, avoiding his gaze.
“Did you?”
She grimaced apologetically.
“You see? The pagan rite is so strong, it’s taking the name
away from the saint. It’s turning Walpurgis into a word that
means witchcraft. Especially here.”
“And you’re going to turn that around by yourself, through
prayer?”
“Probably not. But I still have to try.”
Sandor put a hand on his arm. “You’re too hard on yourself.
And on us. St Peter was not empty this evening. It won’t be
tomorrow, either, or the next day.”
“What does that mean?” This was not a question he
would have asked anyone else. It would be wrong for him to
show distress to his flock, especially distress that could be
interpreted as doubt. His and Sandor’s paths had diverged,
and they had grown apart, but they were still close. She knew
him better than anyone else. “What is the nature of the faith
being practiced here?”
Sandor laughed uneasily. She glanced at the sheeting rain,
then said, “That sounds like the opening to a conversation
better suited to a quiet booth in a tavern.”
“Please don’t make light of this,” said Zargo.
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“I wasn’t trying to.”
“Then please tell me, what does it mean for you, Ilona, to
take part in opposed communions?”
“That isn’t something I’ve ever given thought to.”
Zargo pressed harder. “Are your prayers in here any
different from the chants on Walpurgis Night? Are they just
another form of incantation?”
Sandor wasn’t laughing now. “How far are you going to
take these questions, Grigori?” she asked softly. She looked
around again, nervously this time, and when she faced him,
her expression was stern. “Remember where we are.”
This is Latveria. “Sorry,” said Zargo. If he had gone much
further, he might have said something that might reach the
wrong ears. He had verged on condemning witchcraft. “I must
be tired.” Now there was an incantation. It was the formulated
phrase that washed away all seriousness from the words that
came before it. Just overtired. I didn’t mean anything. Don’t
listen to me.
“That must be it,” Sandor said. “Get some rest. You’ll feel
better.”
Zargo nodded, sad that this, like so many other
conversations in his life, had to end before it had truly begun,
and cancel itself out. He and Sandor would utter pleasantries
now, and then part. Nothing has happened. There is nothing to
see. There is nothing to question us about. “Blessings upon you,”
he said.
“Thank you, Father. And with you.”
There. The standard phrases, void of real meaning, serving
only to ease the social mechanics of departure.
Sandor left the shelter of the porch and jogged off across
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the square. Zargo watched her until she vanished, and with
her the conversation they might have had. He stared at the
rain, and at the vague, dark blot of the bonfire remains. Then
he stepped out into the downpour and walked slowly towards
the site of the burn. He was drenched in seconds. Water
slicked his hair and poured down his neck. It ran into his eyes,
and he had to keep wiping his face just to be able to see where
he was going. He sloshed through puddles, his cassock taking
on extra pounds of sodden weight.
He stopped in front of the blackened bones of the bonfire
and let the storm beat down on him.
So. What was the point of all that? What did he really think
he could accomplish? Was he trying to browbeat Sandor into
some kind of repentance?
I wouldn’t do that to her. I wouldn’t be that unfair.
Only he had come very close to doing precisely that.
Let him who is without sin cast the first stone.
He winced and took his penance under the rain. He
had no right to chastise Sandor or any other member of
his congregation, not with his history. No one who knew
anything about Latveria had the right to condemn its people
for hypocrisy. Not when their absolute monarch was a
sorcerer. Not given the things that every Latverian knew to be
true about the supernatural, things that did not require faith
because dark miracles were witnessed so often, they might
seem mundane if they were not so terrifying.
What chance did mere faith have against the omnipresent
reality of witchcraft?
This is the way things are.
He stared at the soaked, charred logs, and tried not to turn
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them into a metaphor for his struggle. He could not change
anything in Latveria. Yet he had to try. And yet he could not
fight as hard as he might without incurring the wrath of its
ruler. This was his paradox. He wanted to be a rock and a refuge
for his flock, but he did not want to be noticed by Doom. All
that was left was to struggle on in the most unobtrusive and
foredoomed ways.
Coward. You pointless coward.
Pointless cowardice or pointless martyrdom. At least the
former didn’t seem as stupid, he supposed.
There was no let-up of the rain. It was trying to smash him
down into the paving stones. He could not get any wetter, but
he was tired of punishment, so he turned around and made
his way back to the church. His cassock clung to his body like
a soaked curtain, impeding his gait. His shoes squelched.
He paused when he crossed the threshold, standing at the
end of the nave, dripping onto the marble floor. He gave the
hem of his cassock a desultory wring, then walked on towards
the altar. The servers had cleaned up and left, leaving him
alone. He was very conscious of the space, of the emptiness
in the air. He looked up at the height of the gothic vault, and
the cold distance between himself and the ceiling. Instead of
inspired awe, he felt alone. It was as if Walpurgis Night had
stained the church, the bonfire and the revels draining it of
its strength.
That isn’t true. Nothing has changed here. I’m the one who has
weakened.
He knelt at the altar. He began to pray for strength, had just
lowered his head to his clasped hands, when the church door
slammed shut with a reverberating boom.
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Zargo jumped to his feet and whirled around.
Doom was striding up the nave toward him.
I have been noticed.
Zargo’s knees shook. His throat was suddenly so dry he
could not swallow.
The tread of armored boots echoed up the vaults of St
Peter. The stained glass windows seemed to tremble at the
monarch’s step. Zargo felt as if he were sinking down through
the floor of the church. He had never seen Doom this close.
Doom was tall, but his presence turned him into a colossus.
He filled Zargo’s vision and consciousness until it seemed he
should burst through the tiny walls and roof of the church. A
faint hum and metallic clicks came from Doom’s armor, and
Zargo suddenly knew what the machinery of fate sounded
like. Doom stopped a few paces away, and that was too close
for what remained of Zargo’s courage. He looked up at the
mask and quailed before its titanium grimace. Even worse
were the eyes, looking out from behind rectangular slits, eyes
that had seen so much, eyes that knew, where Zargo had only
the weak fabric of belief. Doom’s hooded cape, somehow
untouched by rain, draped the metal of the armor, its dark
green suggesting the sorcerous power of the natural framing
the wizardry of technology.
“Your Excellency,” Zargo stammered. Fear thickened
his tongue. What did I say, Ilona? What did he hear? Was I
seditious? He stopped short of launching into a babbled mix
of apologies and pleading. That would only make him look
guiltier, and would do no good. All he could do was meet his
end with dignity. He prayed for the strength to accomplish
even that.
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Surrounded by the ocean of his terror was a tiny island of
surprise that Doom would trouble himself to squash someone
so insignificant.
“Your Excellency,” Zargo said again. “Is there something I
can…”
Doom cut him off. “I require your assistance, Grigori
Zargo.”
That voice. Rasping through the filter of the mask, yet deep
in timbre, profound as the heavy posaune of a pipe organ,
commanding as a hurricane.
Zargo blinked, astonished. The first words Doom had ever
spoken to him were the last he had ever expected to hear from
the monarch. “My assistance,” he managed. “Of course. Of
course. Forgive me, but I am surprised, Excellency.”
“I imagine so,” said Doom, with what sounded like the flint
of amusement. “It is not a priest, though, that I have come to
speak with.”
“I don’t understand,” said Zargo, his heart sinking. “I can’t
see how else I would be of any use to you.”
“As a priest, you are of no use to me at all. This was not
always your calling, however.”
“No, it wasn’t,” Zargo whispered. He dreaded what was
coming.
“Before you entered the church,” said Doom, “your
education was at the Werner Academy. So was your
profession.”
“Yes.” Zargo’s voice became even smaller. He cursed the
past that was reaching out for him.
Relentless, Doom hauled the past into the present. “You
were trained to be an occult historian.”
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“I was, Excellency. But this was years ago.”
Doom made an impatient gesture. “That is irrelevant. Time
does not erase your debt to Latveria, and thus to me.”
“I was not meant to lecture on the occult.” He surprised
himself with his defiance. He would not lie to Doom, or to
himself.
“Perhaps not,” Doom allowed. He looked back at the pews
for a moment. “Perhaps you are better suited to this form
of audience, at least when it comes to the choice between
lectern and pulpit. You were granted permission to change
profession when you decided you had a calling.”
“And I am grateful–”
“Being granted that permission did not erase the obligation
to the state conferred by your academic education,” Doom
interrupted. “If anything, that debt has increased. Beginning
today, you must repay it.”
My obligation to the state. And the state is you. “As an occult
historian?” said Zargo. “I mean no offense, Excellency, but
am I really the best choice? Surely you have a better choice of
historians in those working at the Werner Academy right now.
Ilona Sandor, for instance. Her erudition was much greater
than mine ten years ago. That must be even more true now.”
“It is. And if I have need of Professor Sandor, I will make
use of her. None of the current academics, or students for
that matter, match my requirements. None of them have the
precise skills I know you to have.”
Zargo shook his head. “I am not exceptional.”
“You are. Will you dispute my judgment?”
“No,” Zargo said hastily. “No, of course not, your
Excellency.” He surrendered. “What would you have me do?”
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“Your specialization was ley lines, their history and their
detection.”
“That’s right.” In spite of himself, he became curious. Deep
inside, long-smothered embers flared to life.
He had always been religious. He had always found it hard
to reconcile the orthodoxies of his faith with the practice of
the occult. But when, in the early years of Doom’s rule, he had
taken the compulsory Academic Aptitude Exam, and found
himself directed to geomancy at the recently founded Werner
Academy, he had found it hard to dispute the results of the
Exam. He did have a gift for the field. The research excited
him. The insights excited him even more.
But all of it was wrong, too. He was good at the study of
geomancy. He was very good. That meant he was good at
witchcraft, and he could not face so great a sin. His faith
warred with his assigned field, and his faith won. While he
was still a researcher, before he became a practitioner, he
turned away from the thrill of geomancy for the certainties
of God.
He was grateful that his change in calling had been accepted.
He had left Latveria. Its seminaries, such as still existed, were
too influenced by the occultism he was fleeing. He had found
his training in Nigeria instead, at a seminary in Ibadan. The
years there had been the most peaceful of this life. He had
found the fellowship, the belonging, and the certainties that
he had been longing for.
It had been hard to return to Latveria. But that was where
he had been born. If he could bring a more disciplined faith
to the country, if he could save even one soul, then he was
duty-bound to try.
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He had tried. He was still trying. And those precious
certainties were proving hard to hold on to.
Such thoughts flashed across his mind. Now Doom had
come to find him, specifically. And though he was frightened,
he was also flattered. And he wanted to know what it was that
had brought the lord of Latveria to him.
“You also worked on their cataloguing, I believe,” said
Doom.
“On the impossibility of doing so comprehensively,” Zargo
corrected automatically.
“Quite,” said Doom, and Zargo sensed he was pleased.
“There is a confluence that I need, and that you will find.”
“I will try, Excellency, but after all these years, I’m not sure
about my skills.”
“I am, so your doubts don’t matter. You will present yourself
at the castle gates tomorrow morning at six.”
“Yes, Excellency.”
Doom walked away without another word. His presence
filled the church so completely, he might have been holding it
in his hand, up until the moment that the door clanged shut
behind him. Even then, his shadow lingered. Zargo could still
feel his gaze. Now that it had been turned on him, he would
never be free of it.
Zargo staggered over to the front row of pews and collapsed
on them. His breath came in long, ragged gasps. His hands
shook. The cold of his soaked cassock was nothing compared
to the ice running through his blood. When he thought he
could walk without falling, he pushed himself up from the
pew and stumbled to the rear of the church, out the exit and
into the small rectory nestled like a barnacle against the east
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wall of St Peter. In his chambers he changed out of his wet
clothes, then grabbed a bottle of scotch and poured himself
a double shot. Liquid smoke went down his throat. Warmth
blossomed in his chest. He sank down on the bed, fighting the
shivers, and stared blankly at the ceiling.
Tomorrow morning he would return to a past that disgusted
him. He dreaded the road Doom would force him to walk.
He dreaded it all the more because of the treacherous
excitement stirring in his heart.

CHAPTER 3
Zargo jolted awake, unable to breathe. A heavy hand covered
his mouth. Another pressed down on his chest, pinning him
to the bed. He flailed, striking arms as rigid and thick as
wooden posts. The hand over his mouth kept his panicked
scream inside, turning it into a whining moan. He thrashed
harder, but the man who held him down didn’t seem to
notice.
“Settle down, Father,” said a voice he didn’t recognize.
It came from somewhere near the foot of the bed. “Don’t
struggle, and things will go much more comfortably for you.”
Though his assailant had not covered his nose, he felt that
he couldn’t breathe. His body was convinced it had to fight
or die. He shuddered with the effort to fight down the panic.
He forced his arms down. He held them at his side, hands
splayed. He reminded himself that he could breathe.
When he was still, the voice said, “That’s better. Are you
going to be sensible? If Emil releases you, there will be no
screaming or stupid attempts to get away?”
139
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Zargo grunted what he hoped was an affirmative. He held
himself immobile.
“I think he’s going to behave, Emil. Sit him up.”
The huge hands released Zargo, then grabbed him under
the shoulders and heaved him up until his back was resting
against the wooden headboard.
Sitting on the battered dresser opposite the bed, a storm
lantern turned low cast a dim light in the room. Prince
Rudolfo Fortunov, son and heir of the deposed and slain King
Vladimir, reclined in the chair next to the dresser, rocking it
on its back legs. The other man took a step back from Zargo
after lifting the priest into position, his face shadowed but
still recognizable. Zargo had seen Emil Seefeld at the vespers
service. He had shaken his bone-crusher hand afterwards.
Seefeld had been a regular member of Zargo’s congregation
for years. He was big, his shoulders rounded from the labor
of fields, but broad as a wall. He had always been quiet in the
church, expressionless. The smirk he bore now revealed a
thuggishness Zargo had never seen before.
Be very careful. He’s enjoying this. Don’t give him an excuse to
enjoy it more.
Rudolfo Fortunov was smaller than Seefeld. Most people
were. But he looked harder. His features, weathered by years
of battle and living in the rough, still had the chiseled pride
of his family. Even matted with dirt, the way his short brown
hair swept back conjured thoughts of royal portraits in oil.
His eyes had the aura of command that reminded Zargo a bit
of Doom’s, but there were years of frustration there too. The
world was supposed to belong to the prince, and he did not
forgive it for failing in its duty.
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Zargo rubbed his shoulder where Seefeld had gripped him.
If Seefeld had pulled a bit faster or harder, he would have
dislocated the joint.
“What do you–” Zargo began.
Seefeld slapped him, jerking his head hard. “You don’t have
permission to speak.”
“Easy, Emil,” Fortunov said, his face unmoved and cold.
“I think Father Grigori was just trying to be agreeable.” He
smiled, friendly as winter. “You’ll have to forgive Emil,” he
said to Zargo. “He’s been coming to your services for a long
time. I’m afraid your sermons bored him sick.” Fortunov
shrugged. “Given that, we have to expect he’s going to want to
get a little of his own back.”
Zargo held a hand against his numb cheek. “He’s been
watching me all the time?”
Fortunov’s smile became genuine. He was pleased. “I have
eyes everywhere,” he said. “Sometimes they have to watch for
a long time before they see something useful. This evening
they did. They saw Doom pay you a visit.”
Zargo said nothing.
Fortunov leaned forward. The front legs of the chair came
down on the floor with a bang. “What did Doom want?” he
said, very softly. The threat behind the words was huge.
“What will my life be worth if I tell you?” Zargo asked.
Seefeld slapped him again.
Fortunov cocked his head. “What do you think it will be if
you don’t? Think carefully about what you say next, because
I’m not going to repeat my question, and this is your last
chance to answer it.”
The wire of Zargo’s balancing act stretched out before him.
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For most of his life, he had been pulled and pushed in one
direction or another. By faith and by profession, by fear and
duty, by calling and by commands. He was used to trying to
find a balance. He was also used to dealing with the fact that
there were times when no balance was to be found. He had to
find one this, time, though. Doom to the left, Fortunov to the
right, and if he fell, one or other would have him killed.
Zargo took his first step on the wire. It was the only one
available to him in the moment. “Doom wants me to research
ley lines,” he said. If I lie, he will have me killed, he wanted to say
to any device that might be listening.
“He wants a priest for that,” Fortunov said, dripping
disbelief.
Seefeld’s right hand, the one that had been slapping Zargo,
made a fist.
“I wasn’t always a priest,” Zargo said quickly.
Fortunov held up a finger, forestalling Seefeld. “And why
does he want you to do this? What does he expect you to
discover?”
“I don’t know.” That was true. He had no idea what the
confluence was that Doom sought, or what it might mean.
“I’m not sure I believe you,” said Fortunov.
Seefeld grabbed Zargo by the front of his buttoned pajama
top and yanked him out of the bed.
“It’s the truth!” Zargo pleaded. Seefeld was holding him
high, forcing him to stand on tiptoes.
“You’re making Emil cranky,” Fortunov warned.
“I’m not trying to!”
Fortunov steepled his fingers. “Do I have this right?
Doom himself comes to see you, a priest, and not a member
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of the Werner Academy, and asks you to head up an occult
investigation project for reasons that are unclear to you.”
“Is it so strange that that seems strange?” Zargo asked.
“Now you’re being witty,” said Fortunov. “Don’t be witty.
That makes me cranky. Emil.”
Seefeld punched Zargo in the stomach. Zargo had known
the blow would have to come. He had tried to brace himself
for it. He failed. There was no preparing for the violence of
the impact and the pain. He doubled over, tearing free of
Seefeld’s grip, mouth gaping for air that would not come.
He stumbled backwards, away from Seefeld, past Fortunov,
stumbled as he had known he would have to, stumbled so
he could remain balanced on the wire, stumbled all the way
back to the outside wall where he fell with such force that his
elbow smashed the pane of the bedroom window. Glass fell to
the street, breaking the quiet of the night. Zargo drew air and
his cry was unfeigned, instinctive and loud.
Seefeld was on him the next instant, and grabbed him by
the throat. “Don’t you call for help,” he snarled. “Don’t you
dare.”
Zargo didn’t shout. He didn’t have to. He heard the whistle
of the night watch, and the sound of running feet in the
distance. The alarm had been raised.
Fortunov was on his feet. “Idiot,” he hissed at Seefeld.
“It was him,” the big man whined, giving Zargo a shake.
“And who gave him the chance?” He grabbed Zargo’s arm
and punched Seefeld’s shoulder. “Go! Now! We have to go!”
Seefeld scrambled out of the second story window, reached
up for the overhang and pulled himself onto the roof.
Fortunov squeezed Zargo’s arm. His grip was iron. Zargo
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felt how small and brittle the bones of his arm were.
“Our conversation is not over,” Fortunov told him. “It is
only just beginning. Do you understand me? You are going
to tell me what Doom is up to. Be certain of that.” He shoved
Zargo to the floor and went out the window.
Zargo struggled to his feet and lurched to the windowsill.
The street behind St Peter Church was narrow. The gabled
eaves of the rectory and the houses opposite were barely six
feet apart. Fortunov and Seefeld leapt across the gap and fled
across the rooftops, heading to the right as the whistles and
running bootsteps approached from the left. He lost sight of
them before the night watch arrived, but he pointed from the
window when he saw the officers, then fell back on his bed
as the pursuit began. He wished the nightmare was over. He
knew it was only beginning.
Kariana Verlak, captain of the Castle Guard, nudged a piece
of broken glass with the toe of her boot. She looked up at
the window from which it had come, then back to Sergeant
Kurt Genschow of the night watch. Fortunov, she thought,
with a mixture of anger and determination. You were lucky you
escaped before I arrived. “Where did you lose track of them?”
she asked.
“Two streets over, captain,” said Genschow.
“Show me.”
Genschow led the way up the stairs of the house facing
the rectory. They emerged on the steep roof, in a moonlit
landscape of grey slate, punctuated by smoking chimneys.
They crossed to the roof of the next house and climbed to its
peak.
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Genschow pointed south. “They were spotted from the
street, but pursuit there was impossible.”
“And when you gave chase on the roof, they had too much
of a lead,” said Verlak.
“Exactly.”
They clambered down the other side of the roof and kept
going on a diagonal path across the gables, leaping twice over
a street, until they reached a cluster of roofs which was being
combed by a squad of the night watch. More officers on the
roof peaks on the other side of this street fruitlessly scanned
the night for signs of the fugitives.
“They dropped out of sight when they went down this side
of the roofs,” said Genschow. “There was no sign of them after
that.”
Where did you go, traitor? “Did you have anyone at street
level here?” The night watch on the ground would be able to
converge quickly at target intersections to act as spotters of
the men jumping across the gaps above.
“We did. They never saw anyone cross this street. They
might have missed Fortunov in the dark.”
“Or he never crossed at all.”
Genschow nodded. “We’re conducting room by room
searches of the houses on this block.” His shrug conveyed
how much luck the night watch had had, and how he expected
things to go.
Verlak grunted. She climbed back up to survey the roofs
nearby. Everything was angles and deep shadows. It was
unlikely anything useful could be found before daylight, if
then.
Still, if this was the last roof Fortunov had been seen on,
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his means of disappearance might be somewhere close.
The shadows next to a chimney caught her eye. There was
a patch at its base, where the walls of two houses met, that
seemed deeper than the rest. She approached and found a
narrow gap, a couple of feet long and less than a foot wide,
between the houses.
“A man could fit down this,” she said.
“Barely,” said Genschow. “And if he didn’t fall to his death
or get stuck partway down, he’d be trapped at the bottom.”
“Where does this lead?”
“Nowhere. There’s no alley below. It’s just a space. The two
houses aren’t perfectly adjoined.”
“You’ve checked?”
“We sent lights down. There’s nothing.”
Verlak thought for a moment. “No,” she decided. “There’s
something. If it doesn’t look like something Fortunov could
use, then what it looks like is misleading. Let’s go.”
Back at street level, she rounded up officers with flashlights
and had them open up the nearest sewer access, half a block
down from where the two houses joined.
“Oh no,” said Genschow.
“Oh yes,” Verlak told him.
“How did he do it?”
“Let’s find out.”
They climbed down into the sewer. Beneath low, curved
ceilings of damp brickwork, there was a narrow walkway next
to the canal of foul water. Verlak took one of the flashlights
and led the way, breathing through her mouth. After a short
distance, she turned down a narrow tunnel. The walkway
was slippery, barely more than a ledge, and she had to walk
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carefully. She aimed the light up at the ceiling. Now that she
knew she was looking for a shaft, she found the access point
almost immediately.
“Do you see?” she asked Genschow. “You can just make
out where they cut.” Faint lines ran across the brickwork, easy
to miss but telltale in their regularity. They formed a rectangle
the same size and shape as the gap at the chimney base. “Get
someone up there,” Verlak said. “There will be some kind of
trap door mechanism. They had that shaft prepared for their
escape. They probably had a rope to get down, though that
will be gone now.”
“This won’t be the only hatch like this, will it?” Genschow
asked, sounding dismayed.
“No, it won’t be, and that means a search.” She knew
what she was demanding. Hundreds of miles of sewer and
abandoned mining tunnels honeycombed the foundations
of Doomstadt. Even with drones, it would be a massive,
perhaps impossible, task to find every escape route Fortunov
and his rebels had created. But each one that was blocked
would reduce his freedom of movement by that much, and
bring her closer to putting a bullet between his traitor eyes.
She lived for the moment she would perform that service for
her king.
They left the sewers, and Genschow relayed Verlak’s
commands, setting the tunnel search in motion. Verlak and
the sergeant made their way back to the rectory. Two guards
were posted by the outside door, the block was cordoned off.
“Has the priest been questioned?” Verlak asked.
“No, captain. We waited for you, given that Fortunov was
involved.”
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“Good. Maintain the same practice here. Anything that has
anything to do with Father Grigori Zargo is to be reported
directly to me.”
She looked up at the broken window.
“Sloppy work,” said Genschow. “Fortunov wouldn’t have
had to run if he’d been a bit more careful.”
“Indeed,” Verlak said dryly. “Unlike him to be so clumsy,
isn’t it?”
“What do you mean?”
“So unlike him as to be improbable.”
“You think the broken window wasn’t an accident?”
“I’m sure it wasn’t.”
“Why would Fortunov want to alert us?” Genschow asked,
confused.
“It wasn’t Fortunov or his man who broke the window.”
She crunched broken glass beneath her heel. “This was a cry
for help.”
The guards had let Zargo get dressed, though they had not
allowed him to leave the bedroom. His cassock made him
feel a bit more like himself, even a little bit less helpless, and
he could use every comforting illusion he could find. He
sat on the edge of the bed, waiting for the interrogation to
come, thinking about how he would keep his balance on the
tightrope.
Nothing to do except try. I can’t dismount. They won’t let me.
His wait ended when Kariana Verlak entered the room
and shut the door behind her. Zargo had never spoken to the
captain of the Castle Guard. He had seen her from a distance,
and that was how any sane person preferred to keep Verlak.
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Having to speak to her was never a sign that things were going
well for you. Things aren’t going well for me, are they?
He wasn’t sure who unnerved him more, Verlak or
Fortunov.
She stood before Zargo, eyeing him closely before
speaking. She had a patrician bearing in her uniform’s dark
greatcoat with her hawk-like features and ramrod posture.
Her parents had been peasants, though. There was no trace of
the old aristocratic families of Latveria in her bloodline, and
her ferocity in the defense of Doom’s order was the stuff of
fearful awe.
She will know everything about me. She will know things about
me that even I don’t know.
The only way to take another step on the tightrope was to
be utterly honest.
“So you had a visit from Rudolfo Fortunov,” Verlak said.
Zargo nodded. “Aided by Emil Seefeld.”
“I see.”
Her tone was expressionless, and Zargo couldn’t tell if it
was news to her or not that Seefeld was a rebel.
“They came to ask why our lord visited me last evening,”
Zargo continued.
“What did you tell them?”
“The same as I am telling you: everything I know.” Which, I
hope, is so little that it won’t matter.
“A risky strategy, Father,” said Verlak.
“What else is there for me to do? If I had lied to Fortunov,
he would have had Seefeld kill me. If I lie to you, my prospects
won’t be any better.”
“On that last point, we agree.”
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“You should know something else. Fortunov expects me to
keep talking.”
“The solution to this situation, then, would be for you
not to learn anything that would be of interest to him,” said
Verlak. “Is that right?”
“The thought had occurred to me,” Zargo said, wondering
if he could dare allow himself to hope she and Doom would
think the same.
Verlak’s thin smile dispelled the hope. “The lord of Latveria
has chosen you,” she said. “Your only course of action is to
carry out the work he has commanded of you. It’s really that
simple.”
The news that he was not about to be shot was not as
comforting as he might have thought.
“And when Fortunov comes again?” Zargo asked.
“You’re that confident he will?”
“I mean no offense, captain, but aren’t you?” He broke out
in a sweat as he asked the question. He was giving offense
even if he didn’t mean it. He was implying that Verlak would
not catch Fortunov. He was gambling on the idea that she was
as honest with herself as he was being with her.
Verlak said nothing for a long moment. Then she turned
to the door. “Get up,” she snapped. “You’re coming with me.”
The tightrope had trembled. But Zargo hadn’t fallen. He
could take another step.
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The God of War must explore a terrifying realm
of eternal fire to reclaim his glory in this epic
fantasy novel of one of Odin’s greatest heroes
Tyr, God of War and elder brother of Thor, embarks
on a quest to seal his place at Odin’s side. Spurred
on by loyal young Bjorn Wolfbane and the
bewitching Lorelai, the trio set out to steal a sliver
of Twilight, sword of the fire giant Surtur, who will
one day bring about Ragnarok and destroy Asgard.
But the fiery realm of Muspelheim is fraught with
volcanic trolls, lava kraken, and Surtur’s brood of
murderous warriors. Tyr must overcome both his
own feelings and the motives of his allies, or risk
triggering the apocalypse and cursing his name
forever.

ONE
The light of a thousand torches made the golden walls of
Odin’s hall shine like the sun, defying the onset of night
across the realm of Asgard. Laughter and howls of jubilation
echoed off the vaulted ceiling a hundred feet above the
celebratory throng. The rich smell of roast boar, the flesh of
the ever-regenerating Saehrimnir, wafted through the room
as platters of the succulent meat were paraded out from the
kitchens. Barrels, casks, and tuns were borne up from the
cellars to provide a disparate variety of ales, mead, and beers
for the revelers.
Hundreds of Asgardians were gathered about the dozens
of long tables arrayed across the hall. Not merely those who
dwelled within the great city itself, but stalwarts from the
farthest regions of the land were gathered for the celebration.
The desert-kissed Skornheimers and the dour Gymirsgardians
were mixed among hunters from the Gundersheim and
mystics from Ringsfjord. A rugged warrior from the Kingdom
of Harokin traded stories with a white-bearded sea captain
159
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from dragon-haunted Nastrond. To every corner of the realm
had Odin’s decree been sent and from every corner of the
realm had come those to pay tribute to Asgard’s mightiest
hero.
Tyr’s blue eyes were as hard as ice as he looked across the
celebrants. Each laugh, every smile only made him feel more
out of place. He had no stomach for this frivolity, much less
the reason for it. Had his father Odin not summoned him
here, he’d have stayed as far from the celebration as he could
manage. But one didn’t ignore the All-Father, not even when
you were the God of War.
Upon a raised platform at the top of the hall stood Odin’s
table. Tyr’s father retained the physique of his prime despite
the snowy beard that fell almost to his waist. His remaining
eye sparkled with the vigor of a much younger Asgardian,
hale with mirth and merriment. The other, sacrificed to gain
wisdom greater than any other Aesir, was covered by a patch
of gold that gleamed like a fiery ember. As much as anything,
Tyr thought it was his father’s surrender of his own eye,
sacrificed so that he might better guide the people of Asgard
and defend them from harm, that made him worthy of his
rule. Though there were times – such as now – when Tyr
bristled under Odin’s commands, he had too much respect
for his father to defy his authority. Such capriciousness was
the province of his half-brother, Loki.
Perched on the ornately carved back of Odin’s chair were
his messengers, the ravens Hugin and Munin. Their studious
eyes surveyed the celebration, catching even the least detail
to whisper to the All-Father after the revelers departed. At
intervals, Odin would proffer one of the birds a morsel of
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flesh, disrupting its vigilance while it gobbled the meat, but
never would both be distracted at the same time. Tyr often
felt the discerning stare of the ravens fix on him and could
imagine what story they’d tell his father later.
Crouched under the table were two animals Tyr resented
far more than the spying ravens. The wolves Freki and
Geri gnawed on boar bones and lapped blood from silver
bowls while they sat at their master’s feet. Massive in their
proportions, ferocious and proud in their bearing, they
were the most loyal of Odin’s protectors, ranging with him
on his travels through the Nine Worlds. In the prophecy
of Ragnarok, it was foretold that Freki and Geri would die
defending Odin from the Great Wolf Fenris.
Thoughts of Fenris caused Tyr to set the horn of mead
he’d been drinking from into the gilded stand on the table
crafted for just this purpose. He clutched his left hand. Or
at least the metal cup where his hand had been. He looked
again at the celebrants around him, their joy and laughter
bitter to his ears. Once they’d feted the God of War for saving
Asgard from the menace that threatened to devour them all.
The Great Wolf, that monstrous whelp of Loki, had grown
so mighty and fierce that no god could prevail against it. In
its savagery, Fenris could have laid waste to the entire realm,
had its ravenous hunger provoked it to do so. Every manner
of chain had been employed to try and bind it, but even
those forged from Uru, the enchanted metal of Asgard, failed
to hold the beast. It became a game to the Great Wolf to let
the gods try to chain it, a display of its growing power that it
knew would make them fear it. Finally, Odin had the dwarves
forge a magic cord, Gleipnir, which would be unbreakable.
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The cunning Fenris scented trickery when it saw the seeming
fragility of the leash and only agreed to be tied with it if the
gods vowed to release it if it failed to free itself. To ensure the
gods would hold to their vow, the Great Wolf demanded one
of them place their hand in its mouth.
Perhaps he’d been inspired by the example of his father,
Tyr didn’t know, but in that moment when the courage of
the gods faltered, he stepped forward and accepted the Great
Wolf ’s challenge. Gleipnir held the beast fast and when it
couldn’t break free, the jaws of Fenris snapped tight. In an
instant Tyr’s hand was gone, swallowed by the deceived beast.
But Asgard was saved from the monster’s menace. At least
until the time of Ragnarok, when even the magic of Gleipnir
could no longer restrain the Great Wolf.
Tyr lifted his gaze back to the platform and Odin’s table.
To the All-Father’s left sat his queen, the Vanir Frigga. While
Odin joined in the revelry, laughing and boasting, Tyr’s
mother maintained a pose of regal aloofness and composure.
In her fashion she was much like the ravens, observing
everything without joining the frivolity. Those around her
might feast, but she displayed a more judicious appetite and a
more cautious attitude to the mead that was flowing so freely
at other tables. Her attention would always be drawn back to
the bright-faced Balder, the favorite of her sons and the one
who was ever the focus of her maternal concern. Tyr well
understood his mother’s worry for Balder, for his death too
had been foretold, and that was a heavy weight upon Frigga’s
heart.
Seated to Odin’s right was the hero in whose honor this
feast was being held. Tyr frowned as he stared up at Asgard’s
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celebrated champion, his younger half-brother, Thor. The
God of Thunder had taken after his mother more than his
father, for there was little about his features that he had in
common with Tyr. Tyr’s hair was black while Thor’s was a
golden blond. Tyr’s face was hard and severe in contrast to the
boisterous exuberance of Thor. Only in their eyes was their
kinship unquestionable, for both had the same piercing blue
color.
The mighty hammer Mjolnir rested on the table beside
Thor’s platter, and beside the weapon was a trophy that
marked the cause of the celebration. A great slab of hoary ice
that refused to melt even in the warmth of Odin’s hall. As he
looked up at the fantastic object, Tyr heard his father’s voice
boom out across the feast, ringing down on the revelry.
“Asgardians! Aesir and Vanir and friends from afar!” Odin
stood and toasted the throng. He turned and laid his hand
upon Thor’s shoulder. “Look on this, my son of whom I am so
very proud. By himself he has penetrated the frozen vastness
of Niffleheim to beard the King of the Ice Giants in his own
palace!” He gestured to the white slab sitting on the table.
“Behold a tuft from the very beard of Ymir!”
Raucous cheers rolled through the hall, rumbling like
Thor’s thunderbolts. Warriors stood and clashed weapons
against their shields. Many stamped their feet until the walls
began to shake from the vibrations. Over and again was one
name shouted: “Thor! Thor! Thor!”
Odin drew Thor to his feet. “Today we celebrate the defeat
of Ymir. Tomorrow perhaps you will bring Surtur’s sword to
rest beside the ice giant’s beard!” Thor clapped his father on
the back as the two gods resumed their seats.
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Tyr picked up his drinking horn and rendered a salute to
his younger brother, but nothing more. The boisterousness
of the throng was excessive enough without his participation.
Certainly, Thor had accomplished a mighty feat, but to what
purpose and with what intention? Had he risked himself
to protect Asgard or had it been merely to indulge in the
adulation he was now receiving? Thor’s exploits were indeed
heroic, but they often struck Tyr as reckless and ill-conceived.
Tyr understood that the triumph of today could breed the
defeat of tomorrow, but he wondered if his brother took the
same caution into consideration when he embarked on these
ventures against the giants.
“You look ill at ease.” The voice that spoke the words was
barely a whisper, yet Tyr could hear them distinctly even
through the tumult in the hall. He knew they were laced with
magic to be so clear in his ears. Moreover, he recognized the
speaker even before he turned his head.
“Loki,” Tyr addressed the man who now sat beside him.
He couldn’t see what had happened to the the flame-haired
valkyrie who’d been there before, but now there was the
lean figure of his dark-haired brother arrayed in green tunic
and a golden cloak. Perhaps she’d merely been one of Loki’s
disguises, for the mischievous god was ever fond of shifting
his shape. Tyr often wondered if that magic contaminated his
offspring and caused him to father monsters like Fenris and
the world serpent Jormungand. “You’re bold to be sitting in
your father’s hall after the trouble you started with the stone
trolls.”
Loki’s sharp features drew back in an impish smile and his
green eyes glittered with amusement. Tyr was always struck
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by the almost reptilian aspect of those eyes. Maybe it wasn’t
so strange he’d fathered Jormungand. “There’s always trouble
with the stone trolls. All I did was to give their malice some
direction and put them where Brunnhilde and the Warriors
Three might intervene. The trolls will be quiet for a while now,
and no harm has been done. Odin will see that soon enough.”
He sighed and shrugged his shoulders. “Until then, I fear I’m
here only under sufferance.” He pointed to Odin’s table and
the icy tuft from Ymir’s beard. “Our brother’s mighty deeds
are such that even my current disfavor isn’t enough to keep
me away. Can you imagine the bravery it must have taken to
do such a thing?”
Mead rushed down Tyr’s throat as he took a long pull from
the horn. He wiped the residue from his lips with his left
arm. “It was a brave deed,” he told Loki. He might not like
Thor’s recklessness, but he’d not have a sly tongue disparaging
his courage. Any conversation with Loki was riddled with
insinuations as barbed as a thorn bush. Some Asgardians
found his tricky manners amusing, but Tyr wasn’t one of
them.
“To be certain,” Loki hurried to say, his tone conciliatory. “I
admire what our brother has done. No coward ventures into
Niffleheim.” This remark had more than a suggestion of pride
wound within it, for Loki had often journeyed into the land
of the ice giants in different guises. “Truly, it is no mean thing
to challenge Ymir.”
That reptilian gleam was in Loki’s eyes when he paused
and stared at Tyr for a moment. “Yet I say again that you don’t
appear in a celebratory mood. I have to ask myself why this
might be so.” He tapped his fingers against his chest. “I admit
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there are times when I’ve been at strife with our brother, but
I can still be happy for him when he has a great victory. All
Asgard can rest easier now that the King of the Ice Giants has
fallen and must regather his strength.”
“It is a great victory,” Tyr said, but despite his caution he
knew Loki had picked up on the bitterness in his tone.
“Asgard will remember this day.” Loki nodded. “Yes, Asgard
doesn’t forget its heroes.”
“Nor its villains,” Tyr snapped. The verbal barb from Loki
had pierced him like a spear, striking at the core of his dark
mood. Jealousy. Petty and unseemly as the emotion was, Tyr
was filled with it just the same. It had taken Loki’s nettling
words to make him realize it, but he was envious of Thor’s
acclaim. He felt eclipsed by this adulation of his brother.
“I was merely trying to be understanding,” Loki protested
as he rose from the table and strolled off into the crowd. The
smirk on his face put a different meaning to his words. Tyr
was certain that Loki appreciated the effect of his goading.
The problem was, even knowing how his subconscious
resentment had been stirred up by him didn’t lessen its hold.
Tyr raised his eyes back to Odin’s table. A line of Asgardians
was filing past, taking a closer look at the slab of ice and
offering their gratitude to Thor for his victory over Ymir. The
longer he watched the procession, the more his resentment
grew. Finally, his temper moved him to march up onto the
platform, pushing his way through the other Asgardians. He
looked down at the tuft from Ymir’s beard, feeling its eerie
chill drive back the warmth of the hall. Even this small piece
of the giant exuded a baleful power. It made the magnitude of
Thor’s victory undeniable and Tyr’s jealousy only worse.
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“A fine trophy, is it not, brother?” Thor bragged, his face
jubilant.
Tyr met his brother’s toast with a scowl. “It strikes me as
hubris to go all the way to Niffleheim simply to play barber.”
The caustic retort stunned those on the platform. From
there, a tide of silence swept through the hall. Laughter
dropped away as tension filled the air. Every ear was sharp to
listen to this exchange between Odin’s sons.
Thor tried to brush off Tyr’s remark as a jest, but he could
see the sting in his eyes. “A hammer serves better than shears
when the beard is made of ice,” he boasted, slapping Mjolnir
with his hand.
The effort at joviality was wasted on Tyr in his current
mood. “A weapon is never a toy,” he scolded. For an instant
there was a pained look on Thor’s face, then the God of
Thunder’s visage turned dark with anger.
“Because we are brothers, I’ll forgive your speech,” Thor
warned.
“Because we are brothers, I’ll speak to you as you deserve,”
Tyr countered, matching Thor’s glowering gaze with his own.
“Enough of this!” Odin roared, his fury such that the
wolves scurried out from under the table and the ravens took
wing. He looked over both of his sons, but it was on Tyr that
his angry eye settled. “You will apologize for your rudeness,”
he declared.
Defiance welled up inside Tyr’s heart. He didn’t balk before
his father’s ire. “Someone needs to remind my brother of his
responsibilities.” He glanced over the crowd and raised his
voice. “His obligations to Asgard. Reckless adventuring puts
those he is sworn to protect at risk.” He pointed at Mjolnir.
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“What if Ymir had prevailed and your hammer was taken?”
“Only the worthy may wield Mjolnir,” Thor retorted, pride
in his voice.
“Such is my point,” Tyr persisted. “If you had fallen to the
ice giants, a powerful weapon in Asgard’s arsenal would have
been lost. The realm’s defenses would be weakened.”
“Niffleheim has long plotted to invade Asgard,” Odin
reminded Tyr. “It will take Ymir a long time to recover from
this defeat.”
Tyr shook his head. “Niffleheim’s plans are only delayed.
Had we fought the ice giants in battle, united against their
threat, we should have made them abandon their designs.
Shown them the folly of striving against us.” He turned to
Thor. “Instead Ymir has been dealt another hurt to brood
upon and plot his revenge.”
“You dare question the merits of what your brother has
accomplished?” Odin’s voice dropped to an angry growl.
Tyr brought the metal cup that covered the stump of his
missing hand crashing down on the slab of ice. The Uru cup
sent fragments of Ymir’s beard flying in every direction. “An
accomplishment without sacrifice leads to arrogance.” He
held up his left arm so that everyone in the hall could see it.
“The Great Wolf is yet chained in Varinheim, and its shadow
no longer hangs over Asgard.”
“But it hangs over you,” Thor snapped. “You hold fast to
the glories of yesterday and cannot stir yourself to new ones.
That is why you resent my feats, because you’ve lost the valor
to claim new victories of your own!”
Tyr clenched his fist, ready to plunge across the table and
make his brother eat those words. Thor, for his part, was ready
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to meet his challenge, but Odin’s arm came down between
them and pushed the younger away from the elder.
“Must you meet Tyr’s unjust words with your own?” Odin
told Thor. “His sacrifice let us subdue Fenris…”
“And what has he done for Asgard lately?” Thor snapped.
Almost instantly a look of contrition came upon his face. Tyr
knew his brother would have taken back the angry words if
he could. But it was too late. Repentant or not, the thrust had
been made and it had pierced him to the heart.
“I’ll remind all Asgard of my valor,” Tyr said. He turned
his back on his father and brother and stalked away from
the platform. One of the wolves stepped into his path, but
for once it knew better than to bare its fangs at him. A single
glance had it draw back with its tail between its legs.
The Asgardians gave ground to Tyr’s anger as quickly as
the wolf had. A path was cleared for him as he withdrew from
Odin’s hall. Only one voice called after him, that of Bjorn
Wolfsbane, a young huntsman from Varinheim. Tyr rebuffed
Bjorn’s effort to draw him back to the feast and kept walking.
In his heart a new determination smoldered. Thor might
have surpassed Tyr’s status as Asgard’s greatest hero, but he
would remind his younger brother of his mettle. He would
show Odin that the God of War was still capable of mighty
deeds.

TWO
The great city was miles behind Tyr when he reached the
Greenfirm, the quiet forest on the Plain of Ida. Many were
the times when he sought repose in its tranquility, but such
were his brooding thoughts that every sight and sound only
seemed to vex him. There was no satisfaction to be had in
the crisp smell of the pines, no joy to be found in the vibrant
songs of the birds. Everything felt like an intrusion on his
problems rather than a refuge from them.
He looked at the arboreal splendor of the land. His eyes
caught a deer watching him from behind a stand of bushes,
ready to bolt at the least hint of aggression. He saw a badger
pushing earth out from its burrow, its dirty nose twitching
as it sniffed the air and caught his scent. A flash of color
and he caught the crimson brush of a fox vanishing into a
hollowed log. This, Tyr mused, was why it was so easy for him
to resent his brother’s ever-rising fame. Thor was brave and
valiant, but he gave too little thought to what he was charged
with protecting when he struck out on his bold adventures.
Asgard wasn’t just the people, but the forests and rivers, the
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mountains and meadows, the trees and animals. All of it was
Odin’s domain and therefore it was their duty to defend it.
Tyr worried Thor focused too much on what was to be gained
by his forays across the Nine Worlds and not enough on what
could be lost.
The sound of running feet stirred Tyr from his somber
pondering. He turned about and saw a man hurrying
toward him through the forest. A head shorter than the
god’s imposing stature, the man was more stoutly built with
broad shoulders and a bull-like neck. His limbs were thickly
muscled, his leather leggings and jerkin stretched taut when
they flexed. His pale blond hair was tied into a long braid
and the beard that fell from his chin was likewise twined into
plaits and beaded with the sharp fangs of dire wolves from
Varinheim’s remote woodlands. The black pelt of one of these
massive predators had been shaped into the cloak he wore,
the preserved head of the animal serving him as both hood
and helm. From the loops of his belt, a set of throwing axes
hung, and a large, double-headed war axe was slung across his
back.
“I’ve been following your trail for hours,” the man said,
stopping his run to draw breath into his panting lungs.
Tyr smiled and shook his head. “Surely my path wasn’t
so difficult to find that it taxed the endurance of Bjorn
Wolfsbane?” He wagged a reproving finger at the huntsman.
“You indulged too freely in Odin’s hall and drowned your
stamina in ale and mead.”
Bjorn returned the smile with a laugh. “If that’s true, then
it means I’m getting old. No longer do I want to hear you call
me a young pup.”
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“That is just the sort of thing a young pup would say,” Tyr
observed. He looked over the huntsman for a moment. “Your
beard’s grown longer, but I still see too much of the boy who
came to the City of Asgard and begged to enter my service.
The one who vowed to bind the grip of his axe with hairs from
the Great Wolf ’s tail.”
“And you said one day you would take me back to Varinheim
and show me where the beast is bound,” Bjorn reminded
him. “It needs someone who knows the way to find the valley
where Fenris is chained.”
The rejoinder killed the smile that had so briefly worked
its way onto Tyr’s countenance. “Don’t be overeager to seek out
monsters. They tend to find their way to you in their own time.”
Bjorn was quiet for a moment. When he spoke again, it was
on the topic that had sent him hurrying after Tyr. “Your abrupt
departure from the feast has upset Odin and Frey. They say
it was a grave insult you did your brother and one that won’t
quickly be forgotten. Frigga spoke on your behalf, reminding
the All-Father that though your words may have been illchosen, the sentiment behind them was sincere.”
Tyr had expected as much. Odin was wise, but he also
had a quick temper that often slipped past his wisdom. To
have remained would only have made the situation worse,
driving still more anger into an argument already charged
with emotion. He might have expected his mother to take his
defense, just as the Vanir Frey and many of the other gods
would side with Odin. Curiosity put a question to his tongue.
“Did anyone else speak for me?”
Bjorn nodded. “Yes. Your brother.”
“Which one?” Tyr asked. “Balder? Hermod? Vidar?”
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He didn’t like to think it would be Loki, for the more he
considered the god’s slippery ways, the more he came to
realize that it was he who had provoked Tyr into what had
happened at Odin’s table. If Loki was pushing further into the
matter it could only be to advance some deeper scheme.
“No. It was Thor who tried to lessen your father’s ire,”
Bjorn said. The surprise Tyr felt must have shown on his face,
for the huntsman hurried to continue. “He reminded Odin of
what you’d done for Asgard and that you’d earned the right to
speak as you did.”
Tyr frowned and turned away. Such fairness from Thor
after their heated exchange only made him feel worse than
he already did. Not merely for casting a pall on his brother’s
victory, but because for the first time he began to wonder if,
after all, it wasn’t right that the God of Thunder should eclipse
the God of War as Asgard’s greatest hero. Yet another reason
for him to envy Thor’s defeat of Ymir. It was an untarnished
victory.
“It is right that I leave the city,” Tyr said. “I am no longer
the champion our people need.”
Bjorn looked at him with shock in his eyes. The wolfhunter
from Varinheim venerated Tyr and had often told him that he
was all an Asgardian should aspire towards. He did so now,
trying to reassure him of his greatness. “Asgard will always
need you. Who among the gods is as devoted to the defense
of the realm as you are? Who trained our warriors to fight as
an army, not as a disorganized horde? Who argued to raise
new walls about the city after the war with the Vanir and
then planned their defense against the giants of Jotunheim?”
He clenched his fist and cracked his knuckles to emphasize
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what he felt was the greatest accomplishment of all and the
one that had caused him to worship Tyr. “It was your hand
that rested in the mouth of Fenris when all the other gods
trembled before its threat. You knew what it meant, what it
would cost you, but you didn’t balk from the sacrifice.”
Tyr gave Bjorn a grave look. “It is that deed, more than any
other, by which I am diminished,” he said. They were words
he’d never spoken to Bjorn before. When the huntsman
looked at the metal cup covering his stump, he knew that his
meaning was mistaken. “I do not mean the loss of my hand.
Though I may no longer be the fiercest archer in all Asgard,
I’ve honed my sword until I’m as matchless with it as I ever
was with the bow.” He dropped his hand to the gold-hilted
sword that hung from his belt.
“A different blight taints the greatest deed of my life,” Tyr
continued. He had come this far, he intended to explain all
to Bjorn. “The bravest thing that any god in Asgard has done,
save my father when he hung upon the World Tree. There
is none who can take the courage of my act from me.” Tyr
scowled, and his hand plucked at the bindings around his
sword’s grip. “No, there was great courage in that moment.
But there was also terrible shame. A shame that cannot be
undone, for it would mean the ruin of Asgard.”
Bjorn shook his head. “I don’t understand,” he confessed.
“How can a deed be both brave and shameful?”
“The binding of the Great Wolf,” Tyr explained, “was built
upon treachery.”
The God of War closed his eyes, recalling the moment that
was forever etched upon his soul.

THREE
The Great Wolf towered above the gods, its eyes gleaming
with sardonic humor. The beast exuded an arrogant
confidence, a ferocious disdain for the world and everything
within it. Such was its might that nothing could oppose its
strength. It was whispered among the seers that one day
Fenris would stretch its jaws and swallow both sun and
moon, so enormous would its power have become.
The wolf made its lair in a narrow valley in the snowy
mountains of Varinheim. Odin had made that decree years
ago, when Fenris grew too enormous to dwell with the gods
in the city of Asgard. Though the beast could change its size
and even alter its shape somewhat, it preferred a gigantic
aspect to better show off its ever-increasing power. After
it attacked the goddess Idunn, the All-Father decided the
wolf was becoming too dangerous to allow to roam the city.
Haakun the Hunter, who’d intervened and saved Idunn from
the wolf ’s attack, had been charged with removing the beast
to Varinheim, at the very edge of Asgard. Time had only made
the beast more powerful, however, and it was widely believed
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it accepted its exile more from choice than any deference
to Odin’s authority. One day it would defy Odin’s rule and
ravage the whole of Asgard.
Tyr felt a shiver run through him when he looked up at the
Great Wolf. Fenris had grown even larger than the last time
he’d laid eyes on the beast. The wolf now stood a hundred
feet at the shoulder, ten times as big as when it left the city
of Asgard. Then it had been strong enough to snap a giant
in half with its jaws and to dig up the roots of a mountain
with its paws. He’d seen it devour an entire herd of cattle at
a single meal and lap a pond into a mere puddle to quench
its thirst. Once it had taken all of Odin’s sons to wrestle the
wolf to the ground when they were playing with the beast,
and even their combined strength had barely been able to
hold Fenris. How much greater had its power become in the
years since?
The wolf ’s valley was littered with evidence. Poking up from
the snow were the splintered fragments of hundreds of chains.
Fetters of iron, steel, and Uru, even a great cord that had been
sculpted from molten granite and a cable of forged obsidian
lay shattered and forgotten about the wolf ’s lair. All had
been crafted for the express purpose of binding Fenris, but
none had been equal to the beast’s strength. Others of Loki’s
monstrous brood had been bound by the gods. The great
serpent Jormungand was chained in the seas of Midgard, and
the sinister Hela was sent to govern the spirits of the dead in
Hel, but the Great Wolf resisted all efforts to restrain it.
The wolf exulted in the failures of the gods to bind it. Like
badges of honor it wore the broken chains, their links just
visible amid the thick gray fur that clothed its massive frame.
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They were a visible reminder to all who gazed on Fenris of
the beast’s might and that its strength was such that it could
brazenly defy the will of Odin. Indeed, since being exiled to
Varinheim, the wolf had become more savage than it had ever
been before. Now it didn’t simply devour the herds and flocks,
but ate those who tended the animals as well. Entire villages
had been massacred by the marauding beast, fairly daring the
gods to try to stop it.
“To think we once made sport of that thing.” The remark
was spoken by Balder, but the quivering tone to his voice
was alien to his usual boisterous nature. Tyr looked over at
his brother and saw that a shadow had fallen across his bright
features.
“Now the beast makes sport of us,” Thor agreed, one
hand clamped about Mjolnir’s head. He too was shaken by
how mighty Fenris had grown. He looked at his hammer, a
weapon that had slain more giants than any other in Asgard’s
arsenal, with a troubled cast in his eyes. Tyr could well guess
his brother’s worry. Would even his famed hammer have
the power to hurt the Great Wolf if it came to a fight? Such
combat had been forbidden by Odin, so it was clear their
father’s wisdom led him to believe who would prevail in such
a fray.
Tyr shook his head. Odin had done more than merely
forbid Thor to fight Fenris, he’d commanded that no god, be
they Aesir or Vanir, should battle the Great Wolf. Doing so,
it was argued, would only provoke the beast. While it was
content to remain in Varinheim, at least the rest of Asgard was
spared its rampages.
“At least Fenris is still amused by us,” Tyr commented. He
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gave his brothers a grim nod. “I think it knows how powerful
it has become. It stays here because a whim makes it do so.”
He frowned and slammed his fist into his palm. “Or else it is
biding its time. Waiting until its strength has grown to such a
degree that there’s not the least chance we could defeat it in
battle.” Tyr noticed one of the wolf ’s ears twitch and it seemed
to him that a sneer curled the corner of its mouth.
“You should be mindful of what you say. The Great Wolf has
sharp ears.” The admonishment came from one who should
know, the monster’s own father. Loki sighed and waved his
hand at the giant beast. “Underestimating an adversary is
always reckless.”
Two dozen of Asgard’s gods had made the journey to
Varinheim, the same as always came for the yearly contest
with Fenris. Odin said any more than that would leave the
realm exposed to dangers from the giants and other invaders,
but any fewer would be too few to intimidate the wolf and
make it show even a modicum of deference to them. Still,
except for the All-Father himself, who came and who stayed
was always changing. This, however, was only the second
time the capricious Loki had been selected to make the trip.
Tyr looked to where Odin sat astride Sleipnir, conversing
with Fenris, his golden armor glittering in the wintry sun. The
King of Asgard was the only Aesir that the wolf still deferred
to and his was the only voice that retained any authority at
all over the beast. Knowing this, Tyr wondered why their
father had asked Loki to join them this time. Though he’d
sired Fenris, the days when the wolf felt any sort of obligation
to its parent were long past. Why then had Odin made it a
point to bring Loki along? Truly, the wisdom he’d gained
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from sacrificing his eye at the roots of Yggdrasil led to strange
choices.
“Are your words for us or for your spawn?” Thor put the
question to Loki.
“I’ve as little to gain as anyone else if Fenris takes it in mind
to extend its territory beyond Varinheim,” Loki countered. “It
is a willful beast and attends my speech as little as it does your
own.” He nodded towards Odin. “That our father can still
command even a small measure of obedience is a testament
to his power.”
“Perhaps it is because your father treats Fenris with respect.”
There was a note of sadness in Frigga’s tone when she spoke.
There was no reproach on her face when she looked at Loki,
only an expression of pained regret. “A child nurtured on love
may grow into greatness. A child weaned on hate is shackled
with a chain stronger than any that we’ve tried to bind the
wolf with.”
Tyr hated to disagree with his mother, but he felt that on
this point she let herself be blinded by idealism. He thought
of how greatly she’d indulged Loki and how malicious he was
despite – or perhaps because of – that affection. There were
some who simply had a darkness within them, a darkness that
wasn’t banished by compassion but simply found in the love
of others a thing to be exploited. In that respect, Fenris wasn’t
so different from its father.
“Mother, your sympathy for Fenris is misplaced,” Tyr said.
“Even if there was a time when it could have responded to
compassion, that time is long past. When it attacked Idunn
and tried to steal the golden apples for her, the wolf showed
its true nature. It was testing to see if we had the strength to
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stop it. It responds only to strength. Odin knows this, just as
he knows the Great Wolf will one day be stronger than all of
us.” Tyr’s hand closed about the hilt of his sword as he stared
again at the colossal beast. “If it isn’t already stronger than us.”
“I thought only to protect Asgard,” Loki said. Whether
feigned or genuine, his voice echoed Frigga’s regretful tone.
“I tried to make Fenris a weapon against the giants, to protect
us all from the threat of Jotunheim. My failing was to be
too single-minded in that purpose. I taught the wolf how to
be strong and to fight, but not why it should fight. Too late
did I see that error.” His eyes swept across the faces of the
other gods as he made his apology. “I did bring the wolf to
Asgard, tried to teach it to love our city as we do, but by then
its heart was too filled with savagery to have a place for such
sentiments.”
Tyr wondered how much of Loki’s remorse had to do with
his inability to make use of Fenris for his own schemes, if he
would have any regret at all if the beast remained obedient
to him. Still, perhaps there was a germ of truth in what his
brother had tried to do. The pups sired by Fenris were
growing into loyal and devoted creatures, strong and noble in
their lupine way. Odin and Frigga were raising them, careful
to avoid the mistakes that made the Great Wolf so ferocious.
“So now it comes to this,” Frigga said. She gripped the
enchanted cord crafted by the dwarves of Nidavellir. Gleipnir
it had been named, and according to the dwarves it had been
forged from such arcane materials as the roots of a mountain,
the beard of a woman, and the breath of a fish. Tyr well knew
the secret ways of dwarves and that whatever process they’d
used, they wouldn’t reveal it to anyone, even the All-Father.
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“Don’t be glum, mother,” Balder advised. “If the thought of
shackling Fenris upsets you, remember the wolf has broken
mightier chains than this.” He was smiling when he spoke,
but Tyr could see the emptiness in his expression. Like all
of them, he was frightened by the prospect that they might
never find a way to bind the beast.
“The dwarves must be desperate to render such a fetter
up to Odin,” Thor said. “Gleipnir looks too delicate to hold a
lamb, much less the Wolf of Wolves.”
Tyr shook his head. “It has become a question of obligation
for them,” he told Thor. “Our father tasked them with crafting
a chain to hold Fenris. Until they can do so, their many
failures are a blot upon the honor of their people. They will
strain the very limits of their knowledge to fulfill their oath.”
He laid his hand on Gleipnir, feeling the silky smoothness of
its coils. “Frail it might seem, but the dwarves are confident in
its strength, and so too is Odin.”
“If it holds, then it will remain a cruel trick,” Frigga sighed.
“Shouldn’t exile be enough?”
“The wolf won’t remain content to stay in Varinheim
forever,” Tyr cautioned. “Even if it were, that would mean
abandoning the people of this land to its hunger. To force it
from Asgard to Niffleheim or Muspelheim would be pointless
as well, even if we could do it. Without a means to hold the
wolf it could come back whenever it chose to do so.” Tyr
returned his gaze to the monster in the valley. “No, it is here
the reckoning between us must happen.”
Fenris threw its head back, and a long howl rumbled
through the valley. Odin turned from the beast and spurred
Sleipnir back toward the other gods. The All-Father’s visage
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was grim when he drew up before them. There was a note of
foreboding in his eye.
“That took longer than usual, my king,” Frigga said, worry
in her voice.
“The Great Wolf wants concessions this time,” Odin
replied. He doffed his helm and set it beneath his arm.
“Fenris, it seems, grows weary of Varinheim. It wants to
expand its territory. Now it will roam Nornheim, Nastrond,
and Gundersheim as well.”
Tyr gazed at his father in shock. “That will subject a quarter
of Asgard to the wolf ’s marauding! Fenris has snapped every
chain that we’ve used on it. Are you so certain Gleipnir will
hold that you would enter such an agreement with the wolf?”
Anger flashed across Odin’s face and he tossed his helm
into the snow in a pique of ire. “There was no agreement,”
he stated, each word hissing from between his teeth. “Fenris
issued demands. It wanted half of Asgard to rove across,
everything south of Alfheim and east of Nidavellir. I had to
argue with the beast to make it settle for less.” He glanced
back at the hulking brute, its lupine eyes fixed on him as it
watched him talking with the other gods. “The wolf makes
sport of me… me, the All-Father and King of Asgard! It
didn’t try to hide from me that it was mocking my efforts to
constrain its demands. Each concession I drew from it was
like a toy tossed to a child. And, like a toy, what I’ve wrested
from Fenris is something it thinks to easily take back when it
has the mind to.”
“If we let Loki’s cur claim these lands as its territory, what is
to keep it from demanding all of Asgard?” Thor asked.
“How would you stop it?” Loki snapped. “Will you swat
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the Great Wolf with your hammer? You’ve vanquished
many giants with that weapon, brother, but don’t think you
can overcome all enemies with it. Mighty as it is, it has its
limitations.”
Thor bristled under the chastisement, but Tyr could see
that there was a flicker of doubt on his face.
“Never force a fight you are uncertain you can win,” Odin
said. “Fenris has grown much more powerful since it was
driven to Varinheim by Haakun.” He nodded to the armored
hunter, respectfully acknowledging the historic deed. “If we
force the wolf into battle, it is a contest we must win. Because
to lose would give Fenris license to rampage across Asgard
with no fear that anyone could stop it.”
Tyr heard the strain in his father’s voice. It was a terrible
burden to bear – the responsibility of trying to protect
Asgard from the monster, even if doing so meant abandoning
parts of it to Fenris. Varinheim had long suffered the wolf ’s
hunger so that other lands could be free of its menace. The
decision to leave other regions to the beast’s doubtful mercy
was something Odin would only do when there was no other
choice. Tyr appreciated that no good general ever forced a
fight he wasn’t certain of winning in some way.
There was another reason as well. The prophecy of
Ragnarok, that final war when the forces of good and evil
would determine the fate of the Nine Worlds, was known
to the gods. Most claimed that in that conflict, Odin was
doomed to fall upon Twilight, the blazing blade of the fire
giant Surtur, but there were a few who spoke of a different
end for the All-Father. That the King of Asgard would be
devoured by a colossal wolf, an omen that wasn’t understood
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until Loki sired Fenris and the beast became savage. Then
that aspect of the prophecy became clear: the Great Wolf was
the monster of which the seers had foretold. Tyr wondered
if that prediction weighed upon his father and caused his
hesitance to force the beast into battle. Prophecy was a
difficult thing to gauge. If accurate, did it mean Odin was
invulnerable to Fenris until Ragnarok, or did it foretell that
if he fought the wolf then he would die, regardless of when
that combat occurred? And by avoiding that conflict, could
he then avoid the prophecy? Tyr didn’t know, but with his
great wisdom, he thought that his father did. Another weight
set upon Odin’s shoulders, for it was more than just his own
life but the leadership of Asgard that would be lost if the wolf
defeated him.
Another howl rolled through the valley. Fenris took a
few steps towards the assembled gods. Its lips drew back,
displaying its fangs in a lupine grin. A strain of grumbling
utterances rumbled up from its throat, bestial intonations in
the language of wolves. The Allspeak, by which the Asgardians
could understand the speech of dwarves, elves, trolls, and
giants made the sounds intelligible to Tyr. Hurry along and
bind me with your chain, Fenris was goading them. I’m eager to
prowl my new domains.
“Bring forth Gleipnir,” Odin declared, scowling at the
wolf ’s impertinence.
Balder took the cord from Frigga. Of all the Aesir, Balder
was the most beloved, and even Fenris had sworn an oath
not to harm him. Alone among them, he could approach the
beast without fear of its jaws. Yet, as his brother approached
the wolf, Tyr saw the monster’s eyes shift from the heavy
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collar slung over Balder’s shoulder to the thin cord held in
his hands. At once, a gleam of suspicion crept into the wolf ’s
eyes. It backed away a pace and snarled.
What trickery is this? Fenris swung its head around and
stared at Odin. What manner of chain is this that you think it
can bind me?
“The strongest chains in Asgard are unequal to your strength,”
Odin told the wolf. “So now we will start again with the
weakest.”
Fenris took another step back. It bared its fangs at Balder.
Stay there. I’ve sworn to bring no harm to you, but do not test my
oath too far. When Balder stopped, the Great Wolf lurched
forwards. Tyr thought his brother had truly earned the title
“the Brave,” for he did not flinch when the monster’s snout was
pressed close and its nose snuffled at Gleipnir. A snap of those
jaws and he would have vanished into the beast’s gullet.
This stinks of magic. The wolf reared away and fixed its
glowering eyes on Odin again. Is this why you accepted my
terms?
Tyr saw something in that moment that gave him hope.
Always before when they’d tried to bind Fenris, the wolf had
been brazenly confident. Now it was anxious. It sensed a threat
in Gleipnir. “Surely the Great Wolf isn’t afraid to continue our
game?” Tyr called to the beast. He recalled all the times the
monster had laughingly snapped its fetters. “Where is your
confidence now, Wolf of Wolves?”
The taunt brought smiles to many of the gods, but Odin
shot Tyr a look of such gravity that any amusement he felt
at the wolf ’s uneasiness was instantly gone. There was a peril
here that Odin had foreseen that the others hadn’t. Tyr soon
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learned what that threat was.
There is trickery here, Fenris growled. It raised one of its
feet and pawed the air. A thin cord and a heavy collar. I learned
enough of my father’s lying ways to know better than to trust such
things. The wolf looked across the assembled gods, then fixed
its gaze back on Odin. I will play your game again, but I add
another condition. You must promise to set me free if I cannot
break the cord.
Odin bowed his head. “The promise is given,” he said.
The All-Father’s voice was so grim that he might have been
pronouncing his own doom.
Fenris pawed the air again. To ensure your promise, one of you
will put their hand in my mouth. I give my promise as well, not to
bite so long as the bargain is upheld. Should your trickery prevail
and I can’t break this cord, you must set me free. Otherwise, I
snap my jaws and take the hand. The wolf nodded to Balder.
I’ve sworn not to harm you, so it must be another who accepts my
challenge.
Odin turned to the other gods. “You need no more
proof that Gleipnir will work than the wolf ’s fear of it,” he
said. “Consider that fact well before you make a decision.
Remember what is at stake.”
Tyr knew the meaning of his father’s words, nor was it lost
upon the gods around him. If they could truly bind Fenris,
then the lands threatened by the wolf would be saved. At
the same time, whoever answered the beast’s challenge was
certain to lose their hand. The recuperative powers of the
Asgardians were great, but the arcane laws of sacrifice were
greater. Odin had surrendered his eye for wisdom and so its
loss remained. Whoever gave their hand to bind Fenris, it
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would likewise be lost forever.
Uneasy silence held the gods as they pondered the wolf ’s
demand. Fenris grinned at their indecision, openly mocking
their lack of courage and this proof that they meant to trick
the beast. Even the usually bold Thor wasn’t able to accept the
beast’s challenge. As minutes passed, Tyr saw Odin stir in his
saddle. A hideous thought came to him. If no one else rose to
the challenge, then the All-Father would take it on himself to
do so. Perhaps bearing out the seers who claimed he was fated
to perish in the wolf ’s jaws.
“I will accept your challenge,” Tyr called out. He started to
step forwards, but Loki grabbed him by the shoulder and held
him back.
Who said that? Fenris growled. Which of you will keep faith
with me?
“Quick, before it sees you,” Loki hissed at Tyr. Before he
knew what was happening, the trickster god was standing in
front of him, his cloak spread to conceal Tyr.
Speak up, Fenris barked. Who is it that has the stomach to
reach between my fangs?
“Let me go to the wolf,” Tyr ordered. “I’ll endure no more
of its baiting.”
“Fenris is my child,” Loki said. “Don’t underestimate its
cunning. Before you go to it, turn your swordbelt around and
shift your shield to the other hand.” Loki gave him a sharp
look when Tyr hesitated. “Do it, or your loss will be even
worse,” he snapped.
Tyr hastily complied while Fenris continued to mock
the gods for their timidity. He thought Thor was about to
respond to the wolf ’s goading, but before he succumbed to
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the beast’s lure, Tyr came forward. “I am here, wolf. You can
stop your yapping.” Tyr saw the look of relief that was on the
faces of the other gods. All of them knew this sacrifice was
essential, but none of them wanted to be the one to render it.
Frigga’s expression was anguished; Odin’s visage was riddled
with regret. Tyr wondered if his father’s wisdom had enabled
him to foresee this moment, the demand of the wolf and the
sacrifice that would be rendered. He wondered if Odin knew
who would be the one to make that sacrifice.
With each step he took towards Fenris, Tyr felt dread
boiling in the pit of his stomach. His shield felt strange in his
right hand, and the sword felt odd resting on his right hip. At
least there was the satisfaction of seeing the Great Wolf quail
at his approach. It had been so certain none of the gods would
risk losing their hand.
“Let’s see if you can break Gleipnir,” Tyr called to Fenris.
He motioned to Balder and his brother stepped beside him
and held out the heavy collar.
“You’ll have to wear this,” Balder told the Great Wolf.
The beast’s eyes had a touch of fright in them now. It looked
from side to side, as though seeking some route of escape.
But it was caught by its own pride. Fenris had challenged the
gods. It wouldn’t let itself flee from that challenge. Slowly, the
brute’s colossal figure began to diminish, reducing itself until
it stood only fifteen feet at the shoulder. Then it lowered itself
to the ground, resting on its belly while Balder fastened the
collar to its neck. It growled at him when he lifted Gleipnir.
Before you fasten the cord, I’ll have my assurance to be set free.
Fenris bared its fangs at Tyr. Your hand, hero, unless you’ve
reconsidered your choice.
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“I haven’t,” Tyr said. “My courage is no less than your own.”
He started forward to set his hand in the wolf ’s mouth. Fenris
jerked its head back and glared at him.
No, not that one. There was a sneering quality to the wolf ’s
expression as it glowered at Tyr. Your swordhand, hero. That is
what you’ll lose if you break faith with me.
Tyr had automatically reached forward with his right hand.
The craftiness in Loki’s plotting was borne out. The shifted
belt and shield had deceived Fenris into thinking Tyr was lefthanded. By the wolf ’s own demand, it was the left hand he
held out as he stepped to the monster. The hot, reeking breath
of the wolf washed over him as it opened its mouth. Tyr could
feel the blood turn cold inside him as he set his hand into the
dampness of the beast’s maw. The keen fangs pressed down
on his skin and he could feel the strength of the wolf ’s jaws.
The least exertion and he knew Fenris could snap off his hand
in an instant.
Satisfied with Tyr’s hand in its mouth, Fenris let Balder
wind the cord through the collar and fasten its other end to
the Uru staple fixed to the valley floor. The Great Wolf rose
to its feet again, forcing Tyr to stretch his arm to keep his
hand from being cut by the beast’s fangs. Fenris glared at
him, but kept its head lowered so that he wasn’t pulled off
the ground. More than before, there was an air of panic in
the wolf ’s eyes.
Tyr went stumbling from side to side as Fenris strained to
snap Gleipnir. Incredible as it seemed, the cord held where
mighty chains had failed. A low whine rumbled through
the Great Wolf, pulsating down Tyr’s arm until every bone
in his body was vibrating from the beast’s mounting panic.
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There was an almost desperate appeal in its eyes now. It was
imploring Tyr to call out to the other gods to free it. That was
why Fenris was reluctant to champ down on his hand. Tyr’s
peril was the only thing it had left to bargain with.
They had the Great Wolf! Gleipnir would hold! No longer
would the lands of Asgard fear the beast’s ferocity. More, Tyr
thought of Odin and the prophecies about him and Fenris.
That doom would be averted now, for the wolf would be
safely shackled.
Tyr glanced back at the watching gods. He’d expected to
see relief on their faces, even celebration. Instead he saw a
mounting horror. They were waiting for Fenris to bite and the
longer it hesitated, the more their resolve would falter. All it
would need would be for one of them, any one of them, to
untie the cord and everything would be undone. Any one of
them. His brothers, his father, even his mother. Frigga was
unable to look on the scene – how long could she endure
before her position as Queen of Asgard no longer repressed a
mother’s fear for her son?
Tyr looked into the wolf ’s eyes. The appeal there was
piteous, but he reminded himself that Fenris was only so
because it was desperate. Set free again, it would be twice
the monster it was before, bitter at how it had been tricked.
Never again would it make sport with the gods and give them
another chance to trap it.
“No,” Tyr told the Great Wolf. “You’re caught, and you’ll
stay caught!” He smiled and raised his right hand. “By the
way, this is the one I swing a sword with.”
Savage in its temper even when it had been in the city of
Asgard, Tyr’s jeering and the revelation that Fenris had been
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cheated incensed the beast. Its jaws came snapping down,
the fangs shearing through Tyr’s hand. He was thrown back,
blood spurting from the jagged stump. Balder hurried to his
side and dragged him away.
Fenris threw its head back and swallowed Tyr’s hand, then
sprang forward in an attempt to claim the rest of his flesh.
Gleipnir held it fast, however, and it could only gnash its teeth
in futile protest as Balder helped Tyr back to where the other
gods stood. Frigga hurried to him, winding her cape about
his arm and trying to staunch the flow of blood. Odin leaped
down from Sleipnir’s back and dashed over to Tyr.
From his belt, the All-Father removed a small pouch.
Odin reached in and produced a small vial and a poultice.
“Something to dull the pain,” Odin said, pressing the vial to
Tyr’s lips. He handed the poultice to Frigga. “Something to
stop the bleeding,” he told her.
Tyr had felt a stinging cold inside him, but when he drank
the contents of the vial it was banished as warmth rushed
through him again. He stared into his father’s face. There was
guilt in Odin’s eye. Tyr was right, his father had foreseen this.
That was why he had the instruments ready to ease his son’s
wounds. “It was my choice,” Tyr reassured him. “I knew what
it would cost me, but I chose to do it anyway.” The gratitude
on Odin’s face when he said these words was even more
enervating than the potion he’d been given.
Oathbreakers! Fenris howled. You swore to release me!
Odin turned from Tyr and faced the Great Wolf. The monster
raged against its bindings. It tried to swell its size to snap the
collar, but its efforts only threatened to choke it. Trying to
make itself smaller, it was frustrated to find that its bindings
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shrank to match its attempts to slip free. Try as it might, the
wolf couldn’t break the cord.
“One day one of us will free you,” Odin told Fenris. “But
it will not be today, nor many days to come. We made our
bargain, beast, but you neglected to say how long Gleipnir
would bind you.” The All-Father clenched his fist and shook it
at the monster. “Be thankful I have no taste for slaughter, wolf,
or I would kill you while you’re shackled for the hurt you’ve
done my son!”
You’ve tricked me, Odin, and your son has cheated me! When
I slip free…
“When you slip free,” Odin snarled at Fenris, his voice
more ferocious than the wolf ’s growls, “I will be waiting for
you, and on that day, you’ll not find me in a merciful mood.”

FOUR
Tyr tapped the metal cup against his chest. “We cheated
Fenris.”
Bjorn stared in amazement at the god’s contrition. “But
you did what was necessary to preserve Asgard. Had Fenris
remained loose it would eventually have wrought havoc
throughout the realm.”
“What I did was a necessary evil,” Tyr corrected him.
“There was bravery in my deed, but there was no honor.
We all of us tricked Fenris, mocked its trust in us. I most of
all.”
“The Great Wolf had to be chained,” Bjorn insisted. “Even
today, Varinheim is scarred from its ancient depredations and
infested with the descendants of its brood.”
“Necessity isn’t nobility,” Tyr said. He sighed as he
considered another point. “I wonder if Thor would have
agreed to that final deception. To cheat the Great Wolf to the
very last.”
Bjorn grimaced at the remark. “He wouldn’t because he
didn’t offer his hand to Fenris. You had the right of it when
193
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you called your brother reckless and vainglorious. He seeks
mighty deeds for his own benefit, not that of Asgard.”
Tyr’s eyes flashed with anger. “I was unjust when I said that,
and they are words it is unworthy of you to repeat.” Before he
could gauge the reprimand’s effect on Bjorn, a sound from
back among the pines caused him to spin around. In a flash
his sword was in his hand, its white blade glimmering in the
daylight.
“Show yourself,” Tyr commanded.
From behind the pines a figure emerged. Tyr was struck at
once by the long red hair that fell across the narrow shoulders,
bright even in the shadow of the trees. The shape belonged to
a woman, tall and lissome, arrayed in leather garb much like
Bjorn. She had a bow and quiver on her back and a broadaxe
on her belt. In her hands she carried a boarspear, its sharp
head nearly a foot long and barbed along its edges.
“Forgive me,” the huntress said, “I didn’t mean to intrude.”
She shrugged her shoulders. “I was tracking an old grayback
with doubled tusks when I chanced to come upon you. I was
waiting for the opportunity to leave as unobtrusively as I
came. I didn’t intend to eavesdrop.”
The woman’s face was an image of loveliness, more beautiful
than most in Asgard, yet there was a troubling familiarity
about her that made Tyr suspicious. “What did you hear?”
he asked.
The huntress shook her head and smiled in apology.
“Something about the chaining of the Great Wolf. Something
more about Thor and heroic deeds. I confess I didn’t
understand much of it.”
The more she spoke, the more certain Tyr was that he knew
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this woman. Not well, but if he concentrated, he was certain
he could put a name to…
“Lorelei,” he grumbled when he realized who she was. He’d
only ever seen her in elegant gowns and embroidered dresses,
so rough hunter’s garb had thrown him off.
“You needn’t say it like that,” Lorelei grumbled back. “You
sound like you just found a viper hiding under a rock.”
“Haven’t I?” Tyr prodded her.
“That is a horrible thing to say to a lady,” Bjorn said, rising
to defend the huntress.
Tyr turned a warning look on his companion. “This is
Lorelei, the younger sister of Amora the Enchantress.” He
could see that the information startled Bjorn, but not enough
to dull the admiration in his eyes. The ability of Amora to
fascinate men with a mere glance was notorious throughout
Asgard, not that such knowledge was any protection against
her wiles. Lorelei appeared to share her sister’s art.
“It is a hurtful thing to always be in the shadow of your
sibling,” Lorelei quipped. She fixed Tyr with her gaze.
“Wouldn’t you agree? For better or worse, we are compared
to their reputations.”
“I am reminded of the time you tried to woo my brother
with a love philter,” Tyr commented. By an effort of will he
managed to break contact and look away from her eyes.
“Thor prefers Sif,” Lorelei stated, indifference in her tone.
She smiled and laughed. “His loss, don’t you think?”
“We were just discussing how injudicious Thor can be,”
Bjorn agreed.
Lorelei sighed. “Yet he’s the one whom all Asgard
celebrates.” She stamped the butt of her spear against the
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ground. “It’s unfair that Thor should be feted while the
accomplishments of greater heroes are forgotten.”
“So, you heard more than a little of our conversation,” Tyr
accused. He didn’t like the way she was verbally poking at
him. It reminded him too much of Loki.
“No,” Lorelei insisted, “but I was in Odin’s hall when you
traded sharp words with Thor. I was impressed. It was high
time someone tried to curb that ego of his.”
“Small chance of that when he’s constantly running off to
fight giants and slay dragons,” Bjorn said. “Every adventure
only inflates his pride further.” He saw the disturbed look on
Tyr’s face. “You said as much at the feast,” he reminded him.
“Whatever I said, Thor has done great deeds,” Tyr answered.
“That cannot be taken from him.”
“They can’t be taken from him,” Lorelei said, staring at
Tyr’s gleaming sword. “But have you thought that they might
be surpassed?”
Tyr started at the remark. Despite his hesitance, he looked
into her eyes. “What do you mean?”
An indulgent laugh rolled from Lorelei’s lips. “I mean
instead of being jealous of Thor’s deeds, strike out on
adventures of your own.” She stepped closer and laid her
hand on his shoulder. “After all, you are Odin’s eldest son.”
“Thor knocked away Ymir’s beard,” Bjorn stated. There
was an edge to his voice, and Tyr noticed that his eyes kept
darting to Lorelei’s hand on his shoulder. “What can compare
to that?”
Lorelei turned from Tyr and regarded Bjorn. “I saw you at
the feast,” she said, “so I know you also heard Odin’s speech.
Even as he praised Thor, the All-Father spoke of a still greater
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feat.” Her voice dropped to a dusky whisper. “Surely to a brave
and noble heart such as yours, a deed of such magnitude
would be worthy of your attention.”
Tyr stared at her in shock. He well remembered what Odin
had spoken of, but he was stunned anyone could have taken
his words seriously. “To steal the sword of Surtur and bring it
back to Asgard,” Tyr said, shaking his head. “My father spoke
in jest. That is not a greater feat, but an impossible one.”
“Thor wouldn’t think so,” Lorelei stated. “To him, the
impossible is a challenge, not an obstacle.”
Tyr looked over at Bjorn and waved his hand. “You see,
young pup? She protests otherwise, but she still loves my
brother.” He was pleased to see some of Bjorn’s ardor leave his
eyes after hearing him state what should have been obvious.
“Yes,” Lorelei conceded. “That’s why I would like to see
him humbled. His rejection hurt me, that is why I tried to
ply him with a love potion.” Again she cracked the end of her
spear against the ground. “If Thor’s pose as Asgard’s greatest
champion were challenged, it might cause him to amend his
proud ways and not be so dismissive of me.”
“So that’s what you’re after,” Tyr said. “You want to humble
my brother.”
“And you want to make everyone remember that you are
also a hero,” Lorelei replied. “Stealing Surtur’s sword would
do just that.”
Tyr was silent as he weighed what she said. It was true,
taking Surtur’s sword would far eclipse Thor’s triumph
over Ymir. That, however, was simple hubris, the urge to
assert himself as the eldest son. Not enough to justify the
risk involved. But there was another reason. The prophecy
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of Ragnarok, when Surtur would lead his legions up from
Muspelheim to incinerate Asgard. In that battle, the burning
sword Twilight would strike down Odin. If he could steal
Twilight, perhaps he could defy the prophecy. Even avert
Ragnarok. More importantly, at least to him, he would again
save his father from a doom that had been foretold for him.
“… but how should we even get into Muspelheim?” Bjorn
was asking Lorelei when Tyr stirred from his thoughts.
“Surtur’s domain is guarded by his fire demons.”
“There are ways,” Lorelei said. “Though I am not my sister,
the mystic arts aren’t unknown to me. We could cross the
Rainbow Bridge to reach Muspelheim. I have spells that
could get us past Heimdall, but it would take valiant warriors
to brave what awaits us on the other side.” When she spoke
the last, she again looked at Tyr. “I know your bravery is equal
to the task, but is your ambition?”
Tyr returned his sword to its sheath. “Thor shattered Ymir’s
beard for his own ambition. Mine is to protect Asgard and
all I hold dear. For that, there is nothing I wouldn’t do.” He
bowed his head to Lorelei.
“For that, I would even trust you,” Tyr said.

FIVE
Lorelei bade Tyr and Bjorn accompany her to her castle out
on the Plain of Ida overlooking the Sea of Marmora. The
structure could be seen from afar, shimmering in the sunlight.
It had been raised from blocks of stone saturated with
deposits of mica and quartz so that when the sun struck the
fortifications they seemed as though they’d been crafted from
the light itself. Tyr found the effect to be magnificent and was
impressed by the planning and engineering it must have taken
for Lorelei to construct her home in such a manner. There
was also a certain symbolism about that impression of a castle
built of light, for did they not seek to range across a bridge
woven from the same essence?
To ensure their passage across Bifrost, the Rainbow
Bridge, Lorelei said she needed certain apparatus she kept
in her castle. A deep moat surrounded the walls, and Tyr
was surprised when he drew near to it that the bottom was
as ablaze with light as the castle walls. Where shadows had
reached down into the depression, he found the reason. The
moat was lined with jagged shards of crystal.
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“A notion of my sister’s,” Lorelei explained when she noted
the subject of Tyr’s interest. “She has, on occasion, sought
refuge with me and has prevailed on me to take certain
precautions.” An awkward look squirmed onto her face. “At
times she has made strong enemies.”
Tyr tried to repress a snort of laughter. There was an
understatement! Through her intrigues and enchantments
Amora had made enemies of nearly anyone of consequence
in Asgard at one time or another. Thor and Loki both had
been caught in her manipulations on different occasions, and
it was said the rock troll champion Ulik was still howling for
her head after being exploited by her.
“It is to be regretted that the beauty of your castle must
be tarnished in such a way,” Bjorn said as the three circled
around the moat to where the drawbridge stood. The gates
were open, and the portal lowered when they approached.
“Necessity must always compromise beauty,” Lorelei
pouted, running her hands across her rough hunter’s garb.
“Still, you always have to be practical about such things and
accept them as they are.” She directed the last remark at Tyr.
“You see, I’ve gotten rid of that naivety that made me think
charms and potions could win your brother’s heart.” She
shrugged her shoulders. “We live and we learn.”
Tyr scratched his chin, giving consideration to that
sentiment. “Some of us learn slower than others, maybe.”
He knew he could be intransigent when it came to adapting
new ideas. Or reconsidering his opinion of someone. People
did change, but often the impression they’d made on others
didn’t.
“Welcome home, Lady Lorelei,” a brawny guard greeted
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her as she started across the bridge. The man gave Tyr and
Bjorn a wary study. “Your hunting went well?”
Lorelei dismissed her guard’s concern with a wave of her
hand. “I gave up the chase when I found some old friends in
the Greenfirm,” she told him. “They will be my guests, Gunter.
Tell the kitchens to prepare dinner for three.”
“Is there time for that?” Tyr asked her when Gunter was
out of earshot.
“We should make time,” Lorelei answered and laughed.
“You might be grateful to have a big meal in your belly before
we start. I doubt we’ll find any fit fare in Muspelheim.”
“She makes a good case,” Bjorn said. “I don’t think Surtur
will ask us to sup with him before we steal his sword.”
Tyr shook his head as they passed through the castle
entrance. “And I’m supposed to be the tactician. The dullest
giant knows an army marches on its stomach. Here we are
about to start a bold campaign and I forget the most basic
element of them all.”
Lorelei gave him a lingering stare. “Perhaps you’ve had
other things on your mind,” she said before quickly turning
away and hurrying ahead of them into the entry hall.
“What did she mean by that?” Bjorn wondered as they
followed after her.
“She knows the prophecy of Ragnarok. She knows that
Twilight is fated to slay my father,” Tyr said. “There’s no
magic if she guesses this weighs upon me, what I risk by
failure and what I may gain by success.” While Bjorn accepted
his explanation, Tyr only wished that he could be as certain
that it was the meaning of what Lorelei had said. There was
something about the way she’d looked at him.
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Lorelei claimed to have put aside her desire for Thor. Was
that because she was now interested in Tyr?
The inside of the castle was no less astounding than its
exterior. The entry was a vast hall of marble pillars and
winding stairs. The mosaic on the floor was fashioned from
alternating tiles of green and blue to create the impression
of a river coursing through woodland. Tyr found that this
theme was repeated throughout the home, lending itself
to the suggestion that a visitor was following the path of
the waterway as they moved from room to room. A bronze
brazier standing at the middle of the hall illuminated the rich
tapestries hanging from its walls depicting amorous scenes
from the sagas. Tyr recognized one of them as representing
the Midgard tale of Tristan and Isolde.
“A palace in truth,” Bjorn proclaimed to their hostess, “but
how could anything less be a suitable setting for someone
as pretty as you.” Had there been less sincerity woven into
his awkward speech, Tyr would have smiled at his friend’s
discomfort. A rustic wolfhunter from Varinheim, Bjorn was
always out of sorts among finery and riches. Tyr’d often joked
that if he stumbled on a dragon’s lair, he’d be more frightened
of the hoarded treasure than the fire-breathing worm.
“That’s sweet of you to say,” Lorelei replied. She
extended her arms and waved them at the many doorways
opening into the hall. “Please, accept the liberty of my
home. Dinner will be ready within the hour.” She plucked
a finger under the sleeve of her tunic. “If you’ll excuse me,
I’ll change into something more appropriate to the occasion.”
“You’ve yet to explain how you intend to get us past
Heimdall and across Bifrost,” Tyr reminded her as she started
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to ascend the stairs.
“We’ll talk about that over dinner,” Lorelei answered.
“Comfortable circumstances allow one to think more clearly.”
The two warriors watched Lorelei withdraw into her rooms
upstairs. When she was gone, Bjorn turned to Tyr, a hint of
irritation in his eyes. “You’re still suspicious of her?”
“It is hard to trust someone who cast a charm over my
brother,” Tyr confessed.
Bjorn pulled at his beard. “If you’re so distrustful, then why
are we here? Wouldn’t the smart thing be to stay far away from
Lorelei and whatever she’s planning?”
Tyr traced the edge of the mosaic river with his foot. “That
would be the wise course, but not the brave one.” He laid his
hand on Bjorn’s shoulder and lowered his voice. “I appreciate
your devotion, my friend, but know that if you decide to defer
to wisdom and return to the city, I won’t think less of you.”
“But you intend to press on,” Bjorn said. “Even if you think
Lorelei is trying to trick you.”
Tyr’s expression was somber. “She’s a good hunter. She
knows the right bait to put in her trap. To catch me, she
offers Twilight and the chance to lift my father’s foretold
doom from off his shoulders.” He thought again of when
he’d put his hand in the wolf ’s mouth and defied fate to
protect his father from a different prophecy. “Even if I
was certain it was a trap, I couldn’t stay away with such
an opportunity before me.” He locked eyes with Bjorn.
“That explains my foolhardiness, but it doesn’t demand that
you join me in it.”
“No,” Bjorn said, taking hold of Tyr’s arm and clasping his
hand, “but the bonds of friendship do. We’ve stalked giants
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in the mountains and routed draugr from their barrows. I’ll
not shun your company now that something a little more
challenging looms before us.” They both chuckled at the
understatement. Of all the Nine Worlds, perhaps only Hela’s
deathly realm was regarded with more dread than fiery
Muspelheim.
“Still,” the huntsman continued, “I can’t share your doubts
about Lorelei. She isn’t Amora. She doesn’t have that thirst
for power her sister has. What would she gain by trying to
trick us?”
“If I knew that,” Tyr sighed, “I would know better what to
watch out for.”
They spoke no more on the subject as they walked through
Lorelei’s castle. Each room was more splendidly appointed
than the last, and Tyr thought their tour was far too brief when
Gunter suddenly appeared in a doorway and summoned
them to dinner. Bjorn’s tastes might be too rude to appreciate
the artistry of her palace, but Tyr found himself impressed
by the elegantly carved furnishings, the intricately woven
rugs with their colorful patterns, the luxurious tapestries that
stretched across the walls. He’d have liked a bit more time to
contemplate the long gallery lined with magnificent statues
sculpted from equally magnificent stones gathered from
across the Nine Worlds.
The dining hall was richly appointed, candles shining from
hundreds of silver stands arrayed all around the long table of
dark oak. Such was its size that Tyr thought only Yggdrasil
could have been large enough to provide the wood. Perhaps
Amora had used some spell to meld different boards into
each other to create the material for Lorelei’s table. There was
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a note of the ridiculous when Gunter escorted them up to the
head of the table. It was big enough to seat two hundred, yet
here it was to serve only three.
Tyr and Bjorn took places to either side of the high-backed
gilded chair that stood waiting for their hostess. Servants in
bright liveries of blue and gold circled around the table, setting
vessels before them. Flagons of ale, steins of beer, bowls of
a dark soup with spicy broth, plates of broiled venison and
steamed pheasant. It was a test of will to refrain from the meal
until Lorelei joined them. Indeed, Tyr had to deliver a sharp
kick to Bjorn’s shin when the wolfhunter would have started
in on the soup.
The wait, however, was not a long one. Tyr suspected Lorelei
could have preceded them to the table but had lingered off
in one of the halls until they were settled. She made a grand
entrance as she swept into the hall. The dress she wore was
bright azure, complemented by a belt of gold and a necklace
with a ruby set into it big enough to choke a bear. Gold combs
adorned her hair, sweeping the scarlet locks away from her
powdered face.
“It gladdens me that you’ve accepted my hospitality,”
Lorelei said as she took her seat at the head of the table. She
made a little frown when she saw that neither man had started
in on his meal. “Oh, you needn’t have waited for me. I know
you must be hungry after your hurried departure from Odin’s
hall.” Her eyes sparkled as she looked at Tyr. “You didn’t
exactly get a chance to finish your meal.”
Tyr acknowledged the comment with a wave of his hand.
“I’m hungry for the details of your plan to cross the Rainbow
Bridge. Other appetites can wait.”
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Lorelei motioned one of her servants to pour wine for
her. She lingered over the crystal goblet, watching the play of
its ruddy color within the sharp facets of the glass. “I know
you distrust me, Tyr. I know my past hasn’t been as ideal as it
might have been and I know that my sister’s legacy is still less
of a recommendation. But please believe that my motives are
pure.”
“I would very much like to,” Tyr said. “Is there anything
you can tell me to lessen my suspicions?”
“No,” Lorelei said, sipping at her wine. “Indeed, what I
must tell you will only make you more suspicious.” She set
down the goblet and folded her hands before her on the table.
“You’ve asked me how we will get past Heimdall and cross
Bifrost? The answer is one that will hardly convince you of
my sincerity. My sister has, as you know, taken refuge in this
castle with me at times. Some of her arcane apparatus has
been left here. Among them there is a certain powder that
when cast into someone’s face will make their mind turn back
upon itself and forget all that has happened over the previous
hour.”
“This is what you plan to use to get past Heimdall?” Bjorn
asked.
“He will forget we even approached the Himinbjörg,”
Lorelei said. When she saw the stern expression on Tyr’s
face, she hurried to reassure him. “The powder will do him no
harm, only make him forget that we were there. It will hold
him immobile for a time and while he is stunned, we’ll be able
to cross Bifrost.”
“Do you think to use this powder on Surtur when we go to
steal his sword?” Tyr prompted. His distaste for such a trick
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was only exceeded by his distaste for leaving Twilight in the
fire giant’s hands. In war, the most dishonorable tactics had to
be considered if it would ensure victory.
“Would that I had enough for such a purpose,” Lorelei
said. “But my sister left only enough here for us to employ on
Heimdall. Even if we were to find another way to Muspelheim,
I don’t know if there’s enough powder to affect Surtur. Or
even if something like him can be affected by it.”
“It will need stronger magic than a pinch of powder to fight
Surtur,” Bjorn observed between bites of venison.
Lorelei stared down at the table, a flush rising into her
cheeks. “There are other enchantments Amora left,” she
confessed. “I haven’t focused myself on studying magic the
way she has, but I have watched her at work. I might not be
able to conjure the devices she uses to invoke her magic, but
I know enough to be able to make use of what she left here.”
Tyr tapped his finger on the table. “Before we devise a
strategy to sneak into Muspelheim, I must know the nature
of these devices. How they work. What they can do. How
dependable they are.” He could see his talk was making her
uncomfortable. “When we cross Bifrost we’ll be entering a
hostile land where the very air is an enemy seeking to stifle us.
It’s important to know the potential of every weapon at our
disposal. That includes the magic you can draw upon.”
“On your first point I can offer little,” Lorelei said. “I know
how to work these spells, but not why they work. To the
second, I can say there is much they can do. A veil of smoke
drawn from the breath of the dragon Fafnir to hide us from the
denizens of Muspelheim. A sliver of ice from the glaciers of
Niffleheim that can freeze even a fire demon’s ire.” She paused
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a moment, weighing her words. “These worked well enough
in Amora’s hands. But there is one that even she considered
erratic in its moods. The Wayfarer’s Mirror, crafted for her by
the dark elves.”
“What is special about this mirror?” Bjorn asked.
“Could its magic be depended on, we’d have no need of
troubling Heimdall or crossing Bifrost,” Lorelei said. “It
might transport us wherever we wished to go within the
Nine Worlds.” She shook her head. “But Malekith’s elves
are treacherous and so too are the gifts they bestow on their
‘friends’. I wouldn’t want to rely on the mirror, but if we were
hard-pressed it would offer the possibility of escape from
Muspelheim.”
Tyr took a swig of ale and wiped the foam from his chin. “If
the mirror is as untrustworthy as you say, then it must be a last
resort.” He smiled at Lorelei. “The other magic you speak of is
certain to be useful. It will only bolster our chances of success
to have them at our disposal.”
“There is more,” Lorelei said, looking across at each of them
in turn. “My castle’s armory is well supplied. You could both
of you benefit from a coat of mail. A shirt of chain crafted by
the dwarves that resists even the hottest flame. A breastplate
forged by the giants that is impervious to the most crushing
pressure. There are weapons too–”
Tyr interrupted her with a wave of his hand. “My sword
is weapon enough for me,” he said. “But we will accept the
hospitality of your armory. It will spare us returning to the
city and risk others learning of our intentions.” He laughed
and clapped his hand down on the table. “All of that can wait!
Watching Bjorn gorge himself on these victuals has become
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more tortuous than anything I expect to find in Muspelheim!
Let’s eat before he finishes what’s on his plate and starts
raiding mine!”
Lorelei laughed at Tyr’s joke. For a moment her eyes met his
and there was in them an unexpected warmth. The instant was
fleeting, the connection broken almost as soon as he became
aware of it. Lorelei lowered her gaze and focused on her plate.
Tyr didn’t ask her about the interest he thought she’d shown.
It was just possible he was mistaken and that it was merely his
imagination that had created the impression.
“We’ll need more than your sword,” Lorelei finally said. “It
will take the tactical prowess for which the God of War is so
famed.” When she returned her attention to Tyr, the warmth
was gone, subsumed by a stony resolution. “We can depend
only upon our own resources. There isn’t anyone else we can
call to for help.”
Tyr nodded. “Because of the great danger, I am certain
Odin would try to stop us.” His slapped his hand against the
table, causing the cutlery to rattle. “But the very danger is why
this could work. Surtur would never expect so small a group
to trespass into his domain, much less try to steal Twilight.
Surprise is a potent factor in our favor, one that cannot
be underestimated.” He smiled as he thought about the
advantage. “Yes, I think we stand a very good chance, more
than those who would dissuade us would credit us with.”
Tyr raised his stein and saluted Lorelei and Bjorn. “To
Twilight’s last hours in Muspelheim,” he toasted. “May the
fire giant’s sword never return to his hand!”
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